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Abstract

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a critical infrastructure of the Internet because
almost all applications that run on Internet-connected machines depend on the name
resolution service it provides to work. The DNS consists of three components: the domain
name space, the name servers, and the clients, formally referred to as resolvers. Due to its
critical nature, the domain name space and the name servers have been for many years
very attractive targets for attackers seeking to inflict widespread damage. To deal with this
state of affairs, substantial attention and investment have been directed at enhancing the
security of and protecting the DNS to ensure its continuous, reliable and efficient operation.
This, in conjunction with a notable shift in the motivation and profile of attackers have
led in recent years to a considerable change in the Internet attack landscape. Attacks have
gradually become more sophisticated and focused, and financial gain has evolved into the
major driving force behind them. In this new era, attackers have realised that misusing
the name servers or exploiting the name resolution service comes with greater damage or
economic profit than directly attacking the components of the DNS or disrupting the name
resolution service. As an immediate consequence, the vast majority of Internet attacks
nowadays produce an observable effect on the DNS traffic that traverses the Internet, the
operation of the name servers, or in some cases on both. In the present study, it is shown
that this observation opens a new and very promising perspective for effectively detecting
and mitigating a wide variety of Internet attacks.

To demonstrate the value of this perspective, the present study is devoted to detecting

and mitigating Internet worms that along with bot software are the two major Internet

threats network operators and end users face. The focus is particularly on email worms,

which have been, and remain, a very popular medium for attackers to achieve their ends

and, therefore, the most prevalent type of Internet worms and malicious software in general.

The attackers’ ends include installing bot software designed to distribute unsolicited

emails or launch targeted distributed denial of service attacks, stealing private information

and destroying key data. In this thesis, a method for detecting user machines that are

compromised by email worms on the local name servers is introduced. The method uses

clustering and similarity search over time series derived from the DNS query streams

of user machines. It is demonstrated that the method overcomes the limitations of the

existing methods, exhibits remarkable accuracy and negligible false alarm rate, and can be

effective in the long run. In addition, a method for containing email worms is introduced.

The method uses a traffic control mechanism to regulate the DNS response streams that

the local name servers return to user machines and, thereby, limit the rate at which

compromised user machines spread email worms further. It is shown that the method has

the potential to slow down the epidemics of email worms and contribute to reducing the

illegitimate email and DNS traffic compromised user machines send to the Internet with

minimally, if at all, affecting their legitimate traffic.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Domain Name System (DNS) ist eine für das Internet unentbehrliche Infrastruk-

tur, weil fast alle Anwendungen, die auf mit dem Internet verbundenen Maschinen laufen,
von der Namensauflösung, die es zur Verfügung stellt, abhängen. Das DNS besteht aus
drei Komponenten: dem Domain-Namensraum, den Nameservern und den Klienten, formal
Resolver genannt. Wegen seiner kritischen Natur waren der Domain-Namensraum und die
Nameserver jahrelang sehr attraktive Ziele für Angreifer, die versuchen, weit verbreiteten
Schaden zuzufügen. Um diesen Stand der Dinge zu überwinden, wurde große Aufmerk-
samkeit auf die Verbesserung der Sicherheit sowie den Schutz des DNS gerichtet, und
bedeutende Investitionen getätigt, um seinen durchgehenden, zuverlässigen und effizienten
Betrieb sicherzustellen. In Verbindung mit einer bemerkenswerten Verschiebung in der
Motivation und im Profil der Angreifer hat dies in den letzten Jahren zu einer beträchtlichen
Änderung in der Internet-Angriffslandschaft geführt. Die Angriffe wurden schrittweise
verfeinert und fokussiert, und finanzieller Gewinn hat sich zur ihrer treibenden Hauptkraft
entwickelt. In dieser neuen Ära haben die Angreifer festgestellt, dass der Missbrauch der
Nameserver oder die Ausnutzung des Namensauflösungdienstes größeren wirtschaftlichen
Schaden verspricht, als direkte Angriffe auf die DNS-Komponenten oder das Stören des
Namensauflösungdienstes. Als direkte Konsequenz hat heutzutage die überwiegende Mehr-
heit von Internet-Angriffen einen sichtbaren Effekt auf den DNS-Verkehr, der das Internet
durchquert, auf den Betrieb der Nameserver, oder in einigen Fällen auf beides. In dieser
Studie wird demonstriert, dass diese Beobachtung eine neue und sehr viel versprechende
Perspektive bietet, um viele Internet-Angriffe effektiv zu erkennen und abzuschwächen.

Um den Wert dieser Perspektive zu demonstrieren, behandelt die vorliegende Studie

die Erkennung und Abschwächung von Internet-Würmern, die zusammen mit Bot-Software

die zwei Hauptbedrohungen für die Netzwerk-Betreiber und Endbenutzer im Internet

sind. Der Fokus liegt besonders auf Email-Würmern, die ein sehr populäres Mittel sind,

damit Angreifer ihre Zwecke erreichen, und deshalb die überwiegende Ausprägung der

Internet-Würmer und Schadprogramme im Allgemeinen gewesen sind und bleiben. Diese

Zwecke umfassen die Installation von Bot-Software, entworfen um unaufgefordert Emails

zu verteilen und gezielte verteilte Leistungsverweigerungsangriff zu starten, den Diebstahl

von privaten Informationen und das Zerstören von sensitiven Daten. In dieser Arbeit

wird eine Methode für die Erkennung von Benutzermaschinen, die mit Email-Würmern

angesteckt sind, auf dem lokalen Nameserver vorgestellt. Die Methode benutzt Clustering

und Ähnlichkeitssuche über Zeitreihen, abgeleitet aus DNS-Anfrageströmen, die Benut-

zermaschinen erzeugen. Es wird gezeigt, dass sie die Beschränkungen der vorhandenen

Methoden überwindet, bemerkenswerte Genauigkeit und eine unwesentliche Rate von

Falsch-Positiv-Meldungen erreicht und langfristig wirkungsvoll sein kann. Zusätzlich wird

eine Methode für die Eingrenzung von Email-Würmern eingeführt. Die Methode benutzt

einen Verkehrssteuerungsmechanismus, um die DNS-Antwortströme zu regulieren, die

lokale Nameserver zu den Benutzermaschinen zurückschicken und dadurch die Rate, mit

der infizierte Benutzermaschinen Email-Würmer weiter verbreiten. Es wird gezeigt, dass sie

das Potenzial hat, Email-Wurmepidemien zu verlangsamen und zur Verringerung von ille-

gitimem Email-und DNS-Verkehr, den angesteckte Benutzermaschinen ins Internet senden,

zu beitragen, mit keinem bis minimalem Einfluss auf den legitimen Benutzerverkehr.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Objectives

Every country’s society in general, and every individual in particular, depends
everyday on a number of services provided by large logical and spatial networks,
which are commonly known as critical infrastructures. Although the definition
of a critical infrastructure often differs from one country to another, in almost
every country the networks whose operation is of fundamental importance to the
national stability and socio-economic development include: the energy, water supply,
transportation, banking and finance, and telecommunications networks [1]. Due to
the dependency of every country’s society on the services of critical infrastructures,
improving the security level of critical infrastructures has gradually become, and
remains, a top priority issue (see, for instance, [46, 71]), and as such it has attracted,
globally, a great deal of interest and investment in recent years.

Based on the rationale that any accidental or deliberate quality degradation or
interruption of the services provided by the critical infrastructures can have serious
socio-economic implications, and thus it should be avoided at all costs, attention
has been mainly directed at three areas. The focus of the first area has been on
ensuring that the components of critical infrastructures are adequately protected
and on identifying and reducing vulnerabilities and single points of failure in them.
The emphasis of the second area has been on automatically detecting as early as
possible security incidents that affect the operation of the components of critical
infrastructures, generating informative alarms and limiting the damage that these
incidents can cause. The focus of the third area has been on developing strategies
for rapid recovery and restoration of the services provided by critical infrastructures
or their affected components and post-incident root cause analysis.

The ever-growing in number and sophistication measures for securing critical
infrastructures on the one hand, and the increasing awareness among attackers that
taking advantage of critical infrastructures can produce greater damage or economic
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4 1. Introduction

profit than attacking them on the other, has led to a notable change in the attack
landscape. Specifically, in recent years, attacks that involve exploiting the services
or misusing the components of critical infrastructures to disrupt or destroy other
targets have increased in frequency and diversity. As an immediate consequence, the
distinction between the use of critical infrastructures as a target and as an attack
medium has been constantly blurring. As a response to this change, a number of
initiatives that aim at developing strategies for preventing attackers from using
critical infrastructures to achieve their illegitimate ends are currently in progress (see,
for instance, [44]). Central to most of these initiatives is the analysis of information
collected on the components of the critical infrastructures that makes it possible to
distinguish legitimate users from those with malicious intent.

In the present study, this approach is followed and explored, and as a key result,
it is shown that the shift in research emphasis it implies is useful for improving
Internet security. In particular, it is demonstrated that profiling user machines based
on how they use the name resolution service provided by the Domain Name System
(DNS) and acting accordingly, represents a new and promising perspective to deal
with a wide variety of Internet attacks in an effective manner. The justification
for the analogy is as follows. The DNS is organised as an Internet-wide network
of name servers and is a critical infrastructure of the Internet. Its critical nature
is grounded in the fact that almost all applications that run on Internet-connected
machines depend on the name resolution service to work. Most of the malicious
programs that are released in the wild and cause severe damage and economic loss
are not an exception to this rule. Over the past years, protecting the DNS from
outages and attacks has received considerable attention and investment that has
resulted in a significant decrease in the frequency of attacks targeting the DNS (see,
for instance, [72, 179]). By contrast, the number of malicious programs designed
to compromise user machines and launch attacks against user machines or other
Internet-connected machines that appear daily steadily grows.

Internet worms have consolidated their position as a major Internet threat. The
term Internet worm is used in this thesis, similarly to Kienzle et al. [98], to refer
to every malicious program that propagates on a computer network independent of
whether human interaction is required or not. Email is an essential communication
medium for today’s connected society and, as such, it has evolved into the main
propagation vector of Internet worms. Although much effort has been dedicated in
the research and commercial communities to come up with strategies to counter them,
email worms – Internet worms that spread primarily via email – remain a serious
threat to network operators and end users. From a network operators’ perspective,
email worms are considered responsible for waste of storage, network congestion and
loss of service or degradation in the performance of network resources. The reason
for this is that they are directly and indirectly associated with the high amount of
unsolicited email traffic traversing the Internet. From the end users’ point of view,
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email worms are a serious security threat because they are the dominant medium
attackers use to install malicious programs on their machines.

In light of the above discussion, the study reported in this thesis had three
primary research objectives. The first of them was to look at Internet threats from a
DNS perspective and uncover that many of them involve exploiting the DNS, and
thereby produce an observable effect on DNS traffic. The second objective was to
conduct a comprehensive and critical review of the available methods for detecting
and mitigating Internet worms, and in particular email worms, which are the most
prevalent type of Internet worms and one of the major threats to network operators
and end users. The underlying goal in doing so was to highlight that and provide
insight into why these methods have met with little success against email worms.
The third objective was to demonstrate that analysing and controlling the DNS
traffic that traverses the Internet is for the Internet security community a new and
very promising direction to explore. To justify this, two methods that operate on
the local name servers and have the potential to be effective in dealing with email
worms in the long run are introduced. Specifically, one of them detects user machines
compromised by email worms by analysing the traffic that local name servers receive,
and the other slows down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms by controlling
the traffic that local name servers send back to user machines.

1.2 Key Contributions

This work makes the following contributions to the field of Internet security:

• It reveals that a wide variety of serious Internet threats have an observable
effect on the DNS, which represents a critical infrastructure of the Internet. In
connection with this, it proposes that analysing and controlling the DNS traffic
that traverses the Internet can play a key role for improving Internet security.

• It focuses on combating email worms and the high amount of illegitimate traffic
associated with them and makes two contributions. First, it presents a method
that can automatically detect user machines compromised by email worms by
analysing on the local name servers the DNS traffic they produce. Second, it
introduces a method that can automatically limit the propagation speed of
email worms and the illegitimate traffic compromised user machines generate
by controlling the DNS traffic that local name servers return to user machines.

• It shows that exact shape-based similarity search over time series, which has
attracted increasing interest within the database and data mining community
and is a central element of the proposed detection method, is a very useful
tool for distinguishing between normal and anomalous network activity. In
addition, it presents a computational model that can be useful in obtaining
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a better understanding of the Internet-scale spreading of email worms and
exploring the potential efficacy of novel methods for containing email worms.

• It provides a thorough review and a detailed analysis of the merits and weak-
nesses of the existing methods and research directions for dealing with Internet
worms. Thereby, it offers insight into the full dimensions of this Internet threat,
the current solutions and main recommendations for future research directions.

1.3 Thesis Organisation

The remainder of this thesis consists of six chapters and it is organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 briefly presents the function, the overall architecture and the inner
mechanisms of the DNS. Then, it demonstrates that many Internet threats
produce an observable effect on the DNS traffic. Finally, it explains the reasons
why the present study is devoted to email worms.

• Chapter 3 provides a thorough review and a detailed analysis of the existing
methods for detecting machines compromised by Internet worms. It identifies
the dimensions of their design space and uncovers their limitations that render
them ineffective or inefficient against email worms.

• Chapter 4 introduces a method that classifies user machines as clean or compro-
mised by an email worm based on the DNS traffic they generate. It presents the
principle, key elements and experimental results of the method, and discusses
approaches worm writers might take to bypass it.

• Chapter 5 gives a comprehensive and critical review of the existing methods for
mitigating Internet worms. It focuses particularly on the existing containment
methods, identifies the dimensions of their design space and uncovers why they
are not effective or efficient against email worms.

• Chapter 6 describes a method that delays the propagation of email worms and
limits the illegitimate traffic compromised user machines produce. It presents
the principle and key elements of the method and the simulation model used
to evaluate it, and reports on simulation results.

• Chapter 7 restates the key contributions that the present study makes to the
field of Internet security. Then, it summarises the strengths and limitations
of the two proposed methods. Finally, it highlights a number of new research
directions that have been opened with this work.



Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

2.1 DNS Role, Components and Operation

The DNS is today the largest distributed system in operation and a critical infra-
structure of the Internet. The service it provides to Internet-connected machines is
to supply them with various types of information about Internet resources, such as
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses or the email servers of each network of the Internet
that are responsible for accepting incoming emails. Primarily, it maps alphanumeric
(human-friendly) domain names, like www.example.com, to the corresponding nume-
rical (machine-friendly) IP addresses, let it be 208.77.188.166 for www.example.com,
and vice versa. The mapping between domain names and IP addresses is formally
referred to as name resolution and is an essential element for the operation of the
vast majority of applications that run on Internet-connected machines. The DNS
works according to the client-server model and in connection with this it consists of
three components: the domain name space (data), the name servers, and the clients,
known as resolvers in DNS terminology.

The domain name space is organised as a tree structure of domain names. Each
node or leaf of the tree that is administered by a single organisation is called a DNS
zone. Each DNS zone is associated with a text file, called a zone file, which contains
a list of entries, each of them called a resource record (RR). Each RR is a quintuple
that maps a resource to a domain name. The five fields of a RR are the following:
name, time-to-live (TTL), type, class, and resource record data. Name is the domain
name and TTL the time after which the RR should be regarded as out of date, if it
is temporarily stored (cached) on a name server or a resolver. Type and class take
standard mnemonic values that determine the application and the application family
of the RR, respectively; in all RRs, except in very rare cases, type is set to Internet
Class (IN). The resource record data is a variable-length field that corresponds to
the data portion of the RR, and is to be interpreted in the context of class and type.
The precise format and the various RR types were first defined in RFC 1035, and

7
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since then, they have been revised or extended in a number of more recent RFCs
(see, for instance, RFCs 1183, 1706 and 2782).

The name servers are specialised database servers organised as an Internet-wide
hierarchical network. There exist various configuration options for a name server
that correspond to the various functional roles it can have in a network. Primarily,
a name server can be configured as master (primary), slave (secondary), caching
or forwarding (proxy). A master name server stores one or more zone files and
provides authoritative responses for the RR contained in them. This means that it
responds to DNS queries for the RRs of the corresponding DNS zones by reading its
file system. The critical nature of the DNS requires that at least two name servers
support each DNS zone. Thereby, a slave name server obtains its zone information
from a master, and is the backup if the master name server fails. The master and
slave name servers are referred to as authoritative name servers and the zone files
stored in their file systems as authoritative data. A caching name server temporarily
stores the RRs that are carried in the DNS responses it receives from authoritative
name servers until their TTLs expire, and responds to the relevant DNS queries it
receives from resolvers with these RRs. As its name suggests, a forwarding name
server forwards the DNS queries it receives from resolvers to other name servers, and
usually caches the RRs carried in the responses.

As previously mentioned, most Internet applications rely on the domain name
space to work. This includes the name resolution service itself since, as shown later in
this section, the DNS resolves domain names in a recursive manner. Hence, a resolver
is installed on almost every Internet-connected machine. Its role is to translate the
needs of the applications to DNS queries and send them to name servers. There are
two types of DNS queries a resolver can issue: iterative and recursive. An iterative
query results in either a complete response or a reference to a name server that is
authoritative for the queried RRs or a part of them. Recursive queries ask name
servers to carry out all the necessary work to return complete answers. In their
vast majority user machines and other Internet-connected machines, except for the
name servers, run a lightweight (stub) resolver. Stub resolvers can generate recursive
queries only, forward these queries to full resolvers, and resend them if they are not
answered within a short period of time. Full resolvers can generate iterative queries,
as well, and are mainly installed on name servers. Actually, this is the reason why in
almost every network a name server is deployed topologically near the user machines
(stub resolvers) and acts for them as the essential first link in the entire chain of
Internet connectivity. This name server stands at the centre of the present study
and is referred to as local name server hereafter.

To provide insight into their deployment point on the Internet as well as their
communications with each other and the other Internet-connected machines, some
common practices for the configuration of local and authoritative name servers are
described in what follows. Local name servers are typically configured as caching
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name servers and respond to recursive queries originating from stub resolvers in their
network only. Thereby, they are usually located physically close to the machines
they serve and have private IP addresses. Three reasons justify these configuration
decisions. First, stub resolvers cannot generate iterative queries. Hence, the local
name servers have to be capable of generating iterative queries and sending them to
authoritative name servers on their behalf and returning to them complete responses.
Second, deploying local name servers close to the machines that run stub resolvers
and activating caching, contribute to improving the performance of the Internet
applications that run on these machines. This is because doing so reduces the overall
time needed to respond to the needs of the applications. Third, assigning private IP
addresses to local name servers makes them better protected against Internet attacks
that exploit recursion, caching, or both, such as the DNS cache poisoning attacks
discussed latter in this chapter. By contrast, authoritative name servers normally
use public IP addresses, since they have to be visible to the Internet, and do not
support recursive queries and caching. There are two main reasons for the latter.
First, for performance purposes, authoritative name servers usually do not serve
stub resolvers and, second, recursion and caching expose a publicly-visible name
server to many risks. To support the analysis presented above, Fig. 2.1 illustrates
the necessary steps to resolve a sample domain name.

As a concluding remark, it is worth noting that beneath the seemingly simple
name resolution service provided by the DNS lies a complex logical and administrative
infrastructure. In connection with this, the short description of the DNS given
above is necessarily incomplete and the interested reader is referred to one of the
several fine books written about the DNS for further details and references (see, for
instance, [5, 7]). Nevertheless, this section is generally complete with regard to its
intended purpose. This is namely to introduce the reader to the function, the overall
architecture and the inner mechanisms of the DNS placing particular emphasis on
the aspects that are important for the present study.

2.2 Internet Threats from the DNS Viewpoint

The DNS stores and provides Internet-connected machines with information about
Internet resources that is critical for the operation of most of the applications running
on them. Thereby, looking at Internet threats from the DNS viewpoint, uncovers
that the effects an attacker can achieve fall into three broad categories. The effects
in the first category are connected with rendering a part of the domain name space
or some name servers unavailable. Depending on the particular attack details, this
can result in either making some resources unreachable for every resolver on the
Internet or in failure of several applications, such as Web browsing and email, that
run on some Internet-connected machines. The effects in the second category are
coupled with gaining unauthorised access to name servers or manipulating RRs on
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Figure 2.1: Every time an application that runs on a user machine needs the IP address
of a domain name (www.example.com), the stub resolver on the user machine sends a
recursive query to the local name server (Step 1). If the local name server does not have
the response (or a part thereof) stored in its cache, it starts from the top of the name server
hierarchy (root name servers) to sequentially query the authoritative name servers (Steps
2, 4 and 6). The authoritative name servers respond with referrals to other name servers
that are lower in the hierarchy and are authoritative for a part of the queried domain
name (Steps 3 and 5). Once the local name server receives the response to the query of
the user machine (or a domain name not exists error) (Step 7), it forwards it to the user
machine (Step 8). In the figure, some common practices for the configuration of local and
authoritative name servers are listed. Unless otherwise stated, in all the figures in this
chapter, the grey highlighted region marks the operational area of the local name server.

the name servers, the route between name servers and resolvers, or the resolvers.
The effects in this category are typically sought by attackers willing to redirect
unsuspecting end users to malicious and compromised Web sites. The effects in third
category are associated with exploiting the DNS in a seemingly legitimate manner to
mount attacks against various targets. This usually involves taking advantage of the
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information in the domain name space in order to locate attack targets or spread
malicious software, commonly referred to as malware, or using the name servers
as attack weapons. As detailed later in this chapter, the attacks that relate to the
effects in the third category have become increasingly popular among attackers. This
is because it is hard for network operators to react to and suppress these attacks
before they have already caused significant damage.

To achieve the effects in each category, attackers have the following three attack
vectors at their disposal: design vulnerabilities in the DNS, vulnerabilities in DNS
implementations, and exploitation of the name resolution service. For each of these
attack vectors there exist several exploitation techniques. Each of these techniques is
linked with one of the three components of the DNS – the domain name space, the
name servers or the resolvers. A high-level overview of all the possible combinations
of the three attack features mentioned so far – the vulnerable component of the
DNS, the attack effect category and the attack vector used – is given in Fig. 2.2.
Each of the next three subsections is devoted to presenting an attack vector and
its exploitation techniques with the intent to accomplish three objectives. The first
objective is to analyse the symptoms of the attack associated with each technique on
the DNS. This analysis provides evidence that the majority of the attacks produce
an observable effect on the DNS traffic. The second objective is to assess the severity
of the attacks that are coupled with each attack vector. This involves discussing the
popularity of each attack vector among attackers, the skills required for exploiting
it and the existing countermeasures. This discussion is intended to uncover which
attack vectors are being adequately addressed and which require more attention. The
third objective is to demonstrate that the most serious and inadequately addressed
Internet threats are strongly dependent on the name resolution service. In most cases,
this is manifested by an observable effect on the characteristics of the DNS traffic
that flows between user machines and the local name servers. This makes research
on network security methods that are based on analysing and controlling DNS traffic,
such as these introduced later in this thesis, of particular interest and significance.
Before proceeding further, it should be noted that parts of the discussion that follows
in this section have been published in [PP2].

2.2.1 Exploitation of DNS Design Vulnerabilities

During the design phase of the DNS in the early-to-mid 1980s, trustworthy com-
munication among name servers and resolvers was not identified as a requirement
(see [150] for a detailed list of the requirements). The reason for this is that at
that time the Internet was a collection of military, academic and research networks
serving a small community of trusted end users. Since then, however, the Internet
has evolved into a massive network of networks that continues to grow rapidly and
serves numerous governments, businesses and end users. As a result, today, the
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Figure 2.2: A high-level overview of all the possible combinations of the three DNS-related
features – the vulnerable component of the DNS, the attack effect category and the attack
vector exploited – that attackers consider for launching a large variety of Internet attacks.

implicit trust relationship among name servers and resolvers is widely regarded as a
major design flaw. This is because, as will become clear in what follows, it provides
attackers with an excellent avenue to launch various attacks.

Specifically, the lack of mechanisms to ensure that the RRs a resolver received
came from an authoritative name server (source authentication) and that they were
not modified in the network during the transit (data integrity), offers attackers a
large attack surface to work with. An important side effect of these two weaknesses,
which is often thought of as a serious weakness in its own right, is the absence of
authenticating the non-existence of a domain name. The reason for this is that the
non-existence of certain types of domain names, such as that of email servers that
are responsible for accepting incoming emails (MX), results in actions from a resolver
other than immediate failure. This poses a significant threat for penetrating user
machines (see RFC 3833). Attackers normally take advantage of these two weaknesses
to cause a denial of service (DoS) or misdirect end users to fraudulent Web sites
(pharming) or proxy servers (phising). To achieve these ends, several exploitation
techniques exist that can be divided into two categories. The classification criterion
is if the attacker provides the manipulated RRs to the stub resolvers through a name
server or directly. The techniques in the first category can be further subdivided
into domain hijacking and cache poisoning (DNS spoofing).

To reserve a domain name for private or commercial use, an end user or an
organisation needs to register the domain name with a registrar. A registrar is a
company accredited to assign and manage domain names by the Internet Corporation
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for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), which is the organisation responsible
for managing the DNS, or by a country code top-level domain (ccTLD) authority.
The registrars maintain for each domain name registered with them all the required
details, including the name of the holder and information about the authoritative
name servers. Domain hijacking is the wrongful taking of control of a domain name
from its rightful holder [78], commonly called registrant. In this thesis, to distinguish
this illegal act from the legal re-registration of an expired domain name by another
end user or organisation, domain hijacking is referred to as domain theft. Given
that the process of registering a domain name is bilateral in nature, an attacker can
attempt to victimise either the registrant to unwittingly transfer its domain name
or the respective registrar to change the registration information. Either way, if
successful, the attacker steals control of the domain name. This implies that the
DNS traffic destined for the authoritative name servers that are associated with the
domain name will go to, or through, illegitimate name servers.

Cache poisoning is the malicious act of inserting manipulated RRs in the cache
of a name server that is configured to answer recursive queries and temporarily store
the RRs that are contained in the DNS responses it receives. Thereby, in most cases,
the victim servers are local name servers. Cache poisoning is not new but it is still
widely used as the first step in attack sequences that result in pharming or phising.
There exist the following three techniques to poison the cache of a name server: the
classic, the chaining attack and the man-in-the-middle cache poisoning. The classic
cache poisoning is known as Kashpureff-style after E. Kashpureff who in July 1996
diverted end users asking for InterNIC’s Web site, which had the current role of
ICANN until September 1998, to his AlterNIC Web site. In the Kashpureff-style
cache poisoning, the attacker sends to the victim name server a DNS query for a
domain name for which it controls the authoritative name servers. This forces the
victim name server to query these authoritative name servers and cache the RRs
it receives. The chaining attack is similar to this attack with the variation that
instead of sending the initial DNS query to the victim name server directly, the
attacker provokes a user machine, for example, by sending to it a crafted email, to
do so. The Kashpureff-style and the chaining attack cache poisoning are illustrated
in Fig. 2.3. In the man-in-the-middle cache poisoning, the attacker monitors the
traffic that flows between the victim name server and authoritative name servers.
Once the victim queries the authoritative name servers, the attacker attempts to
send back to it a DNS response before the authoritative name servers do. The
only obstacle for attackers is that they have to figure out the value of a 16−bit ID
field in the header of the DNS query that is used to match queries with responses.
This process is called ID guessing. For a determined attacker checking all the 216

possible combinations or a subset of them that with high probability contains the
unknown ID is feasible in a short period of time. Since this attack is very much a
race condition, attackers sometimes try to increase their probability to succeed by
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slowing down the authoritative servers. A commonly-taken approach to achieve this
is by instructing a network of compromised machines, commonly called botnet, to
flood an authoritative name server with bogus queries. Both the attack scenario and
its extension with the botnet are depicted in Fig. 2.4.

Instead of inserting manipulated RRs in the cache of a name server and waiting
until the user machines query the name server for them, an attacker can provide
the stub resolvers that run on user machines with manipulated RRs directly. In a
similar way to the man-in-the-middle cache poisoning, the attacker monitors the
traffic that flows between a user machine and the local name server in its network.
By guessing or reading, by means of on-the wire eavesdropping, the ID in the header
of a DNS query, the attacker attempts to send a crafted DNS response to the stub
resolver before the local name server does. If the attacker succeeds in doing so, the
legitimate response is dropped and the traffic of the victim user machine is diverted
from its true destination. Another option is to corrupt the information about the
local name server on the user machines. This is possible either remotely by exploiting
implementation vulnerabilities in the operating system or the applications running
on the user machines or by releasing a self-propagating malware specially designed to
do so. In this attack scenario, the attacker masquerades as a name server or makes
stub resolvers query name servers under its control. As a consequence, the local name
server does not receive any DNS queries from the victim user machines. Thereby, this
attack is detectable by analysing the outgoing DNS traffic from non-name servers
on the gateway of a monitored network. The two attack scenarios for providing
manipulated RRs to user machines are shown in Fig. 2.5.

The past several years have seen a surge of Internet security research in the
field of information assurance. The main focus has been on protecting Internet
information in storage, processing or transit by using authentication and encryption.
In particular for the DNS, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has been
working since 1996 on the DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) (see RFC 2535).
The DNSSEC addresses cryptographically-based source authentication and integrity
of DNS data, and it is aimed at securing both the DNS and end users from the
threats discussed above. In more detail, the DNSSEC extends the specifications of
the DNS by introducing mechanisms that provide authenticated denial of domain
name existence and ensure that the RRs a resolver received are correct, consistent
and came from an authoritative name server. Although some steps toward this
direction have already been taken, the DNSSEC is not yet widely deployed. This is
mainly due to three reasons. The first of them is that many researchers and network
operators consider it being limited in scope because it does not cover confidentiality
of data and authentication of the requester [40]. The second reason is that its design
specifications are deemed imperfect [122], having many intrinsic weaknesses (see
RFC 3833). The third reason is that, so far, no generally accepted mechanisms have
been proposed for validating the public key and detecting whether the name servers
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Figure 2.3: In the classic (Kashpureff-style) cache poisoning (upper plot), the attacker sends
to the victim (local) name server a query for a domain name for which it controls the autho-
ritative name servers (www.alternic.net). This makes the victim (local) name server query
these authoritative name servers and cache the manipulated RRs (for www.internic.net)
it receives (Steps 2 and 3). The victim (local) name provides stub resolvers with the
manipulated RRs when queried for them (Steps 4 and 5). The chaining attack (lower plot)
is similar to this attack with the variation that instead of sending the initial query to the
victim (local) name server directly, the attacker provokes a stub resolver to do so (Step 1).
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Figure 2.4: In the man-in-the-middle cache poisoning (upper plot), the attacker monitors
the traffic that flows between the victim (local) name server and authoritative name servers,
and attempts to guess the ID in the header of a query. If it succeeds while the resolution is
still in progress (Steps 2-7), it can send manipulated RRs to the victim (local) name server.
The victim (local) name server caches the manipulated RRs and drops the responses it
receives from the authoritative server. To increase its probability to succeed, attackers
often attempt to slow down the authoritative name server. To achieve this, they usually
command a botnet to flood the authoritative name server with bogus queries (lower plot).
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Figure 2.5: In the man-in-the-middle scenario (left plot), the attacker monitors the traffic
that flows between a user machine and the local name server in its network, and attempts
to guess or read the ID in the header of a query. If it succeeds while the resolution is still
in progress, it can send manipulated RRs to the victim user machine. Alternatively (right
plot), an attacker can release self-propagating malware specially designed to corrupt the
information about the local name server on user machines to make the victim user machine
send queries to the attacker directly (Step 1a) or a name server under its control (Step 1b).

or the private keys are corrupted or stolen, respectively.
Despite its limitations, the DNSSEC is being increasingly recognised as a useful

tool for the Internet threats it addresses. As a result, in recent years, significant effort
and investment have been committed worldwide to its promotion and deployment.
In particular since 2005, when its revised RFCs (RFCs 4033, 4034 and 4035) were
published, the DNSSEC is slowly but steadily gathering momentum [138]. As a
matter of fact, several ccTLDs, such as Brazil (.br), Bulgaria (.bg), Czech Republic
(.cz), Puerto Rico (.pr) and Sweden (.se), have already deployed the DNSSEC. This
serves as a strong indicator that there is a reasonable chance that the DNSSEC
will be eventually widely installed. As an immediate consequence, the risk from
exploiting the design vulnerabilities in the DNS will be eliminated or at least greatly
reduced. It is noteworthy that at the time of writing this thesis, taking advantage of
vulnerabilities in the design of the DNS is still regarded as a serious Internet threat.
However, given the current state of affairs in the global deployment of the DNSSEC,
this attack vector is not considered further in this thesis.

2.2.2 Exploitation of DNS Implementation Vulnerabilities

Implementation vulnerabilities are low-level software flaws that are introduced during
the coding phase of a system. The name servers (full resolvers) and stub resolvers, as
any other piece of software, are vulnerable due to complexity and inevitable human
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error. Exploiting these vulnerabilities, which is usually done by launching buffer
overflow attacks, allows attackers to cause name servers or stub resolvers to crash
or gain unauthorised access to the machines that run the vulnerable software. The
latter, enables them, in turn, to execute arbitrary code on these machines. Attackers
that succeed in gaining unauthorised access can, above all, reconfigure a name server
or a stub resolver in any way, limited only by their skills.

The reconfiguration process can vary depending on the purpose of the reconfigu-
ration operation that, in turn, is linked with the particular role of the vulnerable
component of the DNS. The primary purpose of attempting to acquire unauthorised
access to an authoritative name server is to corrupt the RRs in its zone files in order
to make some Internet resources unreachable or redirect end users to malicious or
compromised Web sites. The prime motivation behind manipulating the configura-
tion files of a local name server is to alter either the way it responds to resolvers or
the access rights of the name resolution service in order to subsequently exploit it
to mount further Internet attacks. The next subsection describes various Internet
attacks for which the latter plays a key role. Reconfiguring stub resolvers is a means
to cause a DoS on the machines they run on or make them connect to compromised
name servers. Despite the fact that the stub resolvers often have implementation
vulnerabilities, and thus are at risk, they are only very rarely attacked. By contrast,
the name servers remain particularly popular and attractive targets for attackers.
This is because the damage and economic profit associated with a successful attack
against a name server are much greater than those with attacking a stub resolver.
Hence, in what follows, the focus is solely on name servers.

Although the number and the severity of implementation vulnerabilities differ
for name servers developed by various vendors, the de facto standard name server
software – the Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) – is generally considered to
be secure. In his ”Pro DNS and BIND” [5], Ron Aitchison writes for BIND that, in
contrast to the common belief, the name servers need to be protected from external
sources and attacks, but in general not from their implementation. This is also
supported by the fact that between its first release in 2000 and the end of 2008 only
seven implementation vulnerabilities were discovered in BIND9, which is the latest
version of BIND, and only three of them were classified as serious [80]. By exploiting
any of these seven vulnerabilities, attackers could terminate or cause a name server to
crash. All the vulnerabilities (design and implementation) of the BIND9 name server
that have been publicised in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [36]
and the US-CERT vulnerability notes database [174] are listed in Table 2.1. The fact
that only a small number of software flaws have been discovered to date indicates
that finding and exploiting vulnerabilities in BIND is a challenging and complex task,
one that demands great technical skills and knowledge. Therefore, the exploitation
of this attack vector is generally considered to be low risk.

Given this state of affairs, the current solution against name server vulnerabilities
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Table 2.1: The design and implementation vulnerabilities that were discovered in the
BIND9 name server between its first release in September 2000 and the end of 2008.
Seven implementation vulnerabilities were discovered whose exploitation could result in
unexpected crash or termination of the name server. The severity of only three of them
was characterised as high. Except for these implementation vulnerabilities, three design
vulnerabilities that allowed attackers to cache poison the name server were also discovered.

Date CVE and CERT Identifiers Severity Effect

2008-07-08 CVE-2008-1447, VU#800113 High Design Vulnerability
2008-01-18 CVE-2008-0122, VU#203611 Low Server crash/termin.
2007-07-24 CVE-2007-2926, VU#252735 Medium Design Vulnerability
2007-07-24 CVE-2007-2925, - Medium Design Vulnerability
2007-04-30 CVE-2007-2241, VU#718460 High Server crash/termin.
2007-01-30 CVE-2007-0493, - Low Server crash/termin.
2007-01-30 CVE-2007-2926, - Low Server crash/termin.
2006-09-06 CVE-2006-4095, VU#915404 High Server crash/termin.
2005-01-25 CVE-2005-0034, VU#938617 Low Server crash/termin.
2002-06-04 CVE-2002-0400, VU#739123 High Server crash/termin.

follows the install-now-patch-later model. This means that a new software update
(patch) is released every time a new implementation vulnerability is discovered.
Thereby, keeping a name server secure in the long run is for network operators
primarily a matter of regularly updating its software and upgrading to the latest
version. In addition, if a network operator follows a set of well-documented best
practices for administrating and operating a name server (see, for instance, [72]), it
can significantly reduce both the risk of exploitation and the potential damage to
the name server and the Internet-connected machines it serves caused by successful
exploitation of its implementation vulnerabilities [14].

2.2.3 Exploitation of the Name Resolution Service

In this subsection, the intent is to demonstrate that, besides its critical role for
the operation of Internet applications, the name resolution service is also a key
vector for a wide variety of attacks against Internet-connected machines. In contrast
to the attacks previously discussed, which involve taking advantage of design or
implementation vulnerabilities, these presented in what follows involve exploiting
the name resolution service in a seemingly legitimate manner. According to the
particular way in which the name resolution service is exploited, these attacks can be
classified into three categories. In the first category, fall flooding attacks that target
degrading or interrupting the name resolution service that name servers provide
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to Internet-connected machines. In the attacks in the second category, the name
resolution service is used as a weapon. In particular, name servers are provoked to
flood application servers in order to cause DoS for their legitimate users. In the
third category, fall attacks that are directed either at user machines or at application
servers and involve performing preparatory, controlling or auxiliary operations that
are heavily dependent on using the name resolution service.

Flooding a name server, involves forcing one or many Internet-connected ma-
chines to simultaneously send a large number of bogus queries to the victim name
server until it cannot process the legitimate queries it receives. Forcing many ma-
chines instead of just one, makes it more difficult for network operators to detect
all the sources of the bogus queries and mitigate the attack. Therefore, it is the
dominant technique used by attackers to flood a name server, and basically any other
application server. The victim can be either a local or an authoritative name server.
Flooding a local name server, results in degradation or interruption of the name
resolution service for the stub resolvers it serves, whereas flooding an authoritative
name server in denial of the domain names it is associated with for every resolver on
the Internet. Compared to flooding a local name server, flooding an authoritative
one can affect more end users, is associated with economic damage for the holder
of the domain name and is less challenging because the authoritative name servers
have public IP addresses. Therefore, to date, the techniques described hereafter have
been used primarily for attacking authoritative name servers. Nevertheless, they
require minor changes to be effective against local name servers.

In more detail, to flood a name server, attackers have two techniques at their
disposal: either to instruct a botnet to bombard the victim name server with bogus
queries or to use a set of recursive name servers as reflectors. A reflector is any
Internet-connected machine that returns a packet if a packet is sent to it. In the
first scenario, the effectiveness of the attack increases significantly if the victim
name server supports recursion and the botnet is instructed to generate recursive
queries. The reason for this is that the name servers have a limited capacity to
handle recursive queries. In the second scenario, the name servers acting as reflectors
flood the victim name server with bogus responses or recursive queries [140]. To force
the reflectors to flood the victim name server with bogus responses, attackers send
to them spoofed queries with the victim’s IP address in the source field; whereas,
to make them flood the victim name server with bogus queries, they send to them
recursive queries for RRs in the zone files of the victim name server. A recent survey
reports that more than 75% of the name servers on the Internet are open resolvers
(answer recursive queries from any Internet-connected machine) [171]. Thereby, both
techniques are still very effective. Indeed, during the latest flooding attack against
the 13 root name servers on February 6, 2007 six of them were affected, two of them
badly [79]. The two attack scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

Apart from flooding name servers, attackers can force one or many of them to
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Figure 2.6: An attacker can flood a (recursive) name server by using a botnet (left plot) or
a set of (recursive) name servers that respond to queries originating from any Internet-
connected machine – open resolvers (right plot). In the former scenario, the attacker
instructs the bots to generate many bogus (recursive) queries destined for the victim name
server. In the latter scenario, the attacker sends many iterative (or recursive) queries with
the IP address of the victim name server in the source field to the set of name servers.
These name servers flood the victim name server with bogus responses (or recursive queries)

flood an application server. In this scenario, the name servers are not the attack
target but the attack medium; nevertheless, they can be potentially seriously affected
during the attack. Using this technique to cause DoS for the legitimate users of an
application server has become popular among attackers mainly for two reasons. First,
it produces an amplified flooding effect because small (up to 60 bytes) queries can
generate relative large (512−byte or even larger, if EDNS0 is supported, see RFC
2671) responses. Second, using name servers enables attackers to launch flooding
attacks in the presence of filtering mechanisms because the DNS traffic usually flows
in and out of the networks of the Internet unfiltered. Based on whether the name
servers support recursion or not, the attack is referred to as amplification or reflection,
respectively. In the reflection attack, the attacker sends to the name servers many
spoofed iterative queries with the IP address of the victim application server in the
source field. As a result, the name servers flood the victim application server with
DNS responses. If the name servers support recursion, the amount of flooding traffic
can be significantly increased. This is because specially crafted recursive queries
that contain a large buffer advertisement can make the name servers generate DNS
responses of more than 4 000 bytes [177]. Usually, attackers do not query the name
servers directly but use botnets to simultaneously send many queries to a large
number of name servers. The reflection and amplification attacks as well as their
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if the Name Server supports recursion then (amplification)
if the Name Server supports EDNS0 flooding factor ~1:65
else flooding factor ~1:8

else flooding factor = f(response type)          (reflection)
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Figure 2.7: An attacker can use a name server as reflector or amplifier to flood an application
server (upper plot). Small (up to 60 bytes) queries with the IP address of the victim
application server in the source field can generate large (512−byte or even larger) responses
destined for the victim application server, resulting in a flooding factor of up to 1:65. The
amount of flooding traffic can be greatly increased if the attacker uses a botnet to query
many name servers simultaneously and these name servers support recursion (lower plot).

generalisations with a botnet are depicted in Fig. 2.7.
Despite the fact that it is not as straightforward as for the attacks presented

so far, botnets and modern Internet worms exploit the name resolution service in a
seemingly legitimate manner, as well. Botnets nowadays are used by attackers for
conducting a broad range of malicious activities. Among them, distributing spam
and launching targeted distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are considered
to be the driving forces in the economics of botnet developers [9, 216]. Although
there exists no universally accepted definition for spam, this term is used throughout
this thesis to describe unsolicited emails that are usually sent in bulk. Internet
worms are a serious Internet threat in their own right and as the dominant medium
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used by attackers to install bot software (and other malware) on Internet-connected
machines [166]. This implies that the three main Internet threats at the time of
writing this thesis – botnets, DDoS and Internet worms [8] – are closely interrelated.
The motivation for attackers to make their malware dependent on the name resolution
service is twofold. On the one hand, it enables them to hide illegitimate traffic or
the true source of their activities, and it facilitates locating and accessing potential
targets with less risk of being detected, on the other. In connection with this, it
is largely because they use the name resolution service in a seemingly legitimate
manner that the malicious activities of botnets and Internet worms are often detected
after they have caused immense damage.

In more detail, using bot software that depends on the name resolution service,
offers attackers, referred to as botmasters in botnet terminology, several advantages
that are detailed hereafter. Once a bot is installed on a user machine, it establishes
and maintains a connection to a command and control server. The command and
control server is operated by a botmaster that employs it as a means to distribute
commands to the bots. Botmasters want to have the flexibility to change the IP
address of their command and control server in an arbitrary manner for two reasons.
First, it allows them to hide the actual location of their server, and thereby increase
the probability that it is not detected and shut down, and, second, it enables them
to resume control of their botnets if their server is eventually detected and shut
down. Therefore, bots usually have the domain names instead of the IP address of
their command and control server defined in their code, and thus to connect to it
they have to locate it first by querying the local name server in their network. The
processes of a new bot that phones home and a botmaster that regains control of a
botnet, known as dynamic DNS [173], are depicted in Fig. 2.8. In some cases, with
the intent to eliminate any potentially detectable change in the DNS traffic caused
by their botnets, bot writers develop bots that do not rely on querying the local
name servers. Instead, they require that botmasters define the IP addresses of one
or a set of name servers under their control. However, depending on the security
systems deployed on the networks where the bots reside, this often leads to the
opposite result. The reason is that the communication between bots and external
name servers can be detected by analysing the outgoing DNS traffic from non-name
servers on the gateway of a monitored network.

Once their botnets are set up, a major concern for botmasters is how to distribute
commands to the bots without raising suspicion. Given that, as previously pointed
out, the DNS traffic usually flows in and out of the networks of the Internet unfiltered,
an effective way to do this is by means of DNS tunnelling [175]. In more detail,
botmasters can hide their commands in RRs for which they control the authoritative
name servers. Thereby, in response to DNS queries from the bots for RRs that
are under the authority of these name servers, the local name servers unwittingly
provide bots with the commands of botmasters. Other ways in which botmasters
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take advantage of the name resolution service include preparing and supporting
DDoS and spamming attacks. Usually, before flooding an application server, bots
query the local name server in their network to resolve its IP address. This is because
botmasters typically define the DDoS attack target by its domain name instead of
its IP address. Doing this, increases the probability that bots will reach the victim
application server, and that the victim application server will not escape the attack,
even if its IP address is changed. Moreover, bots that are used for spamming, which
are known as spambots, are strongly dependent on the name resolution service, as
well. In particular, for harvesting email addresses from the Internet and locating
the email servers that are responsible for accepting emails for these email addresses,
they rely heavily on the local name servers.

Probing the IP address space for Internet-connected machines that run vulnerable
software is an obsolete propagation method that only rarely recent Internet worms
use. There are two main reasons that prompted worm writers to turn to alternative
methods. The first reason is that IP scanners have been thoroughly studied over
the past years, and as a result many effective methods for detecting and mitigating
Internet worms that probe the IP address space to propagate have been proposed.
The second reason is that discovering new implementation vulnerabilities to take
advantage of has increasingly become a challenging and time-consuming task, one
that requires advanced technical skills and knowledge. Hence, the most prevalent
recent Internet worms compromise machines by victimising end users, and spread on
social networks via communication channels offered by applications that contain rich
social information. Thereby, in a similar manner to legitimate applications, once
Internet worms compromise a machine, they exploit the name resolution service to
collect the information they require to spread further. Moreover, it is common for
machines compromised by Internet worms to automatically launch flooding attacks
against application servers. For the same reasons as botmasters, worm writers define
in the worms’ code the domain name of the victim application servers. For instance,
user machines compromised by any of a variety of Internet worms, like for example
by email worms of the Mydoom family or peer-to-peer (P2P) worms – Internet
worms that spread primarily on P2P networks – of the Antinny family, query the
local name server in their network to resolve the IP addresses of several Web servers
before flooding them [81]. As Internet worms constitute the core of the present study,
the following section is devoted to providing the necessary background on them,
discussing the current trends in their design and uncovering the dependency of their
operations on querying the local name servers.

2.3 Research Topic Selection

Based on the fact that many of the operations email worms carry out affect the DNS
traffic that compromised user machines generate a detection and a mitigation method
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Figure 2.8: Once a bot is installed on a user machine (upper plot), it queries the local
name server in its network for the IP address of the command and control server whose
domain name it has defined in its code (Step 1). Once it receives the response (Step 2), it
connects to the command and control server and waits for commands (Step 3). If the bots
lose connection to the command and control server (lower plot), they query the local name
servers in their network for its new IP address (Step 1). Once they receive the response
(Step 2), they re-establish communication with the command and control server (Step 3).
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that have the potential to be effective in dealing with email worms in the long run
are presented later in this thesis. In this section, three key aspects are elaborated
with the underlying goal to explain the motivation behind selecting this particular
Internet threat as the main topic of the study reported in this thesis. First, the main
trends in the design of Internet worms are discussed, and it is demonstrated that
email worms are the most prevalent malware type. Second, the life cycle of email
worms is analysed, and it is shown in detail which and how exactly the operations of
email worms depend on the local name servers. Third, three additional reasons to
the self-evident one, namely that they are one of the major Internet threats, that
make email worms a useful, interesting and challenging topic to study are presented.

2.3.1 Trends in Internet Worms

Since the Morris worm was unleashed in 1988, Internet worms have consolidated their
position as a major threat to network operators and end users. Often, their outbreaks
make the headlines because they are associated with extensive economic damage.
In recent years, Internet worms have been capable of compromising thousands of
Internet-connected machines in a short time, launching spamming and DDoS attacks,
stealing security information and destroying key data. Furthermore, the traffic that
compromised Internet-connected machines generate causes network congestion and
loss of service or degradation in the performance of network resources. For this
reason it is regarded as a serious operational concern in its own right. As already
mentioned in Chapter 1, similarly to Kienzle et al. [98], the term Internet worm is
used throughout this thesis to cover every malware, standalone or file-infecting, that
propagates on the Internet independent of whether human interaction is required or
not. Based on their propagation method, Internet worms are distinguished into two
classes: scanning (exploit-based) and topological [189].

Scanning worms compromise Internet-connected machines by taking advantage
of implementation vulnerabilities in the operating system or the applications that
run on them. In connection with this, programming Internet worms of this class is
primarily a matter of finding new implementation vulnerabilities in commonly-used
software. Once they compromise a user machine, scanning worms propagate by
attempting to connect and send over TCP/IP a possibly evolved copy of themselves
to a set of machines they select from the IP address space. If a recipient of such a copy
has the vulnerable software installed, it gets compromised and starts spreading the
worm further in the same way. As a consequence, the compromised machines exhibit
similar network behaviours, which are typically characterised by many connection
attempts in short time periods. Instead of exploiting software flaws, topological
worms rely on victimising unaware end users to infect Internet-connected machines
(user machines) and propagate on social networks through communication channels
offered by applications that contain rich social information. Braverman [20] shows
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that the three most common social networks on which topological worms spread are,
in order of decreasing prevalence: the Internet-scale email network, and networks of
P2P and instant messaging (IM) applications.

Until a couple of years ago, scanning worms were regarded as a significant Internet
threat, and as a result they attracted considerable attention from the research and
industrial communities. However, as of the mid-2004, new scanning worms appear
only rarely, and a number of useful methods for detecting and mitigating them
have been proposed and deployed. By contrast, topological worms have emerged
as a popular medium for attackers to achieve their malicious ends, and remain an
ever-evolving Internet threat. Apart from the effectiveness of the existing network
security systems against scanning worms, four more reasons can be identified behind
this notable change in the Internet threat landscape. First, developing topological
worms is less challenging than developing scanning worms because it does not involve
discovering and taking advantage of implementation vulnerabilities. Second, the
propagation speed and the number of Internet-connected machines that topological
worms can compromise constantly rises, as the number of end users that use social
networking applications on a regular basis increases. Third, as their high incidence
suggests, topological worms are nearly undetectable by the network security systems
currently deployed. The reason for this is that they propagate by misusing legitimate
applications; as a consequence, their traffic blends in with that of legitimate end users
and the traffic of compromised machines does exhibit easily detectable anomalies.
Fourth, compared to the case of scanning worms, understanding the phenomena
that relate to topological worms is still in its infancy. Therefore, devising powerful
methods for detecting and mitigating topological worms continues to present many
challenges to researchers and industry practitioners.

Electronic mail, or email for short, is an essential communication medium for
the Internet-connected society. Increasingly, individuals and organisations depend
on it for a growing portion of their day-to-day communication. As an unavoidable
consequence of this dependency, email gradually became, and remains, the dominant
application topological worms misuse to propagate [20]. In fact, in recent years, the
monthly-updated top-threat lists of all antivirus vendors have been almost exclusively
populated by Internet worms that use email as their primary propagation vector
(see, for instance, [91, 181]). This subclass of topological worms stands at the centre
of the present study and, as previously mentioned, the members of it are referred
to as email worms in this thesis. In Fig. 2.9, the most prevalent malware families
for the years 2004–2008 are given and, if applicable, the propagation vectors of each
family are shown. The source of the presented data is the technical journal Virus
Bulletin [180], which tracks developments on the prevention, detection and removal
of malware. Virus Bulletin claims to have full editorial independence and is widely
recognised as a reliable information source within the antivirus industry. A close look
at the figure reveals that email worms have been around for several years and still
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present for attackers a popular means to achieve their ends. This clearly indicates
that the currently-deployed network security systems to detect and mitigate Internet
worms yield only meagre results against email worms.

As a consequence of this state of affairs, the implications of the persistent high
incidence of new and rewrites of known email worms continue to pose manifold threats
to network operators and end users. From the perspective of network operators, the
traffic that compromised user machines generate is considered responsible for network
congestion and performance deterioration in network infrastructural elements. The
reason for this is that email worms are associated directly and indirectly with the
high amount of illegitimate email traffic on the Internet, which according to the
Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group (MAAWG) accounts for more than 80% of all
the email traffic since the first quarter of 2006 [125]. Intuitively, during the outbreaks
of email worms significant, sudden increases in the email traffic that traverses the
Internet are observed. Apart from this direct cause-effect relationship, there also
exists a substantial indirect relationship between email worms and illegitimate email
traffic. Namely, worm writers and spammers are steadily joining forces by using
email worms to compromise user machines with the goal to turn them into spambots.
In recent years, spambots are regarded as the principal source of spam [146]. From
the end users’ point of view, the problem is stabilising, as only a fraction of that 80%
actually reaches their inbox [57]. However, email worms remain a serious problem
for them because they are the dominant way attackers use to remotely install on
their machines malware designed to steal their confidential information (spyware),
launch phishing attacks and exploit their resources [164].

2.3.2 Email Worm Life Cycle

Increasingly, email worms are being written to induce financial gain through the
abuse of compromised user machines rather than merely to spread. In connection
with this, their operations relate either to their propagation or to their intended
malicious activities. As far as their propagation is concerned, email worms bear many
similarities to infectious diseases. Therefore, in consistency with the terminology that
is used to describe the state of an individual with respect to an infectious disease,
a compromised user machine is commonly referred to as infected. Email worms
perform their malicious activities upon execution of a specific part of their code,
known as the payload. From a macroscopic point of view, executing the payload
results in two types of operations: destructive and supportive. The former are
targeted against the infected user machines or other Internet-connected machines;
whereas, the latter are aimed at hiding the traces of the malicious activities. Worm
writers have a steadily growing number of pieces of malware that perform a vast
array of destructive operations at their disposal. This primarily includes bot software
for distributing spam or launching DDoS attacks and spyware.
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Year: 2008
January February March April May June

1. Netsky 1-2 1. Netsky 1-2 1. Netsky 1-2 1. Netsky 1-2 1. Netsky 1-2 1. Agent -
2. Mytob 1-2-3-4 2.Cutwail - 2. Mytob 1-2-3-4 2. Cutwail - 2. Agent - 2. Netsky 1-2
3. Psyme - 3. Mytob 1-2-3-4 3. Virut 6 3. Onlinegames - 3. Rays 1 3. Cutwail -
4. Bagle 1-2 4. Mydoom 1-2 4. Mydoom 1-2 4. Mytob 1-2-3-4 4. Mytob 1-2-3-4 4. Clagger -
5. Agent - 5. Bagle 1-2 5. Bagle 1-2 5. Virut 6 5. Onlinegames - 5. Rays 1

July August September October November December
1. Netsky 1-2 1.Agent - 1. Agent - 1. Agent - 1. Agent - 1. Netsky 1-2
2. Agent - 2.Zbot - 2. Inject - 2. Mytob 1-2-3-4 2. Goldun - 2. Agent -
3. Zbot - 3. Delf - 3. Autorun - 3. Netsky 1-2 3. Netsky 1-2 3. Mytob 1-2-3-4
4. Bifrose - 4. Netsky 1-2 4. Goldun - 4. Goldun - 4. Autorun - 4. Virut 6
5. Mytob 1-2-3-4 5. Autorun - 5. Netsky 1-2 5. Autorun - 5. Zbot - 5. Zbot -

Propagation Vectors
1 Email
2 Peer-to-Peer
3 Instant messaging
4 Scan for software vuln.
5 Removable  devices
6 Infect files
- No propagation

Year: 2004
1. Netsky 1-2
2. Bagle 1-2
3. Sober 1
4. Mydoom 1-2
5. Zafi 1-2
6. Dumaru 1
7. Mimail 1-2
8. Klez 1-2-5-6
9. Opasoft 2-4
10.Bagz 1

Year: 2005
1. Sober 1
2. Netsky 1-2
3. Mytob 1-2-3-4
4. Bagle 1-2
5. Mydoom 1-2
6. Bagz 1
7. Zafi 1-2
8. Lovgate 1-2
9. Funlove 6
10.Tenga 6

Year: 2006
1. Detnat 2
2. Mytob 1-2-3-4
3. Netsky 1-2
4. Bagle 1-2
5. Nyxem 1-2
6. Lovgate 1-2
7. Mydoom 1-2
8. Zafi 1-2
9. Bagz 1
10. Warezov 1

Year: 2007
1. Detnat 2
2. Netsky 1-2
3. Mytob 1-2-3-4
4. Bagle 1-2
5. Nyxem 1-2
6. Virut 6
7. Zafi 1-2
8. Mydoom 1-2
9. Lovgate 1-2
10.Warezov 1

Figure 2.9: The most prevalent malware families for the years 2004-2008, as publicised
by Virus Bulletin. For 2004-2007, the ten most prevalent families, in order of decreasing
prevalence, are shown on a yearly basis. For 2008, the five most prevalent families are
shown on a monthly basis. For each family, the basic propagation vector is underlined and
the email worm families are grey highlighted. The basic propagation vector is used by all
the members of a family and it is the criterion antivirus vendors employ to characterise a
family. Email worms are the most prevalent Internet worm type and malware in general.

Email worms usually have limited operational capabilities that are linked to the
objectives of worm writers. Although the exact combination and the implementation
details of these operations can differ significantly from one email worm to another, the
life cycle of every email worm consists of four distinct phases: the penetration, target
acquisition, payload activation and propagation. For reasons that will become clear
in what follows, as a means to increase the virulence and survival chances of their
email worms, worm writers program them so that they repeat all the phases, except
for the penetration phase, according to a prearranged pattern or when triggered by
a system event. Such events are, for instance, the reopening of an infectious email by
an email user or a system restart. In this thesis, the email worms that repeat their
phases are referred to as reinfecting to distinguish them from the non-reinfecting,
which are those that go through them once. Notably, almost all the email worms
that have recently appeared in the wild are reinfecting [203].

Email worms circulate in either of two possible ways via specially crafted
(infectious) emails, which infected user machines generate. Specifically, they spread
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either as attachment files or the infectious emails contain links to compromised Web
sites. Once such an email reaches the inbox of an email user, the email worm it carries
enters the penetration phase. In this phase, the email worm attempts to install
malware on the user machine. Doing this, typically involves tricking the end user,
mainly by means of social engineering techniques, into executing the files attached
to the email or clicking fraudulent links in it. The social engineering techniques
provoke end users to make wrong choices, and they are based on specific attributes
of human decision-making, known as cognitive biases [127]. As will become clear in
what follows, the penetration phase is the only one in the life cycle of email worms
that normally does not affect the network behaviour of the victim user machine.
Once the malware is installed, the user machine becomes infected and the payload
activation or the target acquisition phase can begin.

The payload activation phase can be decomposed into two independent subphases:
the reinfection and attack. The purpose of the email worms when they are in the
reinfection subphase is to render the infection persistent. To accomplish this, they
perform a number of operations that can be thought of as being auxiliary to those
they carry out when they are in the other phases and subphases of their life cycle.
Common examples of such operations include the manipulation of configuration
parameters, the creation or modification of files, the installation of additional malware
for automatically maintaining and updating the malware originally installed and
the weakening of the security settings on the infected user machines. In the attack
subphase, the email worms execute their destructive operations, which, as previously
mentioned, depend heavily on the intent of worm writers. Above all, recent email
worms are designed to automatically launch flooding attacks once they compromise
a user machine and install remotely controlled bot software that can be used at a
later time to distribute spam or mount DDoS attacks.

Once the email worms enter the target acquisition phase, they start collecting
email addresses and information about the email servers that are responsible for
delivering emails to them. Two clearly distinguishable subphases can be identified
that occur either simultaneously or in succession: the harvesting and name lookup.
When the email worms are in the first of these subphases, they perform several
operations to compile a list with as many as possible email addresses that are then
targeted for infection in the propagation phase. In particular, they are usually
programmed to obtain email addresses by searching in the address book and files
with predefined extensions on the infected user machines, guessing, and scanning
Web pages. In this context, guessing refers to the attempt of email worms to discover
email addresses of email users by combining the user and domain names they harvest
from the file system of the infected user machines or the scanned Web pages and
commonly-used names worm writers define in their code.

In the name lookup subphase, as its name implies, the email worms query the
local name server on the networks of the infected user machines to resolve the IP
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addresses of the email servers that deliver emails to the email addresses collected
during the harvesting subphase (potential victims). It is worth noting that although
some email worms were programmed to query other recursive name servers on the
Internet, the vast majority of them rely on the local name servers. Despite the fact
that a few (two to four) DNS queries are needed to resolve the IP address of one
email server that delivers emails to a potential victim, email worms typically produce
more DNS queries than those really needed. This is due to a variety of reasons. The
most common one is that email worms are usually programmed to resolve not only
the IP address of the default email server, which is the one with the highest priority,
but that of all the email servers associated with a potential victim. The rationale of
worm writers behind programming email worms to do so is that an email server with
lower priority is more likely than the default one not to be equipped with antivirus
or antispam software. In connection with this, the probability that email worms will
succeed in reaching the potential victims by using it is higher.

At any time after the target acquisition phase has started, the propagation phase
is initiated. In this phase, the email worms sequentially send one infectious email to
every email address in the list of potential victims compiled during the harvesting
subphase. As far as the sending operation of email worms is concerned, worm writers
have three options at their disposal. These are namely to program email worms to
use either open mail relays (email servers that allow anyone on the Internet to send
emails through them) or the email clients that run on the infected machines in a
seemingly legitimate manner or to arm email worms with a built-in email engine,
and thereby make them capable of bypassing the outgoing email servers. The last
option provides the advantage that email worms can escape detection by antivirus
and antispam software installed on the outgoing email servers, and thus it is the one
most often used. In addition, to increase the virulence and propagation speed of
email worms, worm writers program them to spread over secondary communication
channels. Such channels are offered by applications that, similarly to email, contain
rich social information, like for instance P2P and IM applications.

In light of the analysis presented above, it becomes clear that many operations
in the life cycle of email worms are heavily dependent on the name resolution service.
Specifically, in the target acquisition phase, the email worms query the local name
servers for the IP addresses of Web pages (harvesting subphase) and email servers
(name lookup subphase). In addition, as detailed in the previous section, the pieces
of malware that launch spamming and DDoS attacks (attack phase) usually are also
heavily dependent on the name resolution service. The phases and subphases of the
email worm life cycle, their timing relationship and their most common operations
are shown in Fig. 2.10. Moreover, the operations that affect the DNS traffic that
a user machine generates are marked. The figure is necessarily incomplete, simply
because new tactics may arise; however, it is generally complete with regard to the
situation at the time of writing this thesis, as it includes all the basic operations
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Figure 2.10: The life cycle of email worms consists of four distinct phases: the penetration,
target acquisition, payload activation and propagation. The target acquisition and payload
activation phases start after the penetration phase has been completed, and each of them
can be divided into two subphases: the harvesting and name lookup, and the reinfection and
attack subphases, respectively. The propagation phase starts after the target acquisition
phase has started. The timing relationship of these phases and subphases (white region)
and the most common operations email worms perform (grey highlighted region) are shown.

email worms perform. Overall, it is justifiable to conclude that once a user machine
becomes infected, the characteristics of the DNS traffic it generates change. Showing
that this change provides a strong basis for detecting user machines infected with
email worms in the long run is one key contribution of this work.

2.3.3 Email Worms vs. Botnets

In recent years, email worms are considered to be one of the two major Internet
threats. Although this is enough to justify devoting this work to finding methods to
effectively detect and mitigate email worms, three additional reasons for doing so are
listed below. These reasons serve as a subjective motivation to focus on studying
email worms instead of botnets used to distribute spam and launch DDoS attacks.
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1. The Internet-scale epidemics of email worms typically precede spamming cam-
paigns and targeted DDoS attacks launched by botnets. This is because email
worms have emerged into the dominant medium for attackers to automatically
install bot software on a large number of user machines without the end users’
knowledge or permission. Thereby, preventing the propagation of email worms,
can eliminate one powerful option attackers have to compromise user machines.

2. Email worms and spambot software perform many common operations for
finding email addresses and sending out emails. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that the network behaviour of user machines infected with email
worms bears many similarities to that of spambots. In connection with this, the
methods for detecting user machines infected with email worms and mitigating
the degree to which they pollute the Internet can be useful against spambots.

3. Email worms are, in contrast to bot software, particularly interesting techno-
logical constructs characterised by an intriguing mathematical structure and
complexity. Understanding their operations and designing effective detection
and mitigation methods, have received less attention than botnets, and the
results have been rather poor so far. Hence, email worms are a fascinating topic
to research, one that has many scientific and technical aspects to investigate.

2.4 Summary

The DNS consists of three components: the domain name space, the name servers,
and the resolvers. It is a critical infrastructure of the Internet because the vast
majority of the applications that run on Internet-connected machines rely on the
name resolution service it provides to work. The data that compose the domain
name space are stored on the authoritative name servers, and the contact point for an
Internet-connected machine to retrieve them is the local name server in its network.
Due to the critical nature of the DNS, the domain name space and the name servers
have always been popular targets for attackers seeking to inflict widespread damage.
However, in recent years, the motivation behind attacks and, as a result, their nature
has changed considerably. Specifically, attacks have become more sophisticated and
focused, and financial gain has evolved into the major driving force behind them.
As far as the DNS is concerned, attackers have realised that exploiting it comes with
more advantages than damaging its components or disrupting the name resolution
service. As a consequence, a wide variety of Internet attacks produce an observable
effect on the DNS traffic that traverses the Internet.

To achieve their malicious ends, attackers take advantage of vulnerabilities either
in the design or in widely-used implementations of the DNS or exploit the name
resolution service in a seemingly legitimate manner. Over the last years, the threats
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associated with taking advantage of design or implementation vulnerabilities have
sharply declined. The main reasons for this are that the deployment of the DNSSEC
is steadily gaining ground and that the BIND, which is the de facto standard name
server, is an extensively tried and tested software. By contrast, the two major threats
to network operators and end users – Internet worms and botnets – make use of
the name resolution service for performing a variety of destructive and supportive
operations. Email worms are by far the most prevalent type of malware, since
attackers employ them as their dominant medium to carry out a number of malicious
activities. In this chapter, it is demonstrated that many of the operations in the life
cycle of email worms involve querying the local name servers.

The traffic that email worms generate as they propagate causes network conges-
tion and loss of service or degradation in the performance of network resources. In
addition, user machines infected with email worms are commonly used to distribute
spam or launch DDoS attacks. Despite the high incidence of email worms and the
real threat they present to network operators and end users, the currently-deployed
network security systems yield only poor results against this type of malware. In
Chapter 3, with the underlying objective to give the main reasons for this state
of affairs, a comprehensive, critical review of the existing methods for detecting
Internet worms is presented. Based on the assumption that user machines infected
with email worms exhibit different communication patterns with local name servers
from non-infected, a novel method for effectively detecting user machines infected
with email worms in the long run is introduced in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 General Detection Methods

Depending on their scope, the methods for detecting Internet worms that are proposed
in the literature fall into either of two categories: general or specialised. The general
methods are useful against any Internet worm, independent of the class it belongs
to (scanning or topological). The specialised methods are based on the concept of
behavioural signatures. A behavioural signature is a traffic pattern that characterises
the activity of Internet worms belonging to a certain class. As a consequence, in
contrast to the general detection methods, the specialised detection methods are
capable of identifying the activity of either scanning or topological worms only.
In this section, a comprehensive, critical review of the existing general detection
methods is presented, and their strengths and weaknesses are discussed in detail.
Following this, the next section is devoted to describing the available specialised
methods and highlighting their strengths and weaknesses.

The most widely adopted and used method for detecting Internet worms is misuse
detection, and in particular its most typical example, signature-based detection. The
principle of this method involves searching the packets that flow on a monitored
network for explicit indications of Internet worm activity [168]. For signature-based
detection, the indications are known as attack signatures and are byte sequences
that appear frequently in the packets of machines infected with Internet worms
captured and analysed in the past. Thereby, any machine in a monitored network
whose packets contain attack signatures is automatically classified as infected. With
respect to this, the two main strengths of signature-based detection are its simplicity
and its capability of identifying machines infected with known Internet worms in
real time. On the other side, an intrinsic weakness of this method is that new attack
signatures are generated by analysing Internet worm traffic, which is possible only
after the respective Internet worm outbreaks have occurred. Moreover, to keep the
detection accuracy high over time, the signature-based detection systems, such as
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most of the commercial antivirus software, need to maintain a database with attack
signatures. This database has to be constantly, manually or otherwise, updated with
attack signatures to enable the systems to detect emerging Internet worms.

Despite its wide adoption and use, signature-based detection is not a complete
solution for Internet worms. The reason for this is that, apart from the weakness
pointed out above, it has two more significant weaknesses. The first of them is that
it is ineffective against new, previously unseen worms, known as zero-day worms.
This is because the attack signatures take effect after they have been generated and
disseminated by antivirus vendors and verified and installed by network operators
or end users. However, as mentioned above, this process starts after the Internet
worms have been released, and it normally takes hours or even days. Therefore,
it is highly likely that a zero-day worm succeeds in reaching its infection peak
before a suitable attack signature has been widely installed. The second weakness
of signature-based detection is its ineffectiveness against polymorphic worms. To
evade signature-based detection systems, Internet worms of this type use several
techniques, such as self-encryption, to alter their code as they propagate. Hence,
one typical attack signature is not enough for identifying all the illegitimate packets
sent to the Internet by machines that are infected with the same polymorphic worm.
Detecting polymorphic worms, becomes even harder as generating specialised attack
signatures for polymorphic worms presents still insuperable challenges [169].

From a deployment perspective, signature-based detection systems operate either
on user machines or on other dedicated Internet-connected machines. Running a
signature-based detection system on every, or at least most, user machines on a
network is considered to be a very powerful solution for effectively protecting it from
Internet worms. Doing so, however, is associated with high deployment costs and
requires that end users update the attack signature databases on a regular basis.
The problem with this is that it is often the case that end users do not keep an eye
on the update releases or are reluctant to install updates for various reasons. One
of them is, for instance, fear that installing updates will negatively impact their
machines. The analysis presented in [129] supports this fact by providing evidence
that even for well-publicised Internet worms the rate at which the Internet-connected
machines that run the vulnerable software are updated is rather slow. In addition,
irrespective of their deployment point, the signature-based detection systems usually
operate on the network of the potential victims. This implies that they do not
target reducing the amount of illegitimate traffic traversing the Internet, which is for
network operators the most serious concern associated with Internet worms.

In recent years, a great deal of work has been carried out to develop signature-
based detection systems that can detect zero-day worms. Most of the studies in this
direction have been devoted to reducing the dependency of signature-based detection
on human interactions. With respect to this, these studies are primarily focused on
automatic signature generation [157, 158, 58, 114, 176, 6, 103, 37] and, to a lesser
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extent, on automatic signature dissemination [182]. As its name suggests, automatic
signature generation targets automatically generating useful attack signatures from
the packets that flow on a monitored network. To accomplish this, the available
methods are based on a set of predetermined rules. In particular, Earlybird [157, 158],
TreeCount [58] and the methods presented in [114, 176] use as attack signatures
byte strings that appear frequently in packets that belong to many traffic flows.
Anagnostakis et al. [6] determines a slightly different set of rules. It uses namely as
attack signatures byte strings that appear frequently in small packets sent from one
source to many destinations. Instead of relying on determining rules, which requires
domain knowledge, HoneyStat [37] and Honeycomb [103] generate attack signatures
automatically by analysing the traffic captured by honeypots. As discussed later in
this section, deploying honeypots is another general method for detecting Internet
worm activity. Automatic signature dissemination aims at reducing the time that
elapses between when a new attack signature is generated and when it is installed in
the databases of signature-based detection systems. Instead of waiting for network
operators and end users to pull them from a central repository, this method involves
automatically pushing every new attack signature to the systems.

Despite the potential efficacy of automatic signature generation in dealing
with zero-day worms, the available methods have several weaknesses that have to
be overcome before they can be widely adopted and used. One of them is that
they inherently assume that an invariant long substring appears in all the packets
associated with an Internet worm. However, this assumption does not hold true
for polymorphic worms. Although a few studies have investigated ways to address
this issue [108, 135], there is still much to be done in this direction. Moreover, to
generate reliable attack signatures, the available methods require monitoring and
performing deep packet inspection on an extensive amount of traffic. In practice,
these operations introduce high processing overhead, which renders these methods
unsuitable for high speed, busy networks. Furthermore, the automatically generated
attack signatures are normally less reliable than those generated by humans. In fact,
false positives occur if byte strings that are automatically classified as suspicious
appear equally frequent in legitimate traffic or even in the absence of Internet worm
traffic. This limits the applicability of the available methods because they essentially
require that human experts whitelist byte sequences that appear in legitimate traffic.
In addition, most of the studies in the literature address scanning worms only. Hence,
the methods they propose are ineffective against topological worms.

Honeypots are dedicated Internet-connected machines that appear to be part
of a network but are actually isolated, unprotected, and capture the traffic that is
sent to them. The ability of honeypots to detect Internet worm activity is based
on the concept that no Internet-connected machine should be using or interacting
with them because they have no legitimate activity. In connection with this, any
transaction or interaction with them is, by definition, suspicious and potentially
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malicious. In contrast to the methods discussed above, honeypots are not intended
to work standalone but rather complementary to other Internet worm detection
methods. Hence, they can be essentially regarded as providing an additional level of
security. Based on the purpose of their deployment, honeypots fall into two categories:
production and research [161]. The production honeypots target mitigating the risk
of Internet worms in organisations, whereas the research honeypots are designed
to gather information on Internet worms. Honeypots are further divided into low-
interaction and high-interaction depending on the amount of freedom they offer
to Internet worms. The high-interaction honeypots, such as the Honeynets [170],
provide entire operating systems and applications for Internet worms to interact
with. Thereby, they can be compromised completely, which involves allowing an
attacker to remotely gain root access to the machines they run on. In contrast to the
high-interaction honeypots, the low-interaction honeypots, such as the Honeyd [144],
the Specter [160] and the KFSensor [97], emulate operating systems and applications
and do not permit attackers to remotely gain root access.

Deploying honeypots, is simple and can significantly contribute to accurately
detecting Internet worm traffic originating from infected machines inside or outside a
monitored network. This includes traffic generated by Internet-connected machines
that are infected with zero-day or polymorphic worms. In addition, honeypots can
operate on busy, high speed networks in real time because they typically capture
a small amount of traffic. However, honeypots also have a number of weaknesses
inherent to their design and functioning. Their most significant weakness is that
they capture traffic destined for them only. As a consequence, even though they can
reliably identify the activity of scanning worms, they are almost blind to infection
attempts made by topological worms. The reason for this is that topological worms
do not, or only rarely, probe the IP address space to find Internet-connected machines
running vulnerable software to infect. A second weakness of honeypots is that they
are subject to risks. In more detail, they can be hijacked, controlled and used to
attack, infiltrate or harm other Internet-connected machines. Although the risk
level varies for the different types of honeypots, the risk of takeover has increased
considerably, especially since commercial anti-honeypot tools, such as the Honeypot
Hunter [102], have surfaced. Furthermore, for the same reasons discussed above in
connection with the signature-based detection systems, honeypots go to no lengths
to reduce the amount of illegitimate traffic on the Internet.

For completeness’ sake, network telescopes, which are conceptually very similar
to honeypots, are briefly presented in what follows. Central to network telescopes are
the notions of a darknet and a greynet. A darknet is a (large) block of IP addresses
in which no active services or servers reside; whereas, a greynet is a (large) block of
IP addresses that is sparsely populated with darknet addresses interspersed with
active IP addresses [67]. Similarly to honeypots, network telescopes can accurately
identify Internet-connected machines infected with scanning worms but only rarely
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capture infection attempts made by topological worms. As a matter of fact, over
the past years, network telescopes, such as the UCSD Network Telescope [128] and
the Internet Motion Sensor [11], have monitored the Internet-scale spread of many
scanning worms. By doing so, they have provided researchers with the necessary
information to model the Internet-scale propagation of Internet worms that use
various scan techniques. Nevertheless, due to the limitations of the public IP address
space, only big organisations and universities involved in Internet security research
generally operate network telescopes on public IP addresses.

3.2 Behaviour-Based Detection Methods

The limited usefulness of the general detection methods against zero-day, polymorphic
and, above all, topological worms, has motivated researchers and security professionals
to look for alternative methods. Specifically, a great deal of work has been directed
at behaviour-based (anomaly-based) detection, which is regarded as the counterpart
of misuse detection. Instead of searching for explicit indications of Internet worm
activity, behaviour-based detection involves modelling in terms of network traffic
the normal behaviour of non-infected machines. Thereby, any machine whose traffic
patterns deviate from the normal behaviour is automatically detected and classified
as suspicious. However, these unexpected traffic patterns, referred to as anomalies,
can be caused by a variety of factors. Therefore, to decide whether a misbehaving
machine is infected or not, behaviour-based detection requires loosely correlating
certain anomalies with Internet worm activity. This, in turn, needs some specifications
of the expected behaviour of infected machines, which, as mentioned before, are
known as behavioural signatures. In most cases, these specifications are determined
by analysing the operations of Internet worms that relate to their propagation; thus,
they are worm class-specific. Hence, behavioural signatures determined for Internet
worms of a class are usually ineffective for detecting machines infected with Internet
worms that belong to other classes (or subclasses).

With respect to this, in what follows, the behaviour-based detection methods
proposed in the literature are discussed for each class of Internet worms separately.
It is worth noting that there exists no behaviour-based detection method that has
the potential to be effective in identifying activity of topological worms that belong
to all, or at least more than one subclass. This is because, as will become clear later
in this chapter, the operations that relate to the propagation of topological worms
that spread on different social networks differ significantly. Therefore, after first
presenting the available behaviour-based detection methods for scanning worms, one
subsection is devoted to describing the available behaviour-based detection methods
for each of the three subclasses of topological worms (IM, P2P and email worms).
Since this work introduces a new behaviour-based detection method for email worms,
the discussion below is intended to elaborate on two key points that motivate doing
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so. The first point concerns explaining the reasons why the available behaviour-
based detection methods for Internet worms of other classes, and subclasses, cannot
be directly applied or adapted to detect email worm activity. The second point
involves uncovering the inherent common weaknesses of the available behaviour-based
detection methods for email worms that had to be taken into account during the
design phase of the method introduced later in this thesis.

3.2.1 Methods for Scanning Worms

To determine behavioural signatures that are useful for detecting Internet-connected
machines infected with scanning worms, the focus has been mainly on the following
three directions: monitoring the TCP/IP connections, finding meaningful correlations
between the incoming and outgoing traffic and analysing the traffic of critical network
services associated with Internet-connected machines. The vast majority of the
behavioural signatures that have been proposed are in the simple form of inferring
scanning worm activity if the value of a metric of interest measured over a sliding
time window exceeds its long-term average.

Based on the assumption that the infected machines probe the IP address space
for potential victims at the highest possible speed, the Snort [147] keeps track of
the TCP SYN packets (requests to establish a connection) that the machines in a
monitored network generate within a time interval of a few seconds. Any machine
whose average connection rate (connections per second) to unique destinations
exceeds a predetermined (static) threshold value is classified as infected. Using the
same principle, Wagner et al. [185] employs entropy as a measure of randomness
of the unique destination IP addresses. Yu et al. [210] advances Wagner et al. by
using the statistical entropy of the distribution of the destination IP addresses in
conjunction with a set of dynamic decision rules to detect scanning worms that,
like the Atak worm, are capable of varying their probing rate as they spread. Sekar
et al. [152] introduces a multiresolution method that has the potential to detect
scanning worms with various probing rates. This method uses a set of static threshold
values for the connection rate instead of only one. The Bro [139] is based on the
observation that the failed connections rate (failed connections per second) of an
Internet-connected machine is a more accurate indicator of scanning worm activity
than its connection rate. The rationale is that probing the IP address space for
Internet-connected machines running vulnerable software unavoidably results in a
high number of failed connections. The reason for this is that the IP address space is
sparsely populated. Venkataraman et al. [178] uncovers that the Snort and Bro have
high memory requirements since they store the complete list of the source-destination
IP address pairs within the time interval. Motivated by this observation, it presents
a system that relies on the same behavioural signatures as these two systems but
has low memory and processing requirements.
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More sophisticated connection-oriented methods are based on the theory of
sequential hypothesis testing [149, 85, 165, 84]. The key idea is that using dynamically
adaptable instead of static threshold values leads to higher accuracy. In particular,
the relevant studies suggest that the value of a metric of interest can be modelled as
a random walk on one of two stochastic processes corresponding to the successful and
failed connections. Thereby, it is possible to adapt the threshold value dynamically
according to the traffic that the machines in a monitored network generate. In
connection with this, Jung et al. [149, 85] introduces the Threshold Random Walk
(TRW), which allocates a certain number of connection credits to each machine in
the monitored network. Within a time interval, an Internet-connected machine is
allowed to connect to other Internet-connected machines it has not contacted before
only if its credit balance is positive. The machine gains one credit for each successful
connection, whereas each failed connection depletes one credit. Studer et al. [165]
introduces the Adaptive Rate Scan Detection (ARSD), which is a refinement of the
TRW. The ARSD looks at the credit reward and penalty rates, which are derived
from the connection success and failure statistics, respectively. Jung et al. [84]
advances the TRW to cover the case of Internet worms that are capable of spreading
extremely fast, even by means of relatively low-rate probing.

The detection methods that inspect only the outbound connections of Internet-
connected machines have three common weaknesses. The first of these weaknesses
is that they are easily evaded by stealthy worms. The term stealthy worm is used
in the literature and what follows to refer to a scanning worm that probes the
IP address space over a long time period. The second weakness is that they do
not have the potential to distinguish the activity of scanning worms from other
occasional legitimate scan activities. The third weakness is that, based on their
threshold values, they impose either too much constraint on legitimate traffic or
allow too much illegitimate traffic to pass. For these reasons, a number of connection-
oriented methods that look at more indicative symptoms of scanning worm activity,
primarily correlations between the incoming and outgoing traffic of Internet-connected
machines, are proposed in the literature [33, 60, 29, 31, 43].

In more detail, Cheung et al. [33] analyses connection graphs to infer causality
relationships among connections in a monitored network that reveal scanning worm
activity. Gu et al. [60] is based on the observation that a machine is being probed
prior to becoming infected and, once infected, it probes the IP address space for
machines running vulnerable software. Thereby, it classifies as infected any machine
that receives a packet on a certain port and after some seconds starts sending out
packets destined for the same port with an increasing rate. Chen et al. [29] introduces
the WormTerminator. The WormTerminator is a cloned virtual machine of the
machine it runs on that appears to be the destination of all outgoing traffic. Once
the machine becomes infected, it attempts to infect the WormTerminator. Chen et
al. [31] suggests matching the destination port numbers between the inbound and
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outbound connections and looking for sudden increases in the number of distinct
destination IP addresses of outbound connections to suspicious ports. Ellis et al. [43]
identifies and uses the following three behavioural signatures of scanning worms:
their packets have similar payloads, they are spread by Internet-connected machines
acting as clients and exhibit tree-like propagation and reconnaissance.

Other studies focus on the traffic of critical network services and demonstrate
that the information it carries provides a solid basis for identifying scanning worm
activity [15, 16, 191, 53, 198, 193]. Namely, the TRAFEN [15, 16] involves capturing
the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) destination unreachable (ICMP-T3)
packets on the gateway of a monitored network. The ICMP-T3 packets are associated
with failed connection attempts. In connection with this, the premise of this method
is that a high rate of failed connection attempts from an Internet-connected machine
results in a high number of ICMP-T3 packets destined for this machine. Thereby, the
TRAFEN classifies as infected any machine whose IP address appears frequently in
the destination IP address field of the captured ICMP-T3 packets. Whyte et al. [191]
examines DNS traffic captured on the local name server of enterprise networks. The
method proposed in that study builds on Ganger’s observation, which is introduced
in [53] and states that the non-existence of DNS queries before a connection attempt
is a telltale sign of scanning worm activity. Wong et al. [198] introduces a similar
method based on an extension of Ganger’s observation. Whyte et al. [193] presents
a method that detects scanning worm activity on enterprise networks by inspecting
the outgoing Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) traffic of user machines.

As previously stated, the behavioural signatures that are useful for detecting the
activity of Internet worms belonging to a specific class are in most cases ineffective
against Internet worms of other classes (or subclasses). This implies that the methods
described above are ineffective in detecting email worm activity. However, to make
this clear further elaboration on this issue is provided below. Email and scanning
worms differ in four important ways. First, in contrast to scanning worms, email
worms do not attempt to establish TCP/IP connections to their potential victims
but propagate via email servers. Thereby, user machines infected with email worms
exhibit different connection patterns from those that are infected with scanning
worms. Second, to discover their potential victims, email worms exploit the social
information they harvest from the machines they infect instead of probing the IP
address space. Therefore, their propagation is not associated with many connection
failures. Third, email worms operate on significantly longer time scales than scanning
worms because their propagation depends on interactions with the end users. Fourth,
email worms propagate in a seemingly legitimate manner by misusing email. As a
consequence, the traffic they produce blends in with legitimate email traffic.

The first two differences mentioned above, render the methods that look for
anomalies in the TCP/IP connection patterns of Internet-connected machines directly
(high connection or failed connection rates) or their side effects (many ICMP-T3
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packets) ineffective in identifying user machines infected with email worms. Further-
more, the third difference implies that the methods that are based on exploiting
either the causality of connections or the correlations between the incoming and
the outgoing traffic of Internet-connected machines are also ineffective in identifying
email worm activity. This is because these methods are designed to operate within
relatively short time intervals. They are namely suited for identifying the occurrence
of an event of interest that depends on the occurrence of another event that happened
just a few seconds before. Finally, the last difference between email and scanning
worms makes the methods that build on Ganger’s observation or analyse ARP traffic
unsuitable for detecting user machines infected with email worms. The reason for
this is that email worms propagate in a legitimate communication channel.

3.2.2 Methods for IM Worms

IM provides real time message delivery and rich presence information service over
the Internet. The classic IM applications work according to either the client-server or
the P2P model. In applications based on the former model, communications between
the IM clients occur via IM servers. By contrast, in those based on the latter model,
connection requests are sent via IM servers but messages are exchanged between
the IM clients directly. The client-server model is by far the most popular one, as
it is used by the MSN Messenger, Yahoo! Messenger and AOL Instant Messenger.
Therefore, only methods for detecting IM worms that spread on public client-server
IM networks are discussed hereafter. The IM worms of this type typically propagate
by connecting via the IM server to all the user machines for which an IM address
exists in the online contact list of the user machines they infect. After connecting
to the target user machines, the IM worms use one or more of the following three
methods to propagate: they send URL-embedded chat messages, initiate automated
file transfer requests or exploit vulnerabilities in the IM clients, the operating system
or the applications that run on the target user machines [118].

Despite the fact that the ever-increasing adoption of public IM applications leads
to an ever-growing threat of IM worm infections, only a handful of studies propose
behaviour-based detection methods for IM worms [112, 202, 204]. Specifically, Liu et
al. [112] focuses on IM worms that send URL-embedded chat messages to all the IM
addresses in the online contact list of the user machines they infect. The proposed
method involves tracing back and detecting infected user machines by analysing the
multicasted chat messages that IM servers receive. In particular, all the multicasted
chat messages received by an IM server within a time interval are captured and for
each of them a tree-like directed acyclic graph is constructed. The nodes of the
graph represent the recipients of the chat message. If the depth and the width of
a tree exceed some predetermined threshold values, the multicasted chat message
under consideration is classified as being generated by an IM worm. Then, all the
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infected user machines are discovered by traversing the tree. Liu et al. elaborates
also on two refinements of this method that involve extracting attack signatures and
measuring the prevalence of multicasted chat messages. Xie et al. [202] introduces
HoneyIM that, as its name suggests, is based on the concept of honeypots. HoneyIM
assumes a set of decoy IM addresses that should not receive URL-embedded chat
messages or file transfer requests. Thereby, any user machine running an IM client
that attempts to communicate with these decoy IM addresses is classified as infected.
Yan et al. [204] concentrates on both the number of URL-embedded chat messages
and the number of file transfer requests. It suggests that abrupt increases in the
values of these two metrics are a sign of IM worm activity. Additionally, for catching
stealthy IM worms it proposes to determine threshold values for the number of
URL-embedded chat messages and the number of automated file transfer requests
between IM address pairs that barely communicated in the past.

Because IM and email worms are subclasses of topological worms, they bear
some similarities in that they propagate among social contacts on an overlay network
made up by user machines and application servers (IM or email servers). Despite
these similarities, the behaviour-based detection methods for IM worms, which are
proposed in the literature, are not useful for identifying email worm activity. The
reason for this lies in that all these methods are essentially based on an intrinsic
property of IM networks that does not apply for the Internet-scale email network.
This property is namely that, from a macroscopic point of view, the public client-
server IM networks form controlled closed environments. One central IM server
stands in the middle of the IM network and controls all the communications among
IM clients. The existence of such a central control point is crucial for all the detection
methods for IM worms described above. However, the closed environment property
is not met in the Internet-scale email network. This is because, in the typical email
exchange scenario, a different pair of email servers distributed on the Internet is
responsible for the email communication between two email users.

3.2.3 Methods for P2P Worms

In recent years, P2P networks have evolved into a very attractive field for attackers
seeking to compromise user machines by spreading Internet worms. This is because
of the increasing popularity of P2P applications, which is associated with an equal
growth in the number of end users that are regularly connected. Depending on how
their peers are linked to each other, P2P networks are classified as unstructured if the
links are established arbitrarily or as structured if the peers organise themselves in an
orderly fashion. Most of the widely-used P2P networks, including Kazaa, Gnutella
and BitTorrent, are unstructured networks that are used for file sharing. By contrast,
the structured P2P networks, such as the Pastry [148] and the Chord [163], remain
primarily an area of academic interest. As a consequence, the research on detecting
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P2P worms, which has been undertaken so far, concentrates on P2P worms that
spread on unstructured file-sharing networks.

Based on their propagation details, P2P worms fall into either of two categories:
passive or active. The passive P2P worms compromise user machines if downloaded
and opened, and then leave copies of themselves in the shared folders. To lure
unsuspecting end users into downloading them, they are usually disguised as or
hidden in popular files. By contrast, the active P2P worms behave much like scanning
worms. In more detail, they propagate by sending copies of themselves to potential
victims they find either by exploiting the P2P neighbourhood information stored
on the user machines they infect or by collecting offline the IP addresses of the
user machines that compose the P2P networks. In the latter case, all the infected
machines share the same target list [208, 209]. Despite their similarities with scanning
worms, Göldi et al. [56] shows that the detection methods for scanning worms cannot
differentiate between non-infected user machines and those infected with active P2P
worms. Chen et al. [26] categorises active P2P worms further into reactive and
proactive. The reactive worms rely on certain end user actions and propagate hidden
in legitimate traffic, whereas the proactive ones self-replicate by taking advantage
of vulnerabilities. Although the passive P2P worms propagate rather slow, which
often allows detecting them before they reach their full potential, the vast majority
of P2P worms belong to this category [155, 87].

There are two basic observations behind the detection methods for P2P worms
proposed in the literature. The first of them is that the popularity of peers and
that of files in a P2P file-sharing network follow a certain distribution – the Zipf
distribution [217]. The second observation is that the propagation of P2P worms
distorts these distributions. Chen at al. [26] observes that the distortions are typically
manifested as abrupt changes in the inbound or outbound TCP/IP connections
rates of the peers. Thereby, it proposes to classify as infected any machine whose
outbound connection rate exhibits sudden increases above a predetermined threshold
value. Zhang et al. [212] advances Chen at al. by assuming the existence of a set
of peers with specialised detection capabilities, which are referred to as guardian
nodes. The guardian nodes are capable of sensing increases in the inbound and
outbound connection rates of their neighbouring peers. Moreover, inspired by the
work presented in Zhou et al. [214] and Malan et al. [115], the guardian nodes
in Zhang et al. can recognise the infection process of P2P worms inside running
applications and identify repetitive network behaviours.

Notably, the studies discussed above do not report on evaluation experiments
using traffic traces of P2P worms or real network topologies. As a matter of fact, they
support their claims only by means of theoretical analysis or computer simulations.
As a result, their findings are necessarily idealised abstractions of how the methods
they propose would operate on a real network. This constitutes a significant barrier to
their wide adoption and use. If this major deficiency is put aside, the ineffectiveness
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of these methods in detecting email worm activity can be easily uncovered. The
reason for this is that, in a similar way as the connection-oriented behaviour-based
detection methods for scanning worms, all the revised methods base detection on
the TCP/IP connection rates of user machines. Nevertheless, as explained earlier
in this thesis, the connection rates of a user machine provide no reliable basis for
deciding whether it is infected with an email worm or not.

3.2.4 Methods for Email Worms

The main corpus of the research work on determining behavioural signatures that
are useful for detecting email worm activity naturally concentrates on analysing
email traffic. Driven by two different but complementary objectives, this work has
proceeded in two directions. The objective of the methods in the first direction
is to detect user machines that are infected with email worms as early as possible
to prevent them from sending an infectious email to many potential victims (non-
infected user machines). To this end, these methods inspect the emails that user
machines generate either directly on the (sender) user machines or other Internet-
connected machines in their network, mainly on the outgoing email servers. The
objective of the methods in the second direction is to detect infectious emails before
or once they reach the potential victims to prevent further infections. To accomplish
this, these methods inspect the emails that are destined for user machines either
directly on the (recipient) user machines or other Internet-connected machines in
their network, mainly on the incoming email servers.

There is a small number of methods in the first direction that are intended to
operate directly on user machines. These methods take advantage of the fact that
email worms harvest the email addresses of potential victims from the file system of
the user machines they infect [74, 75, 19]. In connection with this, these methods
are based on hiding some bait email addresses in the file system of user machines
and, then, constantly monitoring the email traffic that user machines generate. Any
user machine that attempts to send an email to any of the bait email addresses is
automatically classified as infected. In particular, Hu et al. [74] proposes to generate
a set of bait email addresses of enough unpredictability and hide them in files with
predefined extensions, such as .eml, .txt. and .htm files. Similarly, Huang et al. [75]
suggests inserting in the address book of each email user an email address that is not
used by any registered email user of the local domain. Boldizsár et al. [19] proposes
to deploy a dedicated server that is responsible for issuing one unique bait email
address for each user machine on a monitored network.

Storing bait email addresses in the file system of user machines is an effective
method for detecting spam. However, it does not fit well into the case of email
worms. This is because of its passive nature and the propagation characteristics
of email worms. In particular, infectious emails sent to non-bait email addresses
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spread an email worm further unaffected. This implies that one weakness of the
methods previously described relates to the time that it takes email worms to find
the bait email addresses. Nevertheless, the most serious weakness of these methods
is that, as any other method designed to operate on user machines, they need an
almost complete deployment throughout the networks of the Internet to significantly
affect the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms. This, in turn, requires that end
users voluntarily participate and take measures to protect their networks. Even
though this can be very helpful, in practice, it is highly unlikely that all, or at least
most, end users will participate. This is either due to their ignorance of the threats
associated with Internet worms or concerns about possible negative effects on their
machines. Thereby, to eliminate the need for global deployment to be effective, most
of the methods in the first direction operate on other Internet-connected machines
(network-based) instead of directly on user machines (host-based).

A number of these methods involve statistically analysing the email traffic
that user machines generate on the outgoing email servers, and share two common
elements [61, 83, 154, 119, 120, 123, 13, 164]. Namely, they are based on defining
features and specifying the normal values thereof, which are the values that correspond
to legitimate email activity. In this context, a feature is a statistic that describes
an aspect of email activity. Thereby, any significant deviation of a feature from its
normal value is considered to be an indication of email worm activity. Gupta et
al. [61] defines a set of features for the volume of the email traffic and automatically
specifies their normal values by means of statistical learning. Jiang et al. [83] also
defines a set of features manually but relies on domain knowledge to specify their
normal values. Shih et al. [154] classifies a large number of emails as legitimate or
malicious by means of a commercial antivirus software. Based on the classification
results, it defines as features 11 static properties of email traffic that present the
highest discriminatory power for distinguishing between legitimate and email worm
activity. Martin et al. [119, 120] defines numerous features with the rationale that
using many features increases the discriminatory power. Masud et al. [123] applies
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the set of features of Martin et al. to find
an optimal subset. Barreno et al. [13] and Stolfo et al. [164] take a step further
and define also features other from those that describe the volume and the rate
of the email traffic. Barreno et al. defines features that generalise across all the
user machines on a monitored network. Stolfo et al. introduces the Email Mining
Toolkit (EMT). The EMT uses features that describe the social activity of email
users. The principle behind the EMT is that each email user usually sends emails to
a particular group of email addresses, whereas email worms to all the email addresses
they harvest from the file system of the user machines they infect.

Instead of analysing only the email traffic that user machines generate, other
network-based methods look also at the email traffic that is destined for user machines.
These methods usually exploit correlations between the incoming and outgoing email
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traffic of user machines, which are indicative of email worm activity [99, 203, 58].
Specifically, Kim et al. [99] inspects all the incoming and outgoing traffic on email
servers and classifies as infectious any email that is distributed from one to many
user machines shortly after it has been delivered unchanged in the same manner.
Xiong [203] introduces the Attachment Chain Tracing Scheme (ACT) that involves
monitoring traffic on email servers, as well, and identifies infected machines based
on a two-step procedure. The ACT classifies as suspicious all the user machines
on a monitored network that send out many emails and decides which of them are
infected by tracing their contacts. Based on the same principle, Gopalan et al. [58]
presents the SenderCount, which is based on a different two-step procedure. The
SenderCount identifies prevalent signatures in the email traffic by means of a scheme
that is based on the Rabin fingerprints. If both the number of user machines that
send out emails containing the prevalent signatures and the sending rate thereof
exceed some predetermined threshold values, the SenderCount classifies as infected
any user machine that attempts to connect to many email servers.

The network-based methods discussed so far – irrespective of whether they
look at statistical properties of the outgoing or correlations of the incoming and
outgoing email traffic of user machines – share two common deficiencies, which
limit their general utility. The first of them is that they are designed to operate
on outgoing email servers. As a matter of fact, this detracts significantly from
their effectiveness in identifying user machines infected with any of a large variety
of recent email worms. The reason for this is that, as mentioned in Section 2.3.3,
most of the email worms that appear in the wild are equipped with a built-in email
engine and, thus, do not use the outgoing email servers. This would have been
discovered if these methods had been evaluated against real or a large set of email
worms. However, because of the scarce availability of email worm traffic traces,
these methods were evaluated either by means of computer simulation or against a
few email worms. Hence, their claims and assumptions regarding the false positive
and negative rates are necessarily idealised performance predictions. The second
deficiency of these methods is their dependency on an amount of a priori information.
Namely, tuning them requires either a set of manually or otherwise classified data, or
domain knowledge to empirically determine threshold values, which make it possible
to detect significant deviations from the normal email activity. However, such a
priori information is only rarely, if at all, readily available in practice.

One of the first methods in the second direction – consistent with the rationale
of detecting infectious emails before or once they reach the potential victims to
prevent further infections – is presented in Balzer [12]. Its basic idea is to enhance
email clients with specialised wrappers that monitor user machines for suspicious
activity every time an attachment file is received and executed. This includes tracking
accesses to the file system and (Windows) system registry, connection attempts and
spawned processes. Based on the same principle, the Malicious Email Tracking
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(MET) [17] scans emails on the incoming email servers for known malicious programs.
Sidiroglou et al. [156] proposes to execute all the suspicious attachment files inside
an instrumented virtual machine. Any anomalous access to the (Windows) system
registry reveals that the attachment file under consideration is malicious. Taibah et
al. [167] describes a similar method. It suggests running all the attachment files with
certain extensions on a virtual machine and storing their fingerprints. Every new
incoming attachment file whose fingerprint has been already analysed is classified
according to the result of the previous analysis. Yoo et al. [207, 206] suggests
quantifying the suspiciousness of incoming emails by applying Bayesian inference to
some of their attributes, such as their sender and recipient email addresses. Schultz
et al. [151] introduces the Malicious Email Filter (MEF). The MEF assumes the
presence of similar byte sequences in malicious executables that differentiate them
from legitimate programs. Thereby, the MEF is trained offline using a set of labelled
programs and, then, detects online infectious attachment files.

One common characteristic of the methods in this second direction is that they
are intended to operate on the network of the user machines they protect. Therefore,
they go to no lengths to reducing the amount of illegitimate email traffic traversing
the Internet. However, as previously pointed out, the illegitimate email traffic is the
main concern of network operators regarding email worms. Apart from this serious
weakness, the methods revised above focus solely on email worms that spread in the
form of (Windows) attachment files. As a consequence, they are ineffective against a
large number of email worms that come as infectious emails with links to compromised
Web sites. Moreover, these methods rely on a priori assumptions about the infectious
attachment files or the malicious processes spawned on user machines once these
attachment files are executed. Let aside that such assumptions are not justifiable
because judgements on executables are usually relevant to platform implementations,
in none of the presented studies details about the detectable malicious activity or
experimental results against real email worms are given. The former is probably
because examining the purpose of executable code is an extremely complex task.
For all these reasons, the general usability and the detection efficacy of the methods
proposed in these studies remain to a great extent questionable.

DNS-Based Methods for Email Worms

As previously mentioned, most of the work on determining behavioural signatures
that are useful for detecting email worm activity focuses on analysing email traffic.
Nevertheless, in pursuing this objective, a number of studies are concerned with
providing insight into and exploiting the characteristics of the DNS traffic that
infected user machines generate [197, 132, 124, 133, 192, 82]. Because research on
Internet security methods that operate on the DNS traffic of user machines stands
at the centre of the study presented in this thesis, the key findings and implications
of these studies are discussed in more detail in what follows.
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Wong et al. [197] analyses DNS traffic captured on the local name server of
a university network during the outbreaks of Sobig.F and Mydoom.A. Musashi et
al. [132] reports on a similar analysis that provides additional information on these
two email worms. The authors of that report continue their research and extend
their scope by examining the DNS traffic that user machines infected with any of
Netsky.C [124], Netsky.Q and Mydoom.S [133] generate. Independent from one
another, Whyte et al. [192] and Ishibashi et al. [82] inspect the DNS traffic of user
machines infected with Netsky.Q. In particular, Whyte et al. analyses DNS traffic
captured on the local name server of an enterprise network, whereas Ishibashi et
al. DNS traffic captured on the local name servers of a large commercial Internet
Service Provider (ISP). Despite their differences regarding the details of the analysed
DNS traffic, all these studies essentially converge toward a common conclusion. This
is namely that the application-level characteristics of the outgoing DNS traffic of a
user machine change once it gets infected.

This conclusion serves in a straightforward manner as the basis for most of the
work on determining behavioural signatures based on DNS traffic. As a matter of fact,
the methods paired with the analyses in [132, 124, 133, 192] and the one described
in Binsalleeh et al. [18] rely on the same principle. Specifically, they inspect the
outgoing DNS traffic of user machines at the application level searching for specific
volume-based anomalies. Their core idea is that the number of DNS queries for MX
RRs and the relation between the numbers of DNS queries for pointer (PTR) RRs,
MX and address (A) RRs of user machines provide a strong basis for identifying
email worm activity. Although this holds true for the few email worms considered in
each study, it cannot be generalised for detecting user machines that become infected
with email worms in the long run. In fact, in the next chapter of this thesis, it is
shown through specific examples that the number of DNS queries a user machine
generates is a rather weak indicator of whether it is infected or not. Furthermore,
as any other threshold-based method, these methods require domain knowledge for
determining suitable threshold values that make it possible to distinguish between
non-infected and infected user machines.

Instead of determining threshold values for the number of DNS queries that
user machines generate, other methods that also inspect the outgoing DNS traffic of
user machines at the application level use more sophisticated procedures [82, 211].
In particular, Ishibashi et al. [82] assumes a priori knowledge of a characteristic set
of DNS queries that infected user machines generate. Based on this knowledge, the
method proposed in that study detects user machines infected with email worms by
applying Bayesian inference to the DNS queries local name servers receive. Zhang et
al. [211] advances Ishibashi et al. by defining and computing a score for each user
machine on a monitored network that represents the probability that it is infected.
To accomplish this, the method introduced in that study builds decision trees from
the DNS queries captured on local name servers within a time interval. Despite
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their sound mathematical grounding, these studies have a methodological problem
that brings the validity and usefulness of the methods they propose into question.
This problem is that they essentially assume a priori knowledge about zero-day
worms. Obviously, such knowledge is not apparent, and if it were it would allow
straightforward detection.

Apart from the weaknesses already pointed out, the studies revised above share
two additional common weaknesses that further restrict the usefulness of the methods
they propose. The first of them is that the proposed methods perform deep packet
inspection on the DNS queries that the user machines generate. This reveals that
these studies overlook that the DNS queries carry sensitive end user information,
which imposes many privacy requirements and, thus, is not a suitable candidate for
such inspection. Besides this, this weakness renders the proposed methods unsuitable
for high speed, busy networks, because of the high processing overhead associated
with analysing packet payloads, and ineffective against polymorphic email worms
that might appear in the future. However, the second weakness is by far the most
significant. This is that the claims of these studies are supported by rather weak
experimentation because of the lack of realistic benchmarks. In particular, these
studies report on experiments against a small number of email worms and do not
include assessment details using real network topologies. Overall, it is due to these
weaknesses that, despite their positive contribution of defining a correlation between
email worm activity and DNS traffic, these studies have only modestly, if at all,
contributed to developing systems for detecting user machines infected with email
worms in the long run.

3.3 Summary

Depending on their scope, the detection methods for Internet worms are classified as
general or specialised. The general detection methods are designed to be effective
against Internet worms of all classes, whereas the specialised only against those
that belong to one particular class (or subclass). The specialised detection methods
are based on the concept of behavioural signatures, and thereby are referred to as
behaviour-based (anomaly-based). In this chapter, a thorough and critical review of
the available general detection methods is presented, which reveals that all of them
suffer from one or more of the following deficiencies:

• they are ineffective against zero-day worms because they rely on human inter-
actions, which introduce significant delays,

• they can be readily evaded by polymorphic worms since they search for network
footprints, which can be easily modified,
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• they exhibit lack of or limited efficacy in detecting topological worms because
they are primarily designed for scanning worms,

• they are not suitable for busy, high speed networks due to the high processing
overhead they incur by analysing packet contents,

• they do not target limiting the worm traffic sent to the Internet since they are
deployed on the networks of the potential victims,

• they are subject to high risk of being compromised, and being subsequently
used to attack other Internet-connected machines.

The limited effectiveness of the general detection methods in identifying zero-day,
polymorphic and, mainly, topological worm activity, shifted the focus to behaviour-
based detection methods. These methods involve finding traffic patterns that indicate
infection. These patterns are primarily determined by analysing the operations of
Internet worms that relate to their propagation and, as a result, are useful for
detecting Internet worms that belong to one class (or subclass) only. In this chapter,
a comprehensive and critical review of the available behaviour-based detection
methods is provided, which sheds light on the reasons that render these methods
incapable of dealing with email worms in an effective manner. In particular, these
methods are limited in one or more of the following ways:

• they are designed for scanning, IM or P2P worms and, as a consequence, are
inherently ineffective against email worms because the traffic patterns they
detect do not appear in the traffic of email worms,

• they rely on knowledge, including technical details about the operations of
email worms, for setting threshold values and classifying data to train systems,
which is only rarely, if at all, available in practice,

• they operate on or near the potential victims and, thereby, they cannot reduce
the illegitimate email traffic that traverses the Internet, which is for network
operators the main problem regarding email worms,

• they violate the privacy of end users, they cannot work with encrypted packets,
and they are unsuitable for busy, high speed networks since they perform
extensive traffic monitoring and deep packet inspection,

• they have limited utility because, as a result of being poorly evaluated, their
scope is narrow, as their observation basis is not general enough for detecting
user machines infected with email worms in the long run,
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• they operate on user machines and, thus, they cannot be deployed incrementally
but instead need a complete deployment throughout the networks of the Internet
to affect the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms.

In light of the analysis presented in this chapter, it becomes clear that more
effort is required to come up with effective methods for detecting email worm activity.
In this direction, a new behaviour-based detection method for email worms that
overcomes the limitations of the methods discussed in this chapter is introduced in
Chapter 4. The method identifies email worm activity by analysing at the flow level
the DNS traffic that user machines send to the local name servers.
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Chapter 4

Proposed Detection Method

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, a new behaviour-based method for detecting user machines infected
with email worms on the local name server of a monitored network is introduced.
The method bases detection on the flow-level characteristics of the DNS traffic that
user machines generate. Its observation basis is that most humans, regardless of their
individual habits, exhibit similar Internet usage behaviours; thus, it is reasonable to
expect that the outgoing DNS traffic of non-infected user machines share many of
the same patterns. Likewise, email worms are programs, and as such they have only
a certain number of modules that they use to harvest email addresses, propagate and
attack Internet-connected machines. Even when various modules are in hand, they
are limited in number. Therefore, it is also justified to assume that there have to be
similarities in the outgoing DNS traffic of user machines being infected with instances
of a single, or even of different email worms. In this work, it is demonstrated that
depending on the flow-level characteristics of the DNS query streams they produce,
user machines do indeed fall into either of two canonical profiles: legitimate user or
infected with email worm. Using clustering and exact shape-based similarity search
over time series derived from their DNS query streams, the method automatically
classifies the user machines that query a local name server into one of these profiles.
The experimental results in Section 4.4 and the discussion in Section 4.5 suggest
that the method can be effective in accurately detecting user machines that become
infected with email worms, even with zero-day, in the long run.

The proposed method overcomes the limitations of the available behaviour-based
detection methods discussed in Chapter 3. Specifically, it has five advantages that
emerge from processing the traffic of user machines on the local name server, which
is for these machines the first link in their entire chain of Internet connectivity. First,
it needs a single-point deployment that does not depend on end user participation.
Second, it is very effective, among other reasons, because the efficacy of a behaviour-
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based detection method increases as the topological proximity, measured in terms
of hop-count, between its deployment point and the Internet-connected machines
it protects decreases. This is supported by the fact that higher proximity implies
finer-grained visibility into the network behaviour of these machines. Third, it is easy
to implement and has low overhead, as the traffic that local name servers receive
from user machines accounts for a small amount of data. Fourth, as will be explained
in Section 4.5, it cannot be evaded by simple changes in the code of email worms.
Fifth, in conjunction with a containment method, it can contribute to limiting the
illegitimate traffic infected user machines send to the Internet. This is because email
worms cannot hide from the local name servers the IP address of the infected user
machine when they query them for the RRs they need to prepare infection attempts,
spamming and DDoS attacks. The method has also three advantages that stem
from analysing traffic at the flow level. First, it does not violate the privacy of end
users. Second, it is less computationally demanding than methods that perform
deep packet inspection. Third, it cannot be defeated by encryption; hence, it can be
effective against polymorphic email worms that might appear in the future. One last
advantage is that the method is highly automated since it does not require training
before applying it or maintenance during its operation.

As pointed out in Section 3.2, the effectiveness of the available behaviour-based
detection methods, regardless of the Internet worm (sub)class they are designed for,
depends to a great extent on domain knowledge about the expected behaviour of the
infected machines (behavioural signatures). This knowledge is usually required to
determine proper threshold and parameter values or construct datasets to train the
methods. Typically, this knowledge is obtained by analysing traffic traces captured
during the outbreaks of known Internet worms that belong to the targeted Internet
worm (sub)class. Let alone that inferring meaningful knowledge from traffic traces,
is a very difficult and sometimes even impossible task, such traces are only rarely, if
at all, made publicly available. Even when they are made available, the knowledge
one can extract from traffic traces of non-infected and machines infected with known
Internet worms captured on a monitored network, is not, necessarily, useful for
tuning a method to detect machines infected with new Internet worms on other
networks. To minimise the dependency of behaviour-based detection on domain
knowledge, a new approach that uses clustering is proposed and taken in this work.
Clustering organises a given set of data objects into groups so that similar objects
are grouped together. By means of clustering, the proposed method assigns a set
of user machines into distinct profiles based on the similarities in the flow-level
characteristics of their DNS traffic. In connection with this, it essentially needs
only a decision regarding which flow-level characteristic has to be considered to
distinguish between non-infected and infected machines.

Based on the analysis of the email worm life cycle in Section 2.3.2, it becomes
clear that once a user machine gets infected the number of DNS queries it produces
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Figure 4.1: Non-infected user machines can have a greater mean number of DNS queries
than those being infected with email worms (left plots) or produce DNS query spikes similar
to those that infected with email worms user machines produce (right plots). Thereby,
the mean and maximum numbers of DNS queries that the user machines in a monitored
network generate within a time interval are not reliable indicators of email worm activity.

over time is affected. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that infected user machines
exhibit a higher DNS query rate than non-infected or generate unexpectedly large
DNS query spikes. Under this assumption, it is justified to expect that determining
threshold values for the mean or maximum number of DNS queries that a local
name server receives from a user machine within a certain time interval, suffices to
classify each requesting user machine as non-infected or infected. However, the two
counter-examples in Fig. 4.1 and the experimental results in Section 4.4.3 show that
this assumption does not hold true in practice. Fig. 4.1 indicates that non-infected
user machines can have a greater mean number of DNS queries than those being
infected or produce DNS query spikes similar to those that infected user machines
produce; spikes correspond to extremely large values of momentary throughput. As
a consequence, these two simple flow-level characteristics are weak indicators of
email worm activity. This necessitates devising more sophisticated methods that
can better capture the dissimilarities in the DNS query streams of non-infected
and infected user machines at the flow level. Thereby, the proposed method uses
exact shape-based similarity search over time series. A time series is a collection of
observations made sequentially over time, which are formally called time points and
represent the status of a variable over time. The variable considered in this work is
the number of DNS queries originating from a user machine. A time series made up
by p time points is referred to as p−length time series hereafter.

The proposed method takes as input the log file fragment or a packet capture
file with the DNS queries that a local name server received within a certain time
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interval, called detection period hereafter. Each query entry in either of these files
consists of the time when the name server received the DNS query, the IP address of
the requesting machine and the requested RRs. Since the method works at the flow
level, only the query reception time and the IP address of the requesting machine
are used from each entry. To take into account only DNS queries originating from
user machines, the entries that correspond to servers in the monitored network
whose operation depends on the local name server are filtered out. Such servers
are, for example, the email servers and legitimate automated mailers, such as
library notification systems. Even on large networks the number of these servers is
manageable and their IP addresses known, so excluding these entries does not violate
the requirement of practicality. The rest query entries are grouped per requesting
user machine and, then, split into successive time bins of equal duration. By counting
for each user machine the entries that fall into each time bin, a set of time series is
produced; each time series describes the number of DNS queries of a user machine
over time. The time series are organised into an n× p time series matrix, where each
row represents the DNS query stream of a user machine; n is the number of user
machines that queried the local name server of the monitored network at least once
within the detection period and p is the number of time bins.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the largest and most
complete dataset of DNS traffic traces of user machines infected with email worms
that had been used to the date of writing this thesis to evaluate a new behaviour-
based detection method for email worms was constructed. The experimental results
that were produced against this dataset and are presented in Section 4.4 along with
the discussion in Section 4.5 support three conclusions. The first of them is that
the method distinguishes with remarkable accuracy between non-infected and user
machines being infected with any of a large variety of recent email worms. The
second conclusion is that the method has the potential to detect user machines
that become infected with email worms, including zero-day, in the long run. The
reason for this is that it bases detection on differences in the flow-level characteristics
of DNS query streams of non-infected and infected user machines that have been
apparent over the past several years and are unlikely to disappear in the future.
As explained in Section 4.5, controlling these characteristics to evade detection, is
a challenging task that requires fundamental changes in the code of email worms.
The third conclusion is that the method is very effective when operating on time
scales significantly shorter than the typical time needed to generate, disseminate,
verify, and install attack signatures, which usually ranges from hours to several days;
for example, the antivirus vendors took over seven hours on average to generate an
attack signature suitable for the email worm Mydoom.M [153].

The principle of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. In the next three
sections, the depicted elements of the method and the results of its experimental
evaluation are presented in detail. This is followed by an analysis that demonstrates
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Figure 4.2: The proposed method operates on the DNS queries that a local name server
receives from user machines within the detection period (Step 1). It groups these queries
per requesting user machine and splits them into time bins of equal duration. For each
user machine it counts the queries in every time bin to create a time series (Step 2). Exact
shape-based similarity search and clustering are applied to the produced set of time series
to assign each requesting user machine into one of two profiles. One profile corresponds to
non-infected and the other to user machines that are infected with an email worm (Step 3).

the potential of the method to be effective in the long run. Specifically, in Section 4.2
the necessary background on similarity search over time series is provided, and it
is described how the time series of the n × p time series matrix are transformed
and compressed to obtain representations that are used to profile the corresponding
user machines. In Section 4.3, it is explained how clustering is applied to these
transformed and compressed representations of the time series to assign the user
machines into profiles based on the flow-level characteristics of their DNS query
streams. In Section 4.4, the experimental results of the method that validate its
utility and show that it outperforms methods that base detection on commonly-
studied characteristics of Internet traffic signals are discussed. In Section 4.5, several
approaches that worm writers might take to evade detection are anticipated and
their potential effectiveness is assessed.
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4.2 Time Series Similarity Search

Time series constitute a large proportion of the data stored in the databases of
various application fields, including medicine, meteorology, astrophysics, geology,
multimedia and economics. As a consequence, in recent years, there has been a
growing interest in time series data mining. Specifically, a great deal of effort has been
devoted to exploring time series with a large number of time points. In connection
with this, a topic that has received particular attention is similarity search over time
series. The reason for this is that similarity search is useful in its own right as a
tool for exploratory data analysis, and it is also an important element of many basic
time series data mining tasks, such as indexing, clustering, classification and rule
discovery [94]. Despite the large number of studies that have been published on this
topic, determining the similarity between the members of a collection of time series
continues to be a challenging undertaking. As will become clear in what follows, this
is primarily due to the high dimensionality that typically characterises the analysed
time series data.

At first glance, it appears reasonable that by using any distance measure, like,
for example, the Euclidean distance, one can evaluate the similarity between two time
series. The distance between a pair of p−length time series can be computed in a
straightforward manner if each of them is seen as a point in the p−dimensional space,
with each time point corresponding to one dimension. Thereby, from a theoretical
point of view, performing similarity-based data mining tasks on time series data
directly seems to be a promising method for obtaining valuable insight into the data.
Nevertheless, in practice, doing so usually yields unreliable results because most data
mining algorithms lose their efficiency, effectiveness, or both when applied to time
series. This is because, as previously mentioned, the analysed time series usually
consist of a large number of time points – thus, are high-dimensional data objects –
and the significance of distance measures becomes questionable in high-dimensional
spaces [3, 111]. An important implication of this state of affairs for the present study,
is that clustering a set of time series using a general-purpose algorithm, produces
only marginal results. Furthermore, since very little work has been carried out
on devising clustering algorithms that are particularly suited for time series [109],
finding meaningful groups in a given set of time series, remains substantially complex
and non-obvious.

To attack this problem, the approach that has received the most research
attention involves extracting a low-dimensional representation from each time series,
and using the representations, instead of the time series, as input to the data mining
algorithms. Hereafter, these low-dimensional representations and the function to
obtain them from the time series are referred to as feature vectors and feature vector
extraction function, respectively. In the last few years, a large number of feature
vector extraction functions have been proposed; the interested reader is referred
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to Bagnall et al. [10] for a complete review. The operation each of these feature
vector extraction functions performs on the time series and the properties of the
obtained feature vectors are strongly dependent on the data mining task and the
similarity objective that the function was originally intended to serve. Two types
of similarity are discussed in the literature: shape-based and structural similarity.
Shape-based similarity uses the original raw data to find homomorphic time series,
whereas structural similarity describes similarity in the autocorrelation structure [10].
To date, most of the research and practical interest with respect to time series
similarity search has been directed at shape-based similarity. Following this direction,
the focus in this work is also on shape-based similarity search; thus, the discussion
below relates only to shape-based similarity.

Although, as previously pointed out, a large number of feature vector extraction
functions exists only a few of them are useful for accurately comparing time series
in terms of shape. The reason for this is that extracting feature vectors from the
time series inevitably results in information loss. Thereby, the distances between the
members of a set of time series necessarily become distorted when the time series are
mapped in the feature vector space. Therefore, applying similarity-based data mining
algorithms to their feature vectors, can potentially introduce false dismissals. False
dismissals occur when the feature vectors of similar time series appear distant in the
feature vector space. Depending on whether working with the feature vectors entails
false dismissals or not, shape-based similarity search is characterised as approximate
or exact, respectively. As explained below, using a feature vector extraction function
that guarantees that no false dismissals appear was a crucial requirement for the
study presented in this thesis. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, the focus
is only on exact shape-based similarity search.

The majority of the pioneering studies on exact shape-based similarity search is
linked to the time series data mining task of indexing. Indexing targets finding in a
database fast and without false dismissals the most similar time series to a given
query time series. To address this issue, Faloutsos et al. [48] introduces the GEneric
Multimedia INdexIng (GEMINI), which has significantly influenced the main corpus
of recent research on indexing. Given a query time series and a value ε, which is
referred to as tolerance hereafter, GEMINI is the framework for working with the
feature vectors to efficiently and accurately retrieve from the database all the time
series that are within distance ε from the query time series. The principle of GEMINI
is that very dissimilar feature vectors in the feature vector space cannot correspond
to time series that are similar in the time series space. Hence, if a feature vector
extraction function that does not introduce false dismissals is used to map the time
series to feature vectors, a query with tolerance ε represents a sphere with radius ε
in the feature vector space [47]. In connection with this, GEMINI establishes the
necessary conditions that a feature vector extraction function should satisfy to be
suitable for exact shape-based similarity search.
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In more detail, determining whether a feature vector extraction function is
suitable for exact shape-based similarity search or not, is according to GEMINI a
three-step procedure. In the first step, a distance measure dts in the time series
space needs to selected. In the second step, each one of a given set of time series, or
all of them together, is transformed and compressed by means of the feature vector
extraction function under consideration, denoted by f() in what follows. Working
with the feature vectors, entails no false dismissals if, as third step, it is possible to
define a distance measure dfv in the feature vector space that for an arbitrary pair
of the time series tsi, tsj satisfies:

dfv(f(tsi), f(tsj)) ≤ dts(tsi, tsj) (4.1)

In the time series data mining literature, (4.1) is known as the lower bounding
lemma. In light of this analysis, the strict definition of a feature vector extraction
function that is suitable for exact shape-based similarity search consists of three
elements. The first of them is the feature vector extraction function f() itself, for
which two options exist. It can be namely either a transformation that extracts the
feature vectors from the time series directly or one that generates an intermediate
efficiently-compressible time series representation and a corresponding compression
method. The terms representation and approximation are used interchangeably
to refer to the immediate result obtained by transforming a time series hereafter.
The second and third elements are the two distance measures dts and dfv that, in
conjunction with f(), satisfy (4.1).

Faloutsos et al. [48] demonstrates that the feature vectors that are extracted
by compressing the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of each one of a set of time
series satisfy (4.1); both dts and dfv are the Euclidean distance in that study. By
means of GEMINI, many recent studies in the literature propose other feature
vector extraction functions and define their corresponding distance measures that
satisfy (4.1). In particular, the representations that have been found to be suitable for
exact shape-based similarity search (some of them after first being compressed) are the
following: the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [25, 142], the Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) [93, 205], the Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation
(APCA) [94], the Piecewise Linear Approximation (PLA) [27], the approximation
based on the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind [22] and the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [88, 101]. In Fig. 4.3, the GEMINI framework is illustrated,
and the seven feature vector options, which are listed above and presented in detail
later in this chapter, are mentioned.

In this work, it is shown that exact shape-based similarity search is a useful
tool for distinguishing between normal and anomalous network activity, one that
has not been yet adequately explored. To this end, a behaviour-based method that
uses exact shape-based similarity search to detect user machines infected with email
worms is introduced. The method groups user machines depending on the flow-level
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Figure 4.3: The GEMINI is a three-step procedure. In the first step, a distance measure
dts in the p-dimensional time series space has to be selected; p is the number of time
points that compose the time series. In the second step, using the feature vector extraction
function under consideration f(), k-dimensional feature vectors are extracted from the
time series, with k � p (k = 3 in the example shown). In the third step, a distance
measure dfv in the feature vector space that for any pair of the time series tsi, tsj satisfies
the lower bounding lemma has to be defined. Possible options for the feature vectors are:
the compressed Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),
approximation based on the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind (CHEB) and Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) and the Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA), Adaptive
Piecewise Constant Approximation (APCA) and Piecewise Linear Approximation (PLA).

characteristics of their DNS query stream. As mentioned in the previous section, the
DNS query stream of each one of a set of n user machines is represented by a row in a
n× p time series matrix; p is the number of time points that compose the time series.
Thereby, grouping the user machines requires clustering the rows of the time series
matrix. As pointed out earlier, applying general-purpose clustering algorithms to a
set of time series directly produces low-quality results. This is because clustering,
like indexing, is a similarity-based data mining task, and as such it intrinsically relies
on a distance measure that quantifies how similar two data objects are. However,
as a consequence of the concentration of measure [104], in high-dimensional spaces,
such as those typically arising when working with time series, the distance measures
become unstable, or meaningless [73].

In light of the discussion above, to address this problem, the time series of the
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time series matrix are transformed and compressed to generate a n×k feature vector
matrix, with k � p. The feature vector matrix is then given (instead of the time
series matrix) as input to a general-purpose clustering algorithm. To produce the
feature vector matrix, a feature vector extraction function needs to be used. Two
time series can be found less or more similar to each other than they really are, if
their similarity is calculated by measuring the distance of their corresponding feature
vectors. Overestimating the similarity between time series, affects the detection
efficacy of the proposed method, and thus it can be tolerated as long as it happens
infrequently. By contrast, underestimating the similarity, which basically implies
the occurrence of false dismissals, would significantly limit the usefulness of the
method. The reason for this is that, if it was permitted, the clustering process,
which is detailed in the next section, would discover more DNS query stream profiles
than those actually existing. To guarantee that no false dismissals appear, a feature
vector extraction function that generates one of the seven approximations listed
above has to be used. Thereby, a secondary contribution of this work is that it
demonstrates, with a practical example, that the findings of the studies on indexing
are also applicable to the context of time series clustering.

Given a set of time series and a data mining task to be accomplished, it is difficult,
and often impossible, to determine which feature vector extraction function is the
best to use. This is because the functions have intrinsic strengths and weaknesses
that depend on the nature of the time series and the data mining task. This has as a
result that performing the same data mining task on sets of feature vectors extracted
from a set of time series by means of different functions can produce inconsistent
results. Apart from this, the relative performance of different data mining tasks
carried out on the same set of feature vectors can also vary. Most of the existing
studies that propose and evaluate feature vector extraction functions use indexing as
basis for experimental validation and comparisons. Furthermore, this work is the first
to analyse time series that describe the DNS query streams of Internet-connected
machines. Due to this state of affairs, anticipating which feature vector option is
best-suited for clustering the time series in hand is not possible. Therefore, within the
framework of the present study, all seven options were considered, with the objective
to experimentally determine which is the most appropriate for the proposed method.
In connection with this, the seven representations previously listed, along with their
corresponding distance measures and compression methods, when applicable, are
presented in what follows. In addition, it is explained in detail how the n× k feature
vector matrix is derived from the n× p time series matrix.

4.2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform

The DFT is the first time series representation that was used as basis for extracting
feature vectors that are appropriate for exact shape-based similarity search. The DFT
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of a p−length time series can be written as a superposition of p sine/cosine waves.
Each wave can be expressed as a complex number, known as a DFT coefficient. Since
complex numbers have a real and an imaginary part, the pDFT coefficients correspond
to 2p values. Thereby, the DFT of a p−length time series is 2p−dimensional. As a
consequence, replacing each time series in the n× p time series matrix with its DFT,
gives a n× 2p DFT coefficient matrix.

Three methods exist for compressing the 2p−dimensional DFT obtained from
a p−length time series to get a k−dimensional feature vector, with k � p. The
first method is based on the observation that most of the time series encountered in
practice have their energy concentrated in their low-frequency components. Therefore,
discarding their high-frequency components, does not introduce much information
loss. In connection with this, this method considers only the first k/2 DFT coefficients,
which capture the low-frequency information of the time series. Rafiei et al. [145]
suggests retaining the first and last k/4 coefficients instead of the first k/2. The
principle of this method is that the last k/4 coefficients are as important as the first
k/4. The reason for this is that the DFT of a real-valued time series is symmetric
with respect to its middle. Based on Parseval’s Theorem, Mörchen [131] proposes to
keep the k/2 coefficients with the largest absolute values, which, for a given k, are
the coefficients that carry most energy.

The compressed representation of a time series that is produced by retaining the
first k/2 coefficients of its DFT is referred to as DFT-1 hereafter. Similarly, those
that result from keeping the largest k/2 or the first and last k/4 coefficients instead,
are referred to as DFT-2 and DFT-3. Agrawal et al. [4], Mörchen [131] and Rafiei
et al. [145] demonstrate that, given a set of time series, working with their DFT-1,
DFT-2 and DFT-3, respectively, introduces no false dismissals. In these studies, the
Euclidean distance is selected for both dts and dfv. Thereby, it is possible to apply
any of the three compression methods discussed above to each row of the n×2p DFT
coefficient matrix to construct the n× k feature vector matrix. Although, only one
of the DFT-1, DFT-2 and DFT-3 is required for the proposed method, to uncover
which of them is the most appropriate, all three are considered later in this chapter
in the experimental evaluation section.

4.2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform

In more recent work, the DWT is used as basis for producing feature vectors that are
appropriate for exact shape-based similarity search [25, 200, 86, 142]. In an analogous
way to the DFT, the DWT of a time series can be written as a superposition of basis
functions. These basis functions, known as wavelets, are generated by dilations and
translations of a basic function, known as the mother wavelet. There are several
reasons that motivate working with the DWT instead of with the DFT. First, the
DWT is more suitable and needs less space than the DFT for representing sparse
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spike and non-periodic, non-stationary, or both time series. Second, the time required
to compute the DWT of a time series is shorter than that required to compute its
DFT. Specifically, using a set of orthonormal wavelets, such as the Haar wavelets,
Mallat’s pyramid algorithm [116], which is the most well-known and widely-used
DWT algorithm, transforms a p−length time series in O(p); whereas, the fast Fourier
transform algorithm is performed in O(p log(p)) operations. Third, in contrast to the
DFT, the DWT is intrinsically multi-resolution, and as such it enables analysing a
time series in the time and frequency domains simultaneously. The Mallat algorithm
decomposes a p−length time series – with p a power-of-two – into p DWT coefficients
in log2 p levels, where each level corresponds to a frequency band. For the needs of
the present study, replacing each row of the n× p time series matrix with its Haar
DWT, generates a n× p DWT coefficient matrix.

There exist four methods for compressing the n × p DWT coefficient matrix.
Before proceeding with describing these methods, it should be noted that the DWT
coefficients are usually normalised to facilitate compression. This involves scaling the
coefficients that are computed at the jth decomposition level by a factor of 2−j/2. Two
of the compression methods operate on each DWT in the DWT coefficient matrix
independently, and retain the first k and largest k in terms of absolute normalised
value coefficients, with k � p. By contrast, the other two compression methods use
as input the entire DWT coefficient matrix. The first of them keeps the k columns
of the matrix that have the largest mean element-wise squared value; whereas, the
second sets to zero all but the n× k largest elements of the matrix. One point needs
to be highlighted regarding the output of the four compression methods. This is,
namely, that keeping the first k coefficients of each DWT or the k columns of the
DWT coefficient matrix with the largest mean element-wise squared value, results in
a n× k matrix; by contrast, the other two methods produce a n× p matrix, with
n× k non-zero elements. Thereby, compared to the former two methods, the latter
two require more space and introduce higher bookkeeping overhead when measuring
the distances needed to cluster the feature vectors.

The compressed representations of a time series that are produced by retaining
the first k and the largest k coefficients of its DWT are referred to as DWT-1 and
DWT-2 hereafter. Similarly, those generated by zeroing all the elements of the n× p
DWT coefficient matrix except for those in the k columns with the largest mean
element-wise squared value and the n× k with the largest values are referred to as
DWT-3 and DWT-4, respectively. The main contribution of the studies presented
in [25, 200, 86, 142] is that they generalise to the DWT the findings regarding the
DFT that are reported in [4, 145, 131]. Specifically, these studies show that, given a
set of time series, the Euclidean distance between an arbitrary pair of the time series
is lower bounded by the Euclidean distance between their corresponding DWT-1,
DWT-2, DWT-3 and DWT-4. For the present study, this implies that it is possible
to apply any of the four compression methods previously described to the n × p
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DWT coefficient matrix to obtain the n× k feature vector matrix. To find which
of the DWT-1, DWT-2, DWT-3 and DWT-4 is the most suitable for the proposed
method, experiments using all four of them were conducted and their results are
discussed later in this chapter in the experimental evaluation section.

4.2.3 Piecewise Approximations

The PAA, APCA and PLA are piecewise time series approximations that can be
used as basis for composing feature vectors that are appropriate for exact shape-
based similarity search. Specifically, the PAA, APCA and PLA of a time series are
produced by dividing the time series into parts and, then, approximating each part
with a line segment. The feature vectors associated with these three approximations
are made up by the values of certain properties of the approximation line segments.
As a result, the dimensionality (length) of these feature vectors is linked to the
number of parts the time series is divided into. Thereby, it can be determined in a
straightforward manner; this eliminates the need for a compression method. Within
the framework of the present study, replacing each row of the n×p time series matrix
with its k−dimensional PAA, APCA or PLA-based feature vector, generates the
n× k feature vector matrix. In the following paragraphs, the procedures to obtain
the PAA, APCA and PLA of a time series and the feature vectors associated with
them as well as the distance measures that, in conjunction with these feature vectors,
satisfy the lower bounding lemma are described in detail.

Keogh et al. [93] and Yi et al. [205] independently present the PAA. Building the
PAA of a time series, involves dividing the time series into k equal-length parts and,
then, using a constant-value segment to approximate each part. The constant value
of each approximation line segment is the mean value of the time points that fall
into its corresponding part. The k constant values compose the PAA-based feature
vector of the time series. Keogh et al. [24, 94] introduces the APCA that is based
on relaxing the requirement of the PAA for equal-length parts. The principle of the
APCA is to vary the length of the parts depending on the activity of the time series.
Thereby, the APCA of a time series is a set of consecutive constant-value segments
of variable length. The lengths of these approximation line segments are chosen
in such a way so that the individual reconstruction error of every part is minimal.
The constant values and the lengths of the approximation line segments compose
the APCA-based feature vector of the time series. Since from each approximation
line segment two values are extracted, the time series needs to be approximated
with k/2 segments to obtain a k−dimensional feature vector. Instead of using parts
with different lengths, Chen et al. [27] proposes to relax the requirement of the PAA
for constant-value segments and introduces the PLA. The PLA of a time series is
produced by dividing it into equal-length parts and, then, approximating each part
with a best-fit (linear) regression line y = ax + b. The coefficients a and b of the
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regression lines compose the PLA-based feature vector of the time series. Similarly
to the APCA, a PLA with k/2 regression line segments is required to construct a
k−dimensional feature vector. This is because two features are derived from each
regression (approximation) line segment: its slope a and its y−intercept b.

Given two p−length time series, denoted by tsi and tsj in what follows, let cin
and cjn be the features of their k−dimensional PAA and APCA-based feature vectors
that correspond to the constant value of the nth approximation line segment. Further,
let ain, bin and ajn, bjn be the features of their k−dimensional PLA-based feature vector
that correspond to the slope and y−intercept of the nth approximation line segment.
It is worth noting that, for a given value k, n is an integer in the interval [1, k]
for the PAA-based feature vector, whereas it is an integer in

[
1, k

2

]
for the APCA

and PLA-based feature vectors. Keogh et al. [93], Keogh et al. [24, 94] and Chen
et al. [27] show respectively that the distance measures dpaa (4.2), dapca (4.3) and
dpla (4.4), which measure the similarity between the PAA, APCA and PLA-based
feature vectors of tsi and tsj lower bound the Euclidean distance between tsi and
tsj; ren is the endpoint of the nth approximation line segment of the APCA of tsi.
With regard to these distance measures, two points need to be highlighted. The
first of them is that, although Yi et al. [205] demonstrates that the dpaa, which is
essentially a weighted version of the Euclidean distance (L2 norm), is generalisable
to any Lp norm, the dpaa was used for the purposes of the present study. The second
point is that computing the dapca requires that the approximation line segments of
the APCA of tsi and tsj have the same start and endpoints. In connection with this,
to work with this distance measure, a special version of the APCA of tsj, which is
obtained by projecting the tsj onto the APCA of tsi, has to be produced.
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4.2.4 Chebyshev Approximation

Cai et al. [22] presents a procedure for composing feature vectors that involves
approximating time series with Chebyshev polynomials, and demonstrates that the
obtained feature vectors are appropriate for exact shape-based similarity search. The
principle of this procedure is that every time series can be extended to a function
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defined on any closed interval [a, b], and as such it can be approximated by a low-
degree polynomial. The best choice for this polynomial is the one that, among all
the polynomials of the same degree, yields the smallest maximum deviation from
the function under consideration. However, the polynomial that has this property,
which is known as the minimax polynomial, is usually very difficult to compute. By
contrast, the approximations that are based on expanding the function in a series of
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are very close to that obtained by using the
minimax polynomial and are easy to compute [121]. In the next paragraphs, a brief
introduction to the approximation of a function by means of Chebyshev polynomials
of the first kind is first given, followed by a detailed discussion of how it can be used
in the context of exact shape-based similarity search.

The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind constitute a sequence of orthogonal
polynomials that are defined on the closed interval [−1, 1] and denoted by Tp(t). They
are the solutions to the Chebyshev differential equation, and they can be obtained
from the trigonometric identity (4.5) or the recursive relation (4.6). An implication
of their orthogonality – with respect to the weight function w(t) = (1− t2)−1/2 – is
that they form a complete basis set. Thereby, it is possible to express any function
g(t) defined on the closed interval [−1, 1] as an infinite linear combination of the
Tp(t), as shown in the middle part of (4.7). In addition, given a value p, the partial
sum in the right part of (4.7) represents a very good approximation of g(t), which
is known as the Chebyshev approximation. The coefficients ci in (4.7) are called
Chebyshev coefficients in what follows, and they can be determined through (4.8).
In (4.8), which derives from the Chebyshev-Gauss quadrature [2], tj denotes the p
roots of the Tp(t) that can be computed through (4.9).

Tp(t) = cos(p cos−1(t)) t ∈ [−1, 1] (4.5)

Tp(t) =


0 if p = 0,

t if p = 1,

2tTp−1(t)− Tp−2(t) if p ≥ 2.

(4.6)

g(t) =
∞∑
i=0

ciTi(t) ≈
p∑
i=0

ciTi(t) (4.7)

ci =


1
p

p∑
j=1

g(tj) if i = 0,

2
p

p∑
j=1

g(tj)Ti(tj) if 1 ≤ i ≤ p.

(4.8)

tj = cos
(j − 0.5)π

p
with 1 ≤ j ≤ p (4.9)
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The procedure presented in Cai et al. [22] for extracting k−dimensional feature
vectors, which are appropriate for exact shape-based similarity search, given a set
of p−length time series, with k � p, consists of three steps. In the first step, every
time series is normalised so that its time points fall into the interval [−1, 1]. In the
second step, every normalised time series is extended to a weighted step function. In
the third step, the Chebyshev approximation with p terms of every weighted step
function is defined and the values of the corresponding Chebyshev coefficients are
computed. These coefficients constitute the Chebyshev-based representation of each
time series, and the first k of them compose the k−dimensional feature vector of
the time series. This compressed (k−dimensional) Chebyshev-based representation
is referred to as CHEB hereafter. Applying GEMINI, Cai et al. shows that the
Euclidean distance between an arbitrary pair of the time series tsi, tsi is lower
bounded by the weighted Euclidean distance between their CHEB dcheb (4.10); ccin
and ccjn denote the nth coefficient of the CHEB of tsi and tsj, respectively. For the
needs of the present study, replacing each row of the n× p time series matrix with
its k−dimensional CHEB, generates the n× k feature vector matrix.

dcheb =

√√√√π

2

k∑
l=1

(ccil − cc
j
l )

2 (4.10)

4.2.5 Singular Value Decomposition

Korn et al. [101] and Kanth et al. [88] use the SVD in the context of exact shape-
based similarity search. In contrast to the transformations presented in the previous
subsections, the SVD is data-dependent and applicable to a set of time series instead
of to a single one. Specifically, given a set of n p−length time series, the SVD
rotates the axes of the p−dimensional time series space so that the variance along
the first few dimensions is maximised. The formal definition of the SVD is given
in (4.11), A denotes a n× p time series matrix, U and V two orthogonal matrices
with dimensions n× r and p× r, respectively, and Σ the r × r diagonal matrix with
elements the singular values of matrix A in descending order; r is the rank of matrix
A. The matrices V and UΣ represent the transform matrix and the transformed
data. Within the framework of the present study, performing the SVD on the n× p
time series matrix, produces a n× r matrix, with r at most min(n, p).

A = UΣV T (4.11)

Obtaining a compressed version of the transformed data with n× k dimensions,
with k � r ≤ p, is possible in a straightforward way. Namely, it involves zeroing the
last r − k columns of matrix U and discarding those of matrix Σ before computing
their matrix product. With regard to matrix Σ, this implies retaining only its columns
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that contain the largest k singular values of matrix A. The resulting matrices are
denoted by Uk and Σk, and their matrix product UkΣk is a n × k matrix. Korn
et al. [101] and Kanth et al. [88] show that the Euclidean distance between any
two rows of the matrix UkΣk lower bounds the Euclidean distance between their
corresponding time series. Thereby, given the n× p time series matrix and a value
k, finding the matrix product UkΣk, results in the n× k feature vector matrix.

4.3 Feature Vectors Clustering

By means of a similarity measure, clustering organises a given set of data objects
into groups, called clusters, such that the average similarity between data objects
belonging to the same cluster is maximised and the average similarity between data
objects of different clusters is minimised. The objective of clustering is to determine
the partition of the data objects that best resembles their intrinsic grouping; this
partition is referred to as optimal partition hereafter. In practice, however, clustering
a set of data objects, only rarely produces partitions that are close to its optimal
partition. This mainly happens due to reasons that relate to the nature of the data
objects in hand. Such reasons are, for example, that the data objects may not form
natural groups at all or that the similarity measure used may be inappropriate for
capturing the semantic similarity of the data objects. To ensure that clustering a
set of data objects, will indeed provide insight into its underlying structure, the
clustering process should involve the following four steps that need to be carefully
planned and executed: feature vector selection (or extraction), algorithm selection,
validation of the results and interpretation of the results [63].

In this work, clustering is used to arrange a set of n user machines into groups,
such that each group consists of user machines that generate DNS query streams
having similar flow-level characteristics. This essentially requires clustering the rows
of the n × p time series matrix that represent the DNS query streams of the user
machines. In the previous section, the reasons that make clustering time series
directly, result in meaningless groups and the procedure that should be followed
for producing a n × k feature vector matrix, with k � p, whose rows should be
clustered instead are discussed. This implies that the analysis regarding the first of
the four above-listed steps of the clustering process is provided earlier in this chapter.
In addition, the interpretation of the clustering results is covered in detail later in
this chapter in the experimental evaluation section. In connection with this, the
remainder of this section is devoted to discussing the rationale for determining which
is the most appropriate clustering algorithm for the purposes of the present study
and issues relevant to the validation of the clustering results.

Before looking at these two steps of the clustering process in the subsections
that follow, two important points are mentioned hereafter. The first point concerns
the fundamental purpose behind clustering the feature vectors that make up the
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feature vector matrix and the second the expected result of the clustering process.
Specifically, in this work, clustering is used to automatically infer knowledge about
the existence, number and nature of intrinsic groups in the analysed feature vectors,
and as a consequence in their corresponding time series. In more detail, it is expected
that the feature vectors fall into two compact and well-separated clusters and that
these clusters are pure in the sense that one comprises only feature vectors of non-
infected the other only feature vectors of infected user machines. The implication
of this result is that it is feasible to reliably distinguish between non-infected and
infected user machines by analysing their DNS query streams at the flow level. This
makes it possible to automatically detect user machines that are infected with email
worms on the local name server of a monitored network.

4.3.1 Algorithm Selection

Deciding which clustering algorithm to use to group the feature vectors, involves
choosing a distance measure and a clustering criterion. The former quantifies the
similarity between the feature vectors and the latter assesses the quality of each
possible partition. The clustering criteria depend on the values of several input
parameters that are used internally in the clustering process to define the optimal
partition of the feature vectors. Based on the meaning of these parameters, the
clustering algorithms fall into five categories: partitional, hierarchical, density-based,
grid-based and model-based [65]. Within the framework of the present study, it was
straightforward to determine the most appropriate distance measure and clustering
criterion, and thereby to which of the categories listed above the algorithm to be
selected should belong. Specifically, with regard to the distance measure, there is
only one option for each feature vector type. This is, namely, its corresponding
distance measure that lower bounds the Euclidean distance between the time series.
Further, in contrast to the algorithms in the other categories, which rely on manually
setting the input parameters, based on a priori knowledge about the feature vectors,
the hierarchical clustering algorithms determine the required values automatically
by examining the feature vectors. As in this work, no a priori knowledge about the
feature vectors in the feature vector matrix is assumed (as such knowledge is not
available), a hierarchical clustering algorithm is used.

As their name suggests, the hierarchical clustering algorithms generate a hierar-
chy of partitions, where each partition consists of a different number of clusters. The
hierarchy of partitions facilitates the exploration of the feature vectors at various
levels of granularity. Thereby, it uncovers more information about the analysed
feature vectors than the flat (non-hierarchical) set of clusters that the algorithms in
the other categories produce. However, constructing the hierarchy of partitions comes
at the expense of more computation; as a result, most of the hierarchical clustering
algorithms are computationally very demanding. Based on the order at which they
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build the hierarchy, the hierarchical clustering algorithms are further categorised into
agglomerative and divisive. The agglomerative algorithms are bottom-up. They start
namely with each feature vector in its own cluster and recursively merge the most
similar clusters into one cluster. By contrast, the divisive algorithms are top-down.
This means that they start with all the feature vectors in one cluster and subdivide
them into smaller clusters until each cluster contains only one feature vector. An
advantage of the divisive over the agglomerative algorithms occurs when the interest
is in searching for large clusters or a small number of clusters [68]. Although no a
priori knowledge about the size and number of the clusters of the feature vectors
that compose the feature vector matrix is available, the viability of the proposed
method depends on easily separating the feature vectors of non-infected from those of
infected user machines. Thereby, the method essentially searches for a small number
of clusters; thus, a divisive algorithm is used.

As previously mentioned, most of the hierarchical clustering algorithms are
computationally very expensive. In particular, the divisive algorithms consider at
their first iteration all the possible partitions of the entire set of feature vectors into
two non-empty clusters. There exist 2n−1 − 1 = O(2n) possibilities for dividing a set
with n feature vectors into two clusters; this renders these algorithms intractable for
many practical sets of data objects. However, the DIvisive ANAlysis (DIANA) [92]
employs a splitting heuristic introduced by MacNaughton-Smith [113] in conjunction
with the distance measure between a feature vector and a cluster in (4.12) to limit the
number of possible partitions that have to be examined. In (4.12), fvi and fvj denote
two feature vectors, d() a distance measure on the feature vector space and |Ck| the
number of feature vectors in cluster Ck. The DIANA has O(n2) time complexity
instead of O(2n). Despite the fact that given its quadratic time dependency on
the number of feature vectors, the DIANA scales poorly as the number of feature
vectors increases, it is the clustering algorithm used in this work. This is because
it is the only divisive algorithm generally available, as it is implemented in many
statistical analysis packages, and it constitutes the most commonly-used divisive
algorithm. Furthermore, within the framework of the present study, it clusters the
feature vectors that compose the feature vector matrix in computing time in the
order of milliseconds on a typical computer.

d(fvi, Ck) =


1

|Ck|−1

∑
fvj∈Ck,
j 6=i

d(fvi, fvj) if fvi ∈ Ck,

1
|Ck|

∑
fvj∈Ck

d(fvi, fvj) if fvi /∈ Ck.
(4.12)
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4.3.2 Results Validation

Since clustering finds groups of feature vectors that are not known a priori, regardless
of the clustering algorithm applied to the feature vectors, the clustering results
need some kind of validation. In particular, the hierarchical clustering algorithms
require an a posteriori decision with respect to the partition that best satisfies or
reproduces the underlying structure of the feature vectors. To put it differently,
inferring valuable knowledge from the hierarchy of partitions that these algorithms
produce, involves using a criterion that can determine the optimal number of clusters.
Over the past years, a large number of criteria for specifying the hierarchical level
on which to base inferences concerning the true differences between feature vectors
have been proposed [64, 126]. These criteria, formally referred to as stopping rules,
evaluate for a given hierarchical clustering algorithm and set of feature vectors the
partition of each hierarchical level by comparing it to the partitions of every other
level. Although significant effort has been devoted to assessing stopping rules, there
exist no general gold standards that are capable of revealing the optimal number of
clusters over sets of data objects from diverse application fields. Hence, in this work,
four well-known and widely-used stopping rules are employed in a complementary
way: the Connectivity [66], the Dunn [41], the Silhouette Width [92] and the Davies-
Bouldin [39] indices. In the remainder of this section, these stopping rules are briefly
presented and their principle is described.

The Connectivity index (CI) measures the degree to which neighbouring feature
vectors are placed in the same cluster, and is defined as the average connectedness
(C) over the clusters of a partition. The C of a cluster is computed by choosing
one of its feature vectors fvi and examining a predefined number l of its nearest
neighbours. If the kth nearest neighbour of fvi does not belong to the same cluster
as fvi, the value of C is increased by 1/k. The CI of a partition with n clusters
is calculated through (4.13). Thereby, it takes values in the interval [0,+∞) and
smaller values thereof indicate better partitions. The Dunn index (DI) evaluates
how compact and well-separated the clusters of a partition are, and it is computed
through (4.14); d(Ci, Cj) and d(Ci) denote the distance between any two clusters Ci,
Cj of the partition and the diameter of Ci, respectively. The former is the smallest
distance between a feature vector in Ci and one in Cj and the latter the largest
distance between two feature vectors in Ci. If the set of feature vectors contains
compact and well-separated groups, the distances between the clusters are expected
to be large and their diameters small. Thereby, the DI takes values in the interval
[0,+∞) and larger values thereof indicate better partitions. The Silhouette Width
(SW ) is defined as the average silhouette (S) over the clusters of a partition. The
S of a cluster expresses the confidence in placing feature vectors in this particular
cluster instead of in a neighbouring one. Let d̄oi and d̄ci be the average distances
between a feature vector fvi in Ci and the rest feature vectors in Ci and those in
the closest neighbour cluster to Ci, respectively. Then, the SW of a partition with
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n clusters is determined through (4.15). The Davies-Bouldin index (DB) measures
the average similarity between each cluster of a partition and its closest neighbour
cluster. It is desirable that the clusters are compact and have centres that are distant
from each other. In connection with this, the partition that minimises the DB is the
best. With the same notations as in the definition of the DI, the DB of a partition
with n clusters is calculated through (4.16).

CI =
n∑
i=1

Ci =
n∑
i=1

l∑
k=1

cik,

cik =

{
1
k

if fvi, fvk in diff. clusters,

0 otherwise.

(4.13)

DI = min
i=1,...,n

 min
j=i+1,...,n

d(Ci, Cj)

max
k=1,...,n

(d(Ck))

 (4.14)

SW =
n∑
i=1

Si =
1

n

n∑
i=1

d̄ci − d̄oi
max(d̄ci , d̄

n
i )

(4.15)

DB =
1

n

n∑
i=1

max
i 6=j

(
d(Ci) + d(Cj)

d(Ci, Cj)

)
(4.16)

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, the results of the experimental evaluation of the proposed method are
presented in two parts. In the first part, results of experiments under the assumption
that only one user machine in the monitored network is infected within the detection
period are reported. By contrast, the results in the second part concern experiments
with many user machines becoming infected at random times within the detection
period. The purpose of the first part is threefold. First, it validates using many
recent email worms and each one of the time series representations discussed in
Section 4.2 independently that, based on the flow-level characteristics of their DNS
query streams, the user machines fall into two canonical profiles. Second, it shows
that one of these two profiles corresponds to non-infected and the other to infected
user machines. Third, it indicates which time series representations make the method
perform best in identifying the two profiles and, thereby, in distinguishing between
non-infected and infected user machines. This allows reducing the number of choices
regarding the time series representations and compression methods involved and
focus only on the most appropriate for the method. Based on the findings presented
in the first part, the goal of the second part is twofold. First, it reveals which of
the time series representations that make the method perform best in the tests of
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the first part optimise the efficacy of the method in detecting many infected user
machines. Second, it demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms methods
that base detection on the volume or self-similarity of the DNS traffic that user
machines generate. Apart from the points mentioned above, in both parts, remarks
regarding the computational complexity introduced in the method when working
with each of the time series representations are pointed out. Before proceeding
further, it should be noted that some of the experimental results presented in what
follows have been published in [PP1, PP3, PP4, PP5, PP6].

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

To produce the experimental results presented in both parts of this section, the
proposed method was tested against 71 out of a total of 164 email worms that were
reported between April 2004 and July 2007 in the monthly-updated top-threat lists
of Viruslist [91] and Virus Radar [181]. The source code, executable, or both of these
email worms were obtained from various public sources (for instance, [137, 184]).
Instead of infecting Internet-connected machines, an isolated computer cluster was
set up and the email worms were launched in it. To ensure that the email worms run
on the isolated computers as if they had infected Internet-connected machines, two
actions were taken. First, a number of them was analysed by means of reverse code
engineering to find whether their operations depend on the proportion of infectious
emails delivered to the remote email servers or that of DNS queries successfully
resolved. This analysis uncovered that no such dependencies exist. Hence, the second
action, which was to copy the file system of a user machine in the research institute’s
Fraunhofer FOKUS [50] network to the isolated computers, was enough to guarantee
typical email worm activity in the isolated cluster. By recording over a period of
eight hours the DNS queries of the infected computers, the largest and most complete
dataset of DNS traffic traces of user machines infected with email worms that had
been used to the date of writing this thesis to evaluate a new behaviour-based
detection method for email worms was constructed.

To assess the detection efficacy of the proposed method, DNS traffic traces of
both non-infected and infected user machines were required. Because no end users
were working on the computers of the isolated cluster, the DNS query streams that
were captured at the local name server of the research institute Fraunhofer FOKUS
were merged with those of the infected computers. The way that the DNS query
streams of the non-infected and infected user machines were merged together is
described later in this section. In the remainder of this paragraph, the focus is solely
on providing details about the DNS query streams of the non-infected user machines.
In particular, three DNS query log file fragments were considered to produce the
experimental results discussed in the following subsections. The log file fragments
were written on 27 through 28 March 2006, 30 September through 2 October 2006
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and on 29 through 31 January 2007 and comprise 631875, 3702926 and 4183311 DNS
queries, respectively. Examining these log file fragments, revealed that, depending on
the time of the day, the local name server of the monitored network was receiving in
each one-hour interval DNS queries from 350 to 500 machines. To take into account
only the DNS queries originating from user machines, the servers of the network that
were frequently querying the local name server were identified and their queries were
not included in the analysis.

For the evaluation of the proposed method, the duration of the detection period
was adjusted to one hour. Thereby, the DNS query streams of the non-infected and
infected machines were split into one-hour blocks. Following the procedure described
in Section 4.1, a set of 256−length time series with time bins corresponding to
15−second intervals was constructed (256 × 15sec ≈ 1hour) from each block. For
simplicity, the time series derived from the DNS query streams of non-infected and
infected machines are referred to as legitimate users’ and email worm time series,
respectively. Each set of legitimate users’ time series was organised into a n× 256
matrix, referred to as legitimate users’ time series matrix hereafter; n is the number
of user machines that queried the local name server of the monitored network within
the detection period. To produce the results presented in this section, ten legitimate
users’ time series matrices representing the DNS query streams of non-infected user
machines at different times of the day were considered. The process to obtain from
these ten matrices the corresponding time series matrices that were used as input to
the method differed for the two experimental parts. In the first part (Section 4.4.2),
one randomly-chosen row of each legitimate users’ time series matrix was replaced
with an email worm time series. In the second part (Section 4.4.3), m rows of
each legitimate users’ time series matrix were merged with an email worm time
series starting from the lth time bin; m and l were taken from two random variables
uniformly distributed over the integers in the intervals

[
1, 5×n

100

]
and

[
1, 6.25×256

100

]
,

respectively. In both parts of this section, the detection efficacy of the method using
four different values for the feature vector length k – 4, 8, 16 and 32 – is discussed.
For the reader’s convenience, all the parameters mentioned above together with their
values are given in Table 4.1.

In both parts, the false negative and positive rates are used to demonstrate and
evaluate the detection efficacy of the proposed method. In the context of this work,
the false negative rate represents the proportion of the infected user machines that the
method misclassifies as non-infected. Likewise, the false positive rate expresses the
proportion of the non-infected user machines that the method erroneously identifies
as infected. The false positive and negative rates take values in the interval [0, 1],
and larger values thereof indicate better detection efficacy. It is important to note,
however, that in each experimental part the rates are used to assess a different aspect
of the efficacy of the proposed method. Specifically, in the first part, the two rates
quantify the efficacy of the method in identifying one user machine that becomes
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Table 4.1: The parameters and their values that were used to produce the experimental
results of the proposed detection method, which are presented in the rest of this chapter.

Parameter Value

# of DNS query log fragments 3
# of user machines (n) {350, . . . , 500}
Duration of the detection period 1 h

Duration of time bins 15 s

Time series length 256

# of time series matrices 10

# of email worm-infected machines (m)
{

1, . . . , 5×n
100

}
# of email worms 71

Time bin the infection occurs (l)
{

1, . . . , 6.25×256
100

}
Feature vector length (k) {4, 8, 16, 32}

infected with various email worms in successive detection periods. In connection
with this, the rates essentially uncover whether the method is capable of detecting
many different email worms, and are referred to as overall false negative and positive
rates hereafter. In the second part, the rates quantify the efficacy of the method in
detecting many user machines that become infected with the same email worm within
a detection period. In this case, the rates reveal if the method has the potential to
detect many different email worm instances, and are referred to as per worm false
negative and positive rates in what follows.

4.4.2 Overall Efficacy

To produce the experimental results discussed in this part, a four-step procedure was
carried out on each of the ten n× 256 legitimate users’ time series matrices. First,
one row of each matrix was randomly selected and replaced with an email worm time
series to make the n× 256 time series matrix. Second, following the steps described
in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.5, each time series matrix was transformed and compressed
to create its corresponding DFT, DWT, PAA, APCA, PLA, CHEB and SVD-based
n× k feature vector matrices. For the time series representations for which more
than one compression methods are available, each compression method was applied
independently. Third, the rows of each feature vector matrix were clustered by means
of the DIANA to generate the hierarchy of partitions and only the first nine levels
thereof (two to ten-cluster schemes) were retained. Fourth, the partitions of the nine
levels were given as input to the four stopping rules that indicated which of them is
the optimal partition of the feature vectors. This four-step procedure was executed
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Time Series Matrix︷ ︸︸ ︷
ts1um−1 . . . ts256um−1

...
...

ts1worm . . . ts256worm
...

...
ts1um−n . . . ts256um−n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n× 256

→

Feature Vector Matrix︷ ︸︸ ︷
fv1clean . . . fvkclean

...
...

fv1inf. . . . fvkinf.
...

...
fv1clean . . . fvkclean


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n× k

→

2 Clusters

10 Clusters

Figure 4.4: One randomly-chosen row of each n× 256 legitimate users’ time series matrix
is replaced with an email worm time series to produce the time series matrix. This matrix
is transformed and compressed to obtain the n×k DFT, DWT, PAA, APCA, PLA, CHEB
and SVD-based feature vector matrices, with k equal to 4, 8, 16 and 32. The rows of these
matrices are clustered using the DIANA. The partitions that correspond to the first nine
levels of the generated hierarchy of partitions are given as input to the four stopping rules.

71 times, one for each email worm (time series) under consideration. As a result, in
total, the experimental procedure was repeated for each email worm: 10 legitimate
users’ time series matrices × 11 time series representation and compression method
combinations × 4 feature vector lengths = 440 times. The experimental procedure
of this part is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

The presentation of the experimental results is organised into two subparts. In
the first subpart, the output of the four stopping rules is discussed, and it is shown
that, regardless of the email worm time series and the time series representation
and compression method combination used, the two-cluster scheme is the optimal
partition of the feature vectors. The objective of this subpart is to validate the
hypothesis that based on the flow-level characteristics of their DNS query streams,
the user machines in the monitored network fall into two profiles. In the second
subpart, these two profiles are examined by means of the overall false positive and
negative rates, and it is pointed out that one of them corresponds to non-infected
and the other to infected user machines. The purpose of this subpart is to reveal
that the proposed method is remarkably effective in detecting user machines infected
with any of a variety of email worms.

The validity of the hypothesis that user machines fall into two profiles, based
on the flow-level characteristics of their DNS query streams, was tested for every
time series representation and value k combination. For a given combination, the
hypothesis holds true if for all or most of its 710 corresponding feature vector
matrices (10 legitimate users’ time series matrices × 71 email worms = 710 time
series matrices), the optimal partition of the feature vectors consists of two clusters
(two-cluster scheme). To find out for which combinations this applies, the first nine
levels of the hierarchy of partitions produced by the DIANA at each iteration of
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the experimental procedure were given as input to the four stopping rules. The
experimental results presented below relate to the output of the stopping rules and
serve two purposes. First, they indicate for which time series representations the
tested hypothesis was validated. Second, they make it possible to compare these time
series representations in terms of how the feature vector length affects the output
of the stopping rules. For the purposes of the present study, the best time series
representation should make the stopping rules indicate that the two-cluster scheme
is the optimal partition using as input the shortest feature vectors (k = 4).

The experimental results are summarised in Table 4.2. In the table and the
remainder of this chapter, the notations introduced in Section 4.2 for the time series
representations are employed. Specifically, the DFT-1, DFT-2 and DFT-3 refer to
working with the first k/2, largest k/2 and first and last k/4 coefficients of the DFT
of each time series. Further, the DWT-1 and DWT-2 correspond to keeping the first
k and largest k coefficients of the DWT of each time series. The DWT-3 and DWT-4
concern retaining from the n × p DWT coefficient matrix its k columns with the
largest mean element-wise squared value and its largest n× k elements, respectively.
Table 4.2 lists for every time series representation and value k combination, the
mean (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) over the feature vector matrices of the
percentage of the 71 email worms for which the stopping rules indicate that the
two-cluster scheme is the optimal partition of the feature vectors. For example, the
100 value in the first top left cell of the table is to be interpreted as follows: the CI
indicates that on average over the 710 time series matrices the two-cluster scheme
is the optimal partition of the feature vectors in their corresponding feature vector
matrices for all (µ = 100, σ = 0) the email worms under consideration when the first
two (k = 4) DFT coefficients of the time series compose the feature vectors.

The mean values in Table 4.2 show that the stopping rules validate the tested
hypothesis for every time series representation and value k combination, since they
uncover a clear dominance of the two-cluster scheme over any other partition. Notably,
the CI indicates that the two-cluster scheme is the optimal partition of the feature
vectors in all the 31 240 feature vector matrices considered in this part (440 iterations
× 71 email worms = 31 240 matrices). In more detail, working with the DWT-2,
DWT-4, PLA, CHEB or SVD and k = 4, results in all four stopping rules indicating
the two-cluster scheme as the optimal partition for more than 95% of the email worms.
Employing the DWT-3 or one of the DWT-1, PAA and APCA, achieves this when
k ≥ 8 and k ≥ 16, respectively; whereas, employing the DFT-1, DFT-2 or DFT-3,
does not yield this result even when k = 32. Hence, the DFT-based representations
are excluded from the analysis presented hereafter. The standard deviation values
in Table 4.2 reveal that clustering the PLA or DWT-4, returns more stable and
predictable results than clustering the other time series representations. This is
because they suggest that compared to using the other time series representations,
using the PLA or DWT-4, makes the output of the stopping rules vary for less than
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Table 4.2: The mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) over 710 feature vector matrices
percentage of the email worms for which the Connectivity index (CI), Dunn index (DI),
Silhouette Width (SW ) and Davies-Bouldin index (DB) indicate that the two-cluster
scheme is the optimal partition of the feature vectors, for every time series representation
and value k combination. All four stopping rules indicate an absolute dominance of the
two-cluster scheme for every combination; thereby, they validate the hypothesis under test.

k = 4 k = 8 k = 16 k = 32
CI DI SW DB CI DI SW DB CI DI SW DB CI DI SW DB

DFT-1
µ 100 91.7 97.3 90.8 100 94.1 97.5 91.5 100 94.9 97.9 92.2 100 95.1 98.2 92.9
σ 0 16 3.5 15.7 0 11.8 3.2 14.6 0 9.8 2.9 13.5 0 9.7 2.7 12.9

DFT-2
µ 100 94.2 97.6 90.8 100 94.9 98.4 92.9 100 95.1 98.7 93.7 100 95.3 98.8 94.1
σ 0 4.2 2.3 14.2 0 8.4 2.2 12.8 0 8.9 1.9 11.9 0 9.1 1.8 11.4

DFT-3
µ 100 85.5 85.5 74.4 100 89 89.1 79.2 100 91.1 90.5 82.7 100 92.2 91.3 85.5
σ 0 13.2 13.4 11.5 0 10.4 11 10.7 0 9 9.4 10.3 0 8.2 9 10.3

DWT-1
µ 100 93.2 97.5 92.4 100 94 98.5 93.3 100 95.6 98.9 94.1 100 95.8 99.1 94.6
σ 0 13.6 3 13.4 0 12.2 2.4 12 0 10.2 2.1 11.3 0 9.9 1.9 10.8

DWT-2
µ 100 98 98.6 95.4 100 98.8 99.1 97.5 100 99.1 99.2 97.3 100 99 99.1 97.4
σ 0 2.7 2.6 10.4 0 2.1 1.9 7.5 0 1.8 1.7 7.5 0 1.9 1.8 6.7

DWT-3
µ 100 97 98 94.9 100 96.7 98.5 95.4 100 96.5 98.3 95.4 100 96.5 98.3 95.4
σ 0 6 1.9 9.9 0 7.8 1.9 10.2 0 8.3 2.2 9.8 0 8.2 2.1 9.4

DWT-4
µ 100 97.9 98.9 97.6 100 98 99.2 97.7 100 98 99.2 97.8 100 98.1 99.3 97.9
σ 0 3.8 2.3 3.8 0 3.7 1.7 3.7 0 3.7 1.5 3.7 0 3.5 1.3 3.6

PAA
µ 100 93.2 97.5 92.4 100 94 98.5 93.3 100 95.6 98.9 94.1 100 95.8 99.1 94.6
σ 0 13.6 3 13.4 0 12.2 2.4 12 0 10.2 2.1 11.3 0 9.9 1.9 10.8

APCA
µ 100 97 98.5 94.6 100 97.6 99 94.6 100 98 99.3 95.7 100 98.1 99.4 95.2
σ 0 3.9 2.9 6.4 0 3.3 2.1 6.8 0 3.1 1.8 5.9 0 2.9 1.6 7.4

PLA
µ 100 97.9 99.9 97.5 100 98 99.9 97.5 100 98.3 100 97.5 100 98.3 99.9 97.6
σ 0 2.5 0.4 3 0 2.7 0.3 3.3 0 2.5 0.3 3.3 0 2.6 0.3 3.2

CHEB
µ 100 96.3 99.2 95.5 100 96.3 99.5 95.8 100 96.4 99.6 96 100 96.5 99.4 96.2
σ 0 9.2 1.4 10.9 0 9.4 1 10.2 0 9.1 0.9 9.6 0 8.7 1.2 9.1

SVD
µ 100 95.9 96.2 95.1 100 95.2 96.1 93.4 100 96.1 96.9 94.3 100 96.5 97.4 95.1
σ 0 4 3.3 4.1 0 6.3 3.6 9 0 5.6 3.4 7.9 0 5.2 3.3 7.2

5% of the email worms when different feature vector matrices, with various k values,
are analysed. Thereby, the DWT-2 is also not considered in what follows. The reason
for this is that, as explained in Section 4.2.2, using the DWT-2 has similar space
complexity to using the DWT-4 but the former makes the method perform worse
than the latter in uncovering the two-cluster scheme.

The fact that the feature vectors fall into two clusters and thereby that the
corresponding DNS query streams into two profiles does not, necessarily, imply that
one profile corresponds to non-infected and the other to infected user machines. To
show that this is the case, the feature vectors in the two clusters were examined
by means of the overall false positive and negative rates for every time series
representation and value k combination, and the respective experimental results are
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discussed hereafter. Before discussing these results it is worth noting that to calculate
the two rates, it was necessary to find a way to determine which cluster should contain
legitimate users’ and which email worm feature vectors. Counting the feature vectors
in the two clusters, revealed that for every time series representation and value k
combination, one cluster was densely and the other sparsely populated. Thereby, a
hypothesis that intrinsically holds true for every behaviour-based (anomaly-based)
detection method was taken into account to resolve this problem. This hypothesis
is that the normal instances account for an overwhelmingly large portion of the
analysed data objects in relation to the anomalous instances. In connection with
this, the proposed method classifies a user machine as infected when the feature
vector generated from its DNS query stream is in the sparsely-populated cluster.

Fig. 4.5 presents the overall false positive and negative rates of the proposed
method for every time series matrix and value k combination when each of the
DWT-1, DWT-3, DWT-4, PAA, APCA, PLA, CHEB and SVD is used. The figure
shows that the method is capable of detecting user machines infected with any of a
variety of email worms with high accuracy and negligible false alarm rate. In more
detail, the overall false positive rate plots reveal that the method misclassified less
than 1% of non-infected user machines as infected for every time series representation,
time series matrix and value k combination. These plots also demonstrate that
working with the DWT-4, PLA or SVD, slightly outperforms working with the other
time series representations. The reason for this is that using any of these three time
series representations, makes the method exhibit practically constant overall false
positive rate, which oscillates near zero for every time series matrix and value k
combination. The overall false negative rate plots indicate that the proportion of
infected user machines that the method fails to identify is under 7% for every time
series representation and time series matrix combination when k > 4. Furthermore,
these plots reveal that using the PLA, renders the method more effective than using
any of the other time series representations. Specifically, the method with the PLA
exhibits false negative rate less than 3% for every time series matrix when k > 4.

Since the overall detection efficacy of the proposed method with any of these
eight time series representations does not differ significantly, a conservative criterion
was used to determine which time series representations should be included in the
analysis presented in the second part. Specifically, only the time series representations
that make the method exhibit overall false negative rate less than 3% for more than
70% of the examined feature vector matrices and every value k are taken into account.
Based on this criterion, the DWT-3, DWT-4 and SVD are omitted from the discussion
in the remainder of this chapter. One additional reason that motivates omitting the
DWT-4 and SVD is that their corresponding feature vector extraction functions take
as input a set instead of a single time series. Thereby, working with these time series
representations requires recomputing the entire feature vector matrix every time
a user machine enters or leaves the monitored network. Moreover, producing the
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Figure 4.5: Overall false positive (FPR) and negative (FNR) rates of the proposed method
against the ten feature vector matrices (datasets) when the DWT-1, DWT-3, DWT-4,
PAA, APCA, PLA, CHEB and SVD with k equal to 4, 8, 16 and 32 are used. The FPR of
the method with any time series representation is under 1% for every dataset and value k.
Regarding the FNR, the method with the PLA is more effective than with the other time
series representations, as it exhibits FNR less than 3% against all ten datasets when k > 4.

SVD-based feature vector matrix of a n× p time series matrix, is far more expensive
than producing the feature vector matrices associated with the other time series
representations. Specifically, the classic SVD algorithm has O(np2) time complexity;
this renders the method intractable even for moderately-sized time series matrices,
and as a consequence networks. The DWT-1 is also not considered hereafter because
the method with the DWT-1 and the PAA performs identical in terms of overall
detection efficacy but the PAA is simpler to implement than the DWT.
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4.4.3 Per Worm Efficacy

To produce the experimental results presented in this part, a four-step procedure
was performed on each of the ten n× 256 legitimate users’ time series matrices. To
obtain a sufficient statistical sample, the procedure described hereafter was repeated
100 times for each of these matrices. First, for each matrix-iteration pair, the random
number generator provided by Haahr [62] was used three times to determine how
many user machines become infected within the detection period, which are these
user machines and at which time bin the infection of each of these user machines
occurs. Second, the time series matrix was constructed by merging the legitimate
users’ time series with one email worm time series based on the random numbers
generated in the first step. Third, following the steps described in Sections 4.2.3
and 4.2.4, each time series matrix was transformed and compressed to build its
corresponding PAA, APCA, PLA and CHEB-based n× k feature vector matrices.
Fourth, the rows of each feature vector matrix were clustered by means of the DIANA
to create the hierarchy of partitions and only the first level thereof (two-cluster
scheme) was retained. The four-step procedure was executed 71 times, one for each
email worm (time series) under consideration. As a result, in total, the experimental
procedure was repeated for each email worm: 10 legitimate users’ time series matrices
× 100 iterations × 4 time series representations × 4 feature vector lengths = 16 000
times. The experimental procedure of this part is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.

The presentation of the experimental results is organised into three subparts.
The first subpart analyses by means of the per worm false positive and negative rates
the two-cluster scheme partitions of the feature vectors that were produced when
the PAA, APCA, PLA and CHEB-based feature vectors were employed. The second
subpart complements the analysis of the first subpart by examining independently
how the number of infected user machines and the time at which the infections
occur affect the two-cluster schemes that DIANA returns. The purpose of these two
subparts is twofold. First, they are aimed to provide evidence that the proposed
method exhibits remarkable accuracy in distinguishing between non-infected and
user machines infected with various email worm instances. Second, they are intended
to indicate which is the most appropriate time series representation for the method.
In the third subpart, a comparative analysis of the proposed method and methods
that base detection on the volume or self-similarity of the DNS traffic that user
machines generate is presented. The objective of this subpart is to demonstrate that
the proposed method clearly outperforms detection methods that build on taking
advantage of commonly-studied characteristics of Internet traffic signals.

Having shown that the proposed method identifies accurately one infected user
machine, regardless of the email worm the user machine is infected with, the next
step was to assess its efficacy in detecting various email worm instances. To do this,
the per worm false positive and negative rates were employed, and the respective
experimental results for the PAA, APCA, PLA and CHEB are discussed hereafter.
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Leg. Users’ Time Series Matrix︷ ︸︸ ︷

ts1um−1 . . . ts256um−1
...

...
ts1um−i . . . ts256um−i

...
...

ts1um−j . . . ts256um−j
...

...
ts1um−n . . . ts256um−n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n× 256

→

Time Series Matrix︷ ︸︸ ︷

ts1um−1 . . . tslum−1 . . . ts256um−1
...

...
...

ts1worm . . . tslworm . . . ts256worm
...

...
...

ts1um−j . . . tslworm . . . ts256worm
...

...
...

ts1um−n . . . tslum−n . . . ts256um−n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n× 256

→

Feature Vector Matrix︷ ︸︸ ︷

fv1clean . . . fvkclean
...

...
fv1inf. . . . fvkinf.

...
...

fv1inf. . . . fvkinf.
...

...
fv1clean . . . fvkclean


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n× k

Figure 4.6: For each n× 256 legitimate users’ time series matrix, three random numbers
that specify how many user machines become infected within a detection period, which are
these machines and at which time bins their infection occurs are generated. Using these
numbers and one email worm time series, the time series matrix is created. This matrix is
transformed and compressed to get the n× k PAA, APCA, PLA and CHEB-based feature
vector matrices, with k equal to 4, 8, 16 and 32. The rows of these matrices are clustered
by means of the DIANA and only the first level of the hierarchy of partitions is retained.

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 illustrate the mean of the rates over the 1 000 feature vector
matrices that correspond to each email worm and value k combination (10 legitimate
users’ time series matrices × 100 iterations = 1 000 feature vector matrices). In
these figures as well as in every other given later in this chapter, each bar of the
depicted plots corresponds to an email worm.

The figures demonstrate that the proposed method with the PAA, the PLA
or the CHEB detects various email worm instances with remarkable accuracy and
negligible false alarm rate. They also indicate that working with any of the PAA,
PLA and CHEB, clearly outperforms working with the APCA, as the former makes
the method exhibit mean per worm false positive and negative rates lower than
the latter by, at least, one order of magnitude. In connection with this, the APCA
is excluded from the analysis presented in the remainder of this chapter. In more
detail, the mean per worm false positive rate plots (Fig. 4.7) show that the method
classifies only around 1% of the non-infected user machines as infected when any
of the PAA, PLA and CHEB with k = 4 is used. Moreover, they reveal that the
method with the PLA or the CHEB is slightly more effective than with the PAA, as
its mean per worm false positive rate remains lower than 1% for every email worm
even when k = 4. The mean per worm false negative rate plots (Fig. 4.8) show that
when any of the PAA, PLA and CHEB with k < 32 is employed, the method fails
to detect less than 1% of infected user machines for 95% of the email worms under
consideration. For the rest 5% of the email worms, the method with the PLA or the
CHEB is more effective than with the PAA.

Below, three points that complement the comparative analysis of the PAA,
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PLA and CHEB presented above, and contribute to determine which time series
representation is the most appropriate for the proposed method are mentioned. The
first point is that the feature vector extraction function of the PAA is much easier
to implement than those of the PLA and the CHEB. The second point relates to the
transformation of the feature vector matrix to obtain the distance matrix, which is
provided as input to the DIANA. This is by far the most computationally demanding
task of the method and requires less time when the PAA or the CHEB is used.
This is because, in contrast to the dpla, the dpaa and the dcheb are based on the
Euclidean distance for which fast and computationally inexpensive algorithms for
computing the distance matrix exist. The third point is that given a n×p time series
matrix, producing its n × k CHEB-based feature vector matrix, has higher time
complexity than producing its PAA or PLA-based one. In particular, the former
is of O((k)p) time complexity, whereas the latter of O(p). Based on this analysis,
the PLA and CHEB are the most appropriate time series representations for the
method. It is noteworthy, however, that the PAA remains a good choice if the focus
is on minimising the implementation and computational complexity by sacrificing
accuracy to some small extent.

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 show that the mean per worm false positive and negative
rates have opposite trends as the value of k increases. This expresses in a clear way
an inherent trade-off between the false positive and negative rates that is apparent
in every statistical test. Specifically, although the main concern in the context of
any such test is to discover the values of the parameters involved so that both rates
are simultaneously minimised, in practice there is a limit to the degree that this can
be accomplished. Thereby, the most appropriate value k for the proposed method is
the one that provides the most acceptable balance between its mean per worm false
positive and false negative rates. A close look at Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, uncovers that
k = 8 is the best choice. This is because it is the smallest value k (shortest feature
vector) that minimises the mean per worm false negative rate for every email worm,
given that the mean per worm false positive rate remains almost stable under 1%
for every email worm and value k combination. In light of the analysis presented
above, the experimental results discussed in what follows refer to using either the
PLA or the CHEB with k = 8.

The experimental results presented above uncover that the proposed method
effectively distinguishes between non-infected and infected user machines in the
monitored network. However, they provide no insight into how the efficacy of the
method depends on the number of user machines that become infected within a
detection period or the time (bin) at which the infection of each of these user
machines occurs. To fill this void, Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 illustrate the mean per
worm false positive and negative rates of the method as a function of the number of
infected user machines and the dispersion of the infection times within the detection
period. To compute these rates, the 1 000 PLA and the 1 000 CHEB-based feature
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Bagle.[aa,ah,ai,ao,as,at,au,ay,ba,cq,fg,i,y,z]     Doombot.[b,d,g]     Eyeveg.f     Klez.a     Lovgate.[ad,ah,w]

23−27:                        28−37:                                              38−56:
Mimail.[a,c,c2,g,j]     Mydoom.[a,e,e2,g,l,m,q,r,u,u2]     Mytob.[a,ba,be,bt,bx,c,cg,gen,h,g,q,r,t,u,v,ve,w,x,y]
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Figure 4.7: Mean over 1 000 (10 legitimate users’ time series matrices × 100 iterations)
feature vector matrices per worm false positive rate of the proposed method with the
PAA, PLA, APCA and CHEB for every email worm (time series) and value k combination.
Using the PAA, PLA or CHEB, makes the method exhibit negligible mean per worm false
positive rate that in the worst cases reaches 1%; whereas, with the APCA, it performs one
order of magnitude worse. The efficacy of the method in detecting various email worm
instances increases as the value k increases when the PAA, PLA or CHEB are employed.
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Figure 4.8: Mean over 1 000 (10 legitimate users’ time series matrices × 100 iterations)
feature vector matrices per worm false negative rate of the proposed method with the
PAA, PLA, APCA and CHEB for every email worm (time series) and value k combination.
Using the PAA, PLA or CHEB, makes the method more effective than using the APCA by
one order of magnitude. For 95% of the email worms, the method with the PAA, PLA or
CHEB has mean per worm false negative rate lower than 1% for every combination. The
accuracy of the method with the PAA, PLA or CHEB decreases as the value k increases.
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vector matrices were grouped independently per the number of email worm feature
vectors they contain and per the difference between the time bins of the last and
first infection. In Fig. 4.9, the number of infected user machines is given as the
percentage of the total number of user machines that queried the local name server
of the monitored network within the detection period. In Fig. 4.10, the coordinates
on the y−axis represent the time that passes between the first and the last infection.
For instance, the value 4 on the y−axis corresponds to feature vector matrices with
difference less than 4 time bins between the first and last infection.

Fig. 4.9 indicates that the efficacy of the proposed method with the PLA or
CHEB does not deteriorate significantly when the number of infected user machines
increases. This is supported by the fact that the mean per worm false positive and
negative rates remain fairly stable under 1% for approximately 95% of the email
worms under consideration. For the rest 5% of the email worms, the performance
deterioration is negligible with respect to the mean per worm false positive rate,
since the proportion of non-infected user machines that are misclassified as infected
is less than 1%. By contrast, the mean per worm false negative rate of the method
with the PLA or the CHEB gets as high as 30% and 40%, respectively, when 5%
of the user machines become infected. This result has two interesting implications.
The first of them is that using the PLA, renders the method more effective than
using the CHEB; whereas, the second implication is that the method catches at least
one instance of every email worm. The latter implication leaves a window open for
enhancing the method, in the future, to make it capable of detecting more accurately
user machines that become infected with this 5% of the email worms.

Fig. 4.10 shows that the dispersion of the infection times within the detection
period has also a negligible negative effect on the efficacy of the proposed method,
when the PLA or CHEB with k = 8 is used. In more detail, the mean per worm
false positive rate plots indicate that the method classifies as infected less than 1%
of the non-infected user machines, regardless of the email worm the user machines
are infected with and the time that elapses between the first and last infection. The
mean per worm false negative rate plots reveal that the times at which the user
machines become infected within the detection period affects only slightly the efficacy
of the method for 5% of the email worms under consideration. For the rest 95%
of the email worms, the method with PLA or CHEB and k = 8 exhibits almost
constant mean per worm false negative rate that oscillates below 1%.

Hereafter, the efficacy of the proposed method in identifying various email
worm instances is compared to that of three threshold-based detection methods that
build on taking advantage of commonly-studied characteristics of Internet traffic
signals. Two of these methods base detection on the volume and the third on the
self-similarity of the DNS traffic that user machines generate. In particular, the
volume-based methods classify a user machine as infected if the average number
of its DNS queries over all the time bins of the detection period or the number of
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Figure 4.9: Mean per worm false positive and negative rates of the proposed method for
every email worm against the percentage of infected user machines within the detection
period (1 – 5 %) when the PLA and CHEB with k = 8 are employed. The method classifies
as infected less than 1% of the non-infected user machines for every email worm regardless
of the percentage of infected user machines. For 95% of the email worms, the detection
efficacy of the method does not decrease as the number of infected user machines increases.
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Figure 4.10: Mean per worm false positive and negative rates of the proposed method
for every email worm against the time that passes between the first and last infection
within the detection period (the coordinates on the y−axis represent the time difference
in time bins between first and last infection) when the PLA and CHEB with k = 8 are
employed. The method classifies as infected less than 1% of the non-infected user machines
irrespective of the dispersion of infection times within the detection period. For 95% of the
email worms, the effectiveness of the method varies negligibly as the dispersion increases.
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its DNS queries in one time bin of the detection period exceeds a predetermined
threshold value. The third method was inspired by the findings reported in Chong et
al. [34], which suggest that the traffic originating from user machines infected with
scanning worms is self-similar. Specifically, the third method classifies as infected
any user machine whose outgoing DNS traffic within the detection period has degree
of self-similarity higher than a predetermined threshold value. To quantify the degree
of self-similarity, the Hurst parameter (H) was employed in conjunction with its
non-parametric estimator presented in Hipel et al. [70], which is fast and robust in
the presence of non-stationarity.

As previously mentioned, each of the three detection methods described above
relies on a predetermined threshold value to decide whether a user machine is infected
or not. Determining proper threshold values requires knowledge about the typical
DNS traffic characteristics of non-infected user machines. Since such knowledge is
not available, a three-step data-dependent procedure was followed to determine the
threshold values. First, the mean, maximum and H values were computed for each
row of each legitimate users’ time series matrix. Second, the trimmed means over
the mean, maximum and H values, independently, were calculated. The trimmed
mean was used because it is a more robust measure of central tendency than the
simple mean; the reason for this is that it eliminates the effect of values that depart
significantly from the norm. The trimmed means of the mean, maximum and H
values were considered to represent the typical values that characterise the DNS
traffic that non-infected user machines generate. Third, the threshold value for each
detection method was set to the trimmed mean of its corresponding measure plus
two trimmed standard deviations.

Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 illustrate the mean over 100 iterations per worm false
positive and negative rates of the proposed method with the PLA and the CHEB
when k = 8 and those of the three threshold-based methods for the ten legitimate
users’ time series matrices. The mean per worm false positive rate plots (Fig. 4.11)
indicate that the proposed method outperforms the three threshold-based methods.
Even in the worst case (Dataset 10), it exhibits false positive rate around 1%, which
is one order of magnitude lower that the rates of the threshold-based methods.
The mean per worm false negative rate plots (Fig. 4.12) uncover that the proposed
method with the PLA fails to detect as many as half of the infected user machines
for approximately 5% of the email worms under consideration over two legitimate
users’ time series matrices. Nevertheless, this performance is still superior to that of
the three threshold-based methods. In particular, the two volume-based methods
misclassify around 1% of infected user machines for every email worm time series and
legitimate users’ time series matrix combination; whereas, the self-similarity-based
method is totally ineffective because its false negative rate is greater than 75% for
more than 33% of the email worms.
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Figure 4.11: Mean over 100 iterations per worm false positive rate of the proposed method
with the PLA and the CHEB when k = 8 and of the three threshold-based methods
for every email worm (time series) against the ten legitimate users’ time series matrices
(datasets). The threshold-based methods base detection on the mean rate (Mean), biggest
spike (Max) and self-similarity (Hurst) of the DNS traffic that user machines generate
within the detection period. The threshold values for these methods were set to µ+ 2× σ.
The proposed method outperforms the threshold-based methods by one order of magnitude.
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Figure 4.12: Mean over 100 iterations per worm false negative rates of the proposed method
with the PLA and the CHEB when k = 8 and of the three threshold-based methods for every
email worm (time series) against the ten legitimate users’ time series matrices (datasets).
The proposed method outperforms the two volume-based methods (Mean and Max), which
erroneously classify around 1% of the infected user machines for every email worm against
every dataset. The self-similarity method (Hurst) is completely ineffective, since its mean
per worm false negative rate is greater than 75% for more than 33% of the email worms.
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4.5 Evasion of Proposed Method

A close look at the recent malware prevalence tables, which are publicised by Virus
Bulletin [180] and summarised in Section 2.3.1, uncovers that the most prevalent
Internet worms are members of a small number of worm families. In fact, new Internet
worms are usually rewrites of known ones, and as such they normally perform many
similar or identical operations on the Internet-connected machines they compromise
to other worms of their family. As a consequence, the flow-level characteristics of
the DNS query streams that user machines generate once they become infected with
email worms have not changed significantly over the past several years. Thereby, it
is reasonable to expect that, as long as this trend in the development of Internet
worms continues, these characteristics will remain largely unaltered in the future, as
well. Although the proposed method was evaluated against a large number of email
worms that appeared recently in the wild and members of all the most prevalent
email worm families were considered, its utility is examined from another perspective
in this section. Specifically, it is assumed that worm writers are aware of the method
and try to program email worms that can evade detection. In the analysis that
follows, three approaches worm writers might take to achieve this are described, in
order of increasing sophistication, and their effectiveness is anticipated.

The first approach that worm writers might take is to eliminate or minimise
the dependency of email worms on the local name servers. To this end, they might
consider two options. The first of them is to program email worms to query (instead
of the local name servers) recursive name servers that are outside the monitored
network, such as name servers deployed on the Internet for public use, open resolvers
or name servers under malicious control. The second option is to make email worms
send out infectious emails by employing the email clients that run on the infected
user machines, which are usually configured to forward emails to the outgoing email
servers. A simple and effective countermeasure against email worms using the first
option will be to filter out on the gateway of the monitored network all the outgoing
queries originating from non-name servers. Email worms using the second option
are highly unlikely to (re)appear in the future. This is because, as mentioned in
Section 2.3.1, worm writers originally equipped email worms with a built-in email
engine so that the infectious emails bypass the outgoing email servers. Apart from
this, user machines infected with such email worms most probably will still query
the local name servers when the email worms will be in the target acquisition or
payload activation phase. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the flow-level
characteristics of their DNS query streams will differ from those of non-infected user
machines, which will make the proposed method classify them as infected.

The second approach worm writers might pursue is to program email worms
to issue DNS queries to the local name servers at lower rates. Let alone that
implementing this approach will cause a significant decrease in the virulence and
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survival chances of email worms, which is confirmed by the simulation results
presented in Section 6.5, it cannot guarantee that infected user machines will remain
undetected. Evidence supporting this claim is given in Section 4.4.2, where the
efficacy of the proposed method is compared to the efficacy of the method that bases
detection on the mean number of DNS queries that user machines generate. In more
detail, if this approach is taken the time series that will be produced from the DNS
query streams of infected user machines within the detection period will have lower
mean values than those produced from the DNS query streams of user machines
infected with known email worms. In Section 4.4.2, it is shown that the proposed
method captures and exploits more information about the analysed time series than
merely their mean value. In connection with this, it is justifiable to assume that
reducing the rate at which infected user machines query the local name servers will
not significantly detract from the usefulness of the method.

The third approach worm writers might consider is to make email worms mimic
the patterns of email users with respect to sending out emails or those of non-infected
user machines in terms of generating DNS queries. User machines infected with
email worms employing the former option will be highly unlikely to go undetected.
The reason for this is that they will still query the local name servers differently
compared to before becoming infected, when the email worms will be in the target
acquisition, payload activation and propagation phases. Developing email worms
that use the second option is, so far, an insuperable challenge because no model for
the DNS query streams of non-infected user machines exists. However, even if such
a model was available and used or email worms were programmed to be capable of
learning the patterns of the DNS query stream of each user machine they infect, it is
questionable whether email worms behaving this way would avoid premature death
and reach epidemic levels. Zou et al. [221] demonstrates that the behaviour of email
worms in their early spreading phase, which is the result of the operations they carry
out, is critical for their survival. In connection with this, worm writers constantly
enrich the operations of email worms so as to improve the infection rate that these
achieve in their early spreading phase. Adding operations to email worms, which is
a trend likely to continue, as the detection methods also evolve, causes the flow-level
characteristics of the DNS query streams that infected user machines produce to
increasingly deviate from those of non-infected user machines.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, a new behaviour-based method for detecting user machines infected
with email worms that overcomes the limitations of the available methods summa-
rised in Chapter 3 is presented. The method automatically classifies on the local
name servers the requesting user machines as non-infected or infected based on
the similarities in the flow-level characteristics of their DNS query streams. To
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achieve this, it uses exact shape-based similarity search and clustering over time
series produced by counting the number of DNS queries each user machine generates
within a certain period of time. Since determining the similarity between time series,
and thereby clustering them, is not possible directly, a feature vector is extracted
from each time series and the feature vectors are clustered instead. In this work,
various feature vector extraction functions and feature vector lengths are considered
to determine which is the most appropriate feature vector for the method.

The experimental results of the method support three conclusions. The first of
them is that the method can identify with remarkable accuracy and negligible false
alarm rate user machines being infected with any of a large variety of recent email
worms. The second conclusion is that it outperforms in terms of detection efficacy
methods that focus on the volume or self-similarity of the DNS traffic that user
machines generate. The third conclusion is that the PLA-based feature vector with
length eight is the one that maximises the performance of the method. Further, it is
justified to expect that the method will be effective in detecting user machines that
become infected with email worms, including zero-day email worms, in the long run.
The reason for this is that it bases detection on dissimilarities in the DNS traffic
characteristics of non-infected and infected user machines that have been apparent
over the past several years and are very unlikely to disappear in the future.
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Chapter 5

Literature Review

5.1 Mitigation Approaches

There exist the following three approaches for mitigating the potential extent of, and
thereby the damage caused during, the outbreaks of Internet worms: prevention,
treatment and containment [130]. All three approaches are reactive in nature in
the sense that they are intended to take effect after an Internet worm has begun
to propagate. In addition, they essentially complement each other because none of
them is complete by itself and, as will become clear in what follows, they address
the same problem from different aspects. Specifically, they differ in three important
ways. The first of them is the amount of time that passes before they can become
operative, which is referred to as reaction time hereafter. The second difference is that
the prevention and treatment methods are applicable to non-infected and infected
machines, respectively; whereas, the containment methods operate on the traffic
of possibly or actually infected machines. The third difference of these approaches
concerns the effect they are supposed to produce.

Prevention and treatment concentrate on limiting the number of vulnerable
machines that known Internet worms can infect or reinfect. To accomplish this, the
prevention methods secure non-infected machines so that they are protected if, or
when, these Internet worms attempt to infect them. In practice, prevention is usually
understood as updating the databases of signature-based detection systems once the
attack signatures for emerging Internet worms are generated. The treatment methods
clean infected machines and, subsequently, secure them against future infections
by the same Internet worms. The typical example of treatment involves removing
vulnerabilities from infected machines and, then, updating the attack signature
database of the antivirus software that protects them. Instead of concentrating on
limiting the number of vulnerable machines that known Internet worms can infect
or reinfect, the containment methods slow down the Internet-scale propagation of
zero-day, or often even of known, Internet worms to give humans the time to adapt
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and apply prevention and treatment. To achieve this, the containment methods
prevent possibly or actually infected machines from sending out or restrict the rate
at which they send out suspicious traffic.

As mentioned above, prevention and treatment depend, to a large degree, on
signature-based detection. This is because the only method to secure an Internet-
connected machine from becoming infected with a known Internet worm is to install
the relevant attack signature on the signature-based detection system that protects it.
Thereby, the available prevention and treatment methods have an inherent weakness
that emerges from this dependency. Specifically, they can affect the speed of the
epidemics of Internet worms only after the relevant attack signatures have been
generated and installed. Nevertheless, as pointed out in Chapter 3, the process from
generation to installation of attack signatures entails non-trivial human labour and
interactions that normally take significant time. As a consequence, it highly likely,
and has often occurred to date, that a zero-day worm succeeds in infecting the entire
vulnerable population before these methods can take effect. This state of affairs has
led to increasing attention being given to containment, which has the potential to
deal with zero-day worms in a more timely manner.

The short reaction time of containment compared to those of prevention and
treatment is due the fact that, in contrast to these two approaches, containment is
conceptually and operationally related to behaviour-based instead of signature-based
detection. As a result, the available containment methods are operative when or
take effect shortly after the first observable symptoms of infection are detected in the
traffic of a machine in a monitored network. However, although these (behavioural)
symptoms might be potentially very reliable, they are not absolute indicators of
infection. In addition, at the time when the first observable symptoms are detected
there is normally no relevant attack signature to prevent further infections and treat
already infected machines. For these two reasons, the available containment methods
are network-based and target preventing possibly or actually infected machines from
or limiting the rate at which they spread Internet worms further. This usually
involves automatically blocking or filtering out traffic that conforms to behavioural
signatures associated with Internet worm activity.

5.2 Containment Methods

In Chapter 4, a new behaviour-based detection method for email worms is presented.
As stated in the previous section, behaviour-based detection methods serve as basis
for designing containment methods. Thereby, a new containment method for email
worms, which is closely related to the method presented in Chapter 4, is introduced
later in this thesis. However, before proceeding to do this in Chapter 6, in the
remainder of this chapter, a thorough, critical review of the existing studies that
propose containment methods is given. The objective is to elaborate on two issues.
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The first of them is to explain the reasons that render the available containment
methods ineffective or inefficient against email worms. The second issue is to highlight
the findings of these studies that provide valuable insight into and guidance for
designing and assessing the design and performance of the new method for slowing
down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms introduced in Chapter 6.

Apart from making containment methods capable of reacting in a timely manner
to the epidemics of Internet worms, the relation between behaviour-based detection
and containment has a negative implication, as well. This is namely that the contain-
ment methods, for the same reasons as the behaviour-based detection methods, are
worm (sub)class-specific. In fact, security researchers and practitioners increasingly
argue that devising containment methods that can limit the propagation speed
of Internet worms belonging to all, or at least more than one subclass presents
insuperable challenges. For instance, Mannan et al. [117] identifies some of the
factors that render the containment methods for email worms ineffective against
IM worms. Thereby, the methods that are proposed in the literature for containing
scanning, IM, P2P and email worms are described separately in what follows.

5.2.1 Methods for Scanning Worms

The number of studies that focus on containment of scanning worms is very limited
compared to the number of those that focus on behaviour-based detection of Internet
worms belonging to this class. In fact, only a few studies that systematically
explore the design space for containment methods for scanning worms can be found
in the literature. Apart from these studies, there also exist a few studies that
go a step beyond this and report on specific design and performance details of
systems that implement such methods. Presumably, the reason for this gap in
the literature is associated with the simplicity of the operations that relate to
the propagation of scanning worms and the close connection between behaviour-
based detection and containment. Specifically, it seems uncomplicated to limit the
propagation speed of scanning worms by simply blocking traffic originating from
Internet-connected machines whose connection or failed connection rate exceeds
static or dynamically adaptable threshold values. However, in practice, designing,
developing and configuring systems that can reduce the speed at which infected
machines spread scanning worms further, present numerous significant challenges that
deserve immediate attention. In connection with this, this subsection is dedicated to
discussing previous work that explicitly concentrates on the containment of scanning
worms.

As noted above, some of the previous work is devoted to studying the problem
of containing scanning worms from a theoretical perspective [130, 220, 199, 213, 30,
143, 110]. The authors of these studies build on the findings of Kephart et al. [95, 96]
and use computer simulation to support their claims and proposals. Kephart et al.
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demonstrates that the characteristics of the Internet-scale propagation of scanning
worms resemble those of biological infectious diseases. Based on this result, it shows
that it is possible to adapt the classical deterministic epidemic models to describe
the Internet-scale propagation of scanning worms. With the latter as a basis for
experimental explorations, Moore et al. [130] identifies the following three dimensions
for the design of containment methods: the deployment scenario, the containment
strategy and the reaction time. Wong et al. [199] and Zhang et al. [213] concentrate
on one of these three dimensions. Specifically, Wong et al. focuses on the deployment
scenario and assesses the effectiveness of connection rate limiting on user machines,
edge routers and backbone routers. Zhang et al., similarly to Zou et al. [220], suggests
blocking the outgoing traffic of possibly or actually infected machines for a short
time and evaluates the effect of the reaction time. As a possible way to increase
containment efficacy, Chen et al. [30] proposes to quarantine the entire networks in
which possibly or actually infected machines reside instead of isolating these machines
only. Toward the same goal, Porras et al. [143] describes a containment method
that combines the cooperative alert sharing scheme presented in Nojiri et al. [136]
and connection rate limiting on the gateway of a monitored network. Liljenstam et
al. [110] compares the potential of passive containment methods (generally referred
to simply as containment methods), such as blocking or rate limiting connections, to
that of proactive ones (generally referred to as prevention and treatment methods),
such as patching or removing infected machines.

Apart from the studies presented so far, which mainly aim at identifying design
principles, there also exist several studies that discuss implementation and evaluation
issues of containment methods [194, 28, 100, 162, 190, 218, 52, 38]. Notably, William-
son [194] is the first study that examines the usefulness of connection rate limiting
using real traffic traces. To reduce the propagation speed of scanning worms, it
proposes to restrict the maximum allowed rate of connections to unique destinations
of Internet-connected machines to 1Hz. This corresponds to permitting one connec-
tion to a destination not contacted before per second. Based on the same principle,
Chen et al. [28] suggests maintaining the failed connection rate of Internet-connected
machines under a predetermined threshold value by dropping a minimum number of
connection requests. Kim et al. [100] presents a refinement of the methods described
in Williamson and Chen et al. that improves their false alarm rate and shortens their
reaction time. Staniford [162] uses the TRW [85, 149] to determine dynamically
adaptable threshold values for the connection and failed connection rates of Internet-
connected machines. The authors of that study claim that their method can stop
infected machines from spreading scanning worms further in as few as ten connection
attempts. Weaver et al. [190] introduces a simplified version of the TRW designed to
meet the demands of high-performance network hardware. Zou et al. [218] evaluates
the effectiveness of a containment method that uses a modified version of Weaver’s
simplified TRW. Ganesh et al. [52] presents another variation of the TRW, which
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is based on the cumulative sum (CUSUM). Instead of employing the TRW, Dantu
et al. [38] takes a different approach to contain worms with various scanning rates.
The proposed method is based on feedback control theory to dynamically limit the
connection rate of possibly or actually infected machines.

Despite the positive contribution of the studies cited above to the design and
development of containment methods, their findings are not generalisable to Internet
worms that do not probe the IP address space (topological worms). Therefore, they
are not directly applicable or adaptable to contain email worms. As for the studies
that investigate design issues, this is because the models presented in Kephart et al.
are relevant for scanning worms only. Specifically, these models are based on three
assumptions that, to a greater or lesser extent, hold true for scanning but not for
email worms. The first of them is that Internet worms propagate through direct
connections between infected and vulnerable machines. The second assumption
is that all the vulnerable machines have equal probabilities of being targeted and
becoming infected. The third assumption is that the propagation and infection time
are negligible. As pointed out in Section 2.3.2, the propagation of email worms does
not rely on direct connections, is heavily influenced by the behaviour of end users
and the social information stored on their machines, and takes place over time scales
in the order of minutes to hours. In addition, the containment methods proposed
in the rest studies previously discussed have a common operational characteristic
that renders them ineffective against email worms. Namely, they target limiting
the rate at which possibly or actually infected machines connect to other machines.
However, machines infected with email worms, in contrast to those infected with
scanning worms, do not exhibit connection or failed connection rates that deviate
from the typical rates of non-infected machines. As a consequence, if these methods
were used to slow down the propagation of email worms, they would produce meagre
results. This is because they would impose constraints on the legitimate traffic
without significantly, if at all, affecting infectious traffic.

Although the studies discussed in this section do not address email worms, their
findings provide valuable directions for designing new containment methods for email
worms. In Chapter 6, taking these directions as a starting point, it is shown that
applying traffic control mechanisms to the DNS response streams that the local
name servers send back to user machines, is a promising approach for effectively
slowing down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms. In connection with this,
the shortcomings of the available containment methods that involve controlling email
traffic and the potential advantages of controlling DNS traffic instead are analysed
later in this chapter. In light of this analysis, the following chapter is devoted to
presenting in detail a new containment method for email worms and evaluating
its efficacy. The evaluation includes studying the impact of various containment
strategies and the effect of the reaction time on the spreading speed of email worms
and the traffic of non-infected and infected user machines.
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5.2.2 Methods for IM Worms

Only a handful of studies that propose containment methods for IM worms can be
found in the literature [159, 196, 118, 183, 76]. Notably, all of them are concerned
with adapting the available containment methods for scanning worms to cover IM
worms. Specifically, the methods they propose inspect the content of and apply
restrictions to the traffic that flows between the machines of IM users and IM servers
to control the rate at which infected machines spread IM worms further.

Smith [159] concentrates on reducing the number of vulnerable machines that
possibly or actually infected machines can reach. To accomplish this, it suggests
temporarily disconnecting the IM users that have the largest contact lists every time
an IM worm outbreak is detected. Using the same principle as Williamson [194],
Williamson et al. [196] proposes to limit the maximum rate at which IM users are
allowed to interact with their contacts. This proposal is based on the fact that IM
users typically communicate with a slowly varying subset of IM addresses, whereas
IM worms send chat messages to all the IM addresses in the online contact list of the
user machines they infect. Mannan et al. [118] presents two refinements of Williamson
et al. to relax the constraints the proposed method imposes to legitimate traffic.
The first of them involves limiting the rate of URL-embedded chat messages and file
transfer requests only and the second enhancing IM servers to issue a CAPTCHA
challenge-response test [183] every time a file transfer is requested. Huerta et al. [76]
argues that CAPTCHA tests can be easily evaded and introduces a method that
traces back user machines that send suspicious URL-embedded chat messages. Just
for completeness sake, the method introduced in Hindocha et al. [69], which is highly
unlikely to be widely adopted and used, is mentioned here. That study proposes to
temporarily shut down the IM server every time an IM worm outbreak is detected,
analyse the IM worm during the downtime to generate an attack signature, and force
IM users to install the attack signature once the IM server is restarted.

Williamson et al. [196], Mannan et al. [118] and Huerta et al. [76] are essentially
based on the same rationale as the containment methods for scanning worms described
in the previous subsection. As a consequence, the methods they propose are also
intrinsically incapable of containing email worms for similar reasons to those discussed
in that subsection. Specifically, the network behaviour of user machines infected with
email worms bears no similarities to that of user machines infected with IM worms.
Furthermore, to identify and disconnect the IM users that have the largest contact
lists, Smith [159] assumes knowledge about the topology of the public client-server IM
network and the existence of a central control point (the IM server) that is authorised
to block IM traffic. However, in the Internet-scale email network none of these two
assumptions holds true. This is because information about the email contacts of each
email user is not globally, centrally known. Even if it were, temporarily blocking all
the email traffic originating from some user machines, would not be a viable solution.
These two factors render Smith’s proposals not applicable or adaptable for slowing
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down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms.

5.2.3 Methods for P2P Worms

Three distinct research approaches to devise effective methods for slowing down
the Internet-scale epidemics of P2P worms can be identified in the literature. The
rationale for the first approach stems from the observation that one important factor
that renders P2P worms extremely virulent is that P2P networks typically consist of
machines all running the same software. The software monoculture, as this state of
affairs has been commonly referred to since Geer et al. [54] was published, makes it
possible for P2P worms to rapidly compromise all the machines in a P2P network
by exploiting a single vulnerability. The other two research approaches are founded
on the same principles as the behaviour-based detection methods for P2P worms
that are described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. In particular, they either assume the
existence of a set of guardian nodes, which are peers with specialised capabilities
that protect the P2P network, or rely on file reputation schemes.

Using computer simulation, Zhou et al. [215] shows that increasing the diversity
of the software that runs on peers reduces the potential propagation speed of P2P
worms. In connection with this, Freitas et al. [51] introduces the Verme. To limit
the speed at which the Internet-scale epidemics of P2P worms progress, the Verme
reorganises the P2P network taking into account the platform diversity of peers. The
basic assumption of the containment methods presented in [214, 107, 201, 187, 212]
is the existence of a set of guardian nodes with various specialised capabilities.
Specifically, in Zhou et al. [214], the guardian nodes detect infected peers and
broadcast self-certifying alerts, whereas in Li et al. [107] they trace back infected
peers. In Xie et al. [201] and Wang et al. [187] the guardian nodes push security
updates to all the peers that connect to them and embed patches in frequently
downloaded files, respectively. The method proposed in Zhang et al. [212] uses two
types of guardian nodes: solders and commanders. The soldiers inspect P2P traffic
and send reports to the commanders. The commanders fuse the information they
receive from the soldiers and apply prevention and treatment methods to slow down
P2P worms. Thommes et al. [172] presents deterministic epidemic models for the
propagation of passive P2P worms. Using these models, it shows that file reputation
schemes can help to restrict the propagation speed of such worms.

Irrespective of the research approach they pursue, the studies cited above propose
methods that are not applicable or adaptable for containing email worms. In fact,
email worms remain a serious Internet threat, although the diversity of email clients
that run on user machines is significantly higher than that of the software that runs
on the peers of a typical P2P file-sharing network. Apparently, the diversification
of email clients does not considerably affect the speed at which the Internet-scale
epidemics of email worms progress. The reason for this is that almost all email
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worms primarily depend on victimising humans to infect user machines and only
rarely exploit vulnerabilities. Furthermore, introducing reputation schemes in the
Internet-scale email network is associated with a plethora of trust management,
administration, computation and network load issues. Hence, containment methods
that are based on such schemes are highly unlikely to be widely adopted and used
against email worms. The studies that propose methods that rely on guardian nodes
present conceptual models without discussing design or implementation issues in
depth. Therefore, the generalisability of the proposed methods beyond P2P worms
cannot be assessed or predicted.

5.2.4 Methods for Email Worms

Although in recent years the incidence of email worms has been persistent high, only
a very limited number of studies that focus on slowing down their Internet-scale
epidemics appear in the literature [195, 221, 90]. This is mainly due to two reasons.
The first of them is that the primary research interest shifts from detection to
containment after a detection method has been devised and proven to be useful.
Nevertheless, as pointed out in Chapter 3, the research work on designing methods
that reliably distinguish between legitimate and email worm activity in the long run
has produced only partial results. The second reason is that many security researchers
and practitioners share the view that filtering the email traffic that infected user
machines send to the Internet or the emails entering a monitored network is a
straightforward and effective way to contain email worms. However, in practice, this
is not the case because worm writers increasingly equip email worms with various
modules to make them capable of escaping or confusing network-based email filters.
These include built-in email engines to bypass outgoing email servers and malware
designed to generate infectious emails with fake sender addresses, random noise, bad
grammar and hidden HTML code.

Williamson [195] advances the traffic rate limiting method, which its author
originally introduced for scanning worms in Williamson [194], to make it effective
in containing email worms. Specifically, this study proposes to restrict under a
predetermined threshold value the rate at which user machines are allowed to send
emails to the Internet. To accomplish this, it suggests filtering the email traffic on
the outgoing email servers of each network of the Internet. With the objective of
designing a containment method that affects only infectious emails, Kartaltepe et
al. [90] proposes to enhance the outgoing email servers to issue CAPTCHA challenge-
response tests. Thereby, emails with attachment files are forwarded only after their
sender has successfully solved such a test. Using computer simulation, Zou et al. [221]
explores the effect of immunisation on the Internet-scale propagation of email worms.
In this study, immunisation of a vulnerable machine refers to the act of updating the
attack signature database of the antivirus software that protects it (immunisation is
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generally referred to as either prevention or treatment depending on if the machine
it is applied to is non-infected or infected).

The methods presented in Williamson and Kartaltepe et al. have a common
weakness that severely limits their usefulness. This is namely that they are intended
to operate on outgoing email servers. The problem with this is that, as previously
mentioned, almost all email worms bypass the outgoing email servers. Apart from
this significant weakness, Williamson’s method has two more weaknesses. The first
of them is that it can be easily confused into mistakenly identifying the possibly
or actually infected machines because almost all email worms generate infectious
emails with fake sender addresses. The second weakness of this method is that it
is inherently incapable of dealing with infected machines that send out infectious
emails with a rate lower than the predetermined threshold value. By contrast, the
findings of Zou et al. serve as a very useful basis for assessing the efficacy of new
containment methods for email worms. This is because it is essentially the only
study in the literature that is devoted to and provides insight into modelling the
Internet-scale propagation of email worms.

5.3 Summary

There exist the following three approaches to mitigate the spread of Internet worms:
prevention, treatment and containment. Prevention and treatment aim at reducing
the number of machines that are vulnerable to being infected or reinfected, respec-
tively, with known Internet worms. These two approaches are closely associated
with signature-based detection, and thereby the prevention and treatment methods
become effective only after the necessary attack signatures have been generated and
installed. By contrast, containment is associated with behaviour-based detection,
and thereby the containment methods take effect promptly after the first observable
symptoms of Internet worm activity are detected in the traffic that flows on a moni-
tored network. The containment methods are not intended to reduce the number of
vulnerable machines but the propagation speed of Internet worms to give humans
the time to adapt and apply prevention and treatment methods. To achieve this,
they prevent possibly or actually infected machines from sending or restrict the rate
at which they send suspicious traffic to the Internet.

In contrast to the rich literature on the detection of Internet worms, only a
few studies that explicitly deal with mitigating the extent of their outbreaks can be
found. Most of these studies focus on containing Internet worms and present either
design guidelines or methods for restricting the rate at which infected machines
spread Internet worms further. Despite the merits of these studies, recent email
worms have been capable of compromising a large number of user machines in a
short period of time. This indicates that the available containment methods lack
the potential to effectively slow down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms.
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This is because the findings of and the methods proposed in the existing studies are
either not applicable or adaptable to contain email worms or of limited practical
value. This is due to one or more of the following reasons:

• they are tightly associated with the network behaviour that machines infected
with Internet worms of one (sub)class exhibit; thus, they cannot be generalised
to slow down the propagation of Internet worms belonging to other (sub)classes,

• they depend critically on the topology and properties of the network on which
Internet worms of a specific (sub)class spread; thereby, they cannot contain
Internet worms that spread on networks with different inherent characteristics,

• they are based on incomplete understanding of the operations of email worms
and the network behaviour of infected user machines; as a result, they have
limited usefulness in slowing down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms.

Despite their limitations with respect to extending, adapting or using their
findings or the methods they propose to contain email worms, the existing studies
make some important contributions. Specifically, they provide valuable guidelines
and recommendations that should be considered when designing and evaluating a
containment method. Three important points are listed below:

• there exist three key dimensions that need to be considered when designing
and assessing the efficacy of a containment method: the deployment scenario,
the containment strategy and the reaction time,

• applying in-the-network traffic control mechanisms, such as blocking and rate
limiting, to the traffic of possibly or actually infected machines is the most
promising approach to contain Internet worms,

• using distributed network sensors that automatically analyse and control the
traffic of vulnerable machines in their vicinity is the key enabler for slowing
down the Internet-scale propagation of worms.

In this chapter, a comprehensive and critical review of the existing studies on
Internet worm mitigation is presented, with particular emphasis being placed on
containment. Thereby, the reasons for the absence of an effective method for slowing
down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms and some interesting findings
of these studies are discussed. On the basis of this discussion, a new containment
method for email worms, which is closely related to the behaviour-based detection
method presented in Chapter 4, is introduced in Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Proposed Mitigation Method

6.1 Overview

In this chapter, a novel method for slowing down the Internet-scale epidemics of email
worms, which can be regarded as the direct counterpart in the area of Internet worm
containment of the behaviour-based detection method described in Chapter 4, is
introduced. The method aims at restricting the rate at which infected user machines
spread email worms further. To this end, its modus operandi is based on controlling
the flow-level characteristics of the DNS response streams that local name servers sent
back to user machines. The method is intended to automatically take effect after a
possibly or actually infected user machine has been detected in a monitored network.
To demonstrate and evaluate the utility of the method, computer simulation was
used. In connection with this, a computational (simulation) model of the set of
user machines that compose the Internet-scale email network and the legitimate
and illegitimate email and DNS traffic they generate during the outbreaks of email
worms was designed and implemented. The simulation results reported in Section 6.4
indicate that the method has the potential to limit the propagation speed of email
worms. They also suggest that it can contribute to reducing the illegitimate traffic
infected user machines send to the Internet with minimally, if at all, affecting their
legitimate traffic. Moreover, the analysis presented in Section 6.5 supports that the
method can be useful for containing email worms in the long run.

As discussed in Section 5.2.4, only a handful of studies in the literature deal
explicitly with the containment of email worms, and all the methods they introduce
operate on the email traffic that user machines generate. As a consequence, none of
those methods is particularly relevant to that proposed in this thesis. Compared to
those methods and those widely used to filter out unsolicited email traffic entering
a network, the proposed one offers the same advantages as the behaviour-based
detection method described in Chapter 4. These advantages are detailed in Section 4.1
and emerge from processing at the flow level (instead of at the application level) the
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DNS traffic of user machines (instead of their email traffic) on the local name servers
that are topologically near possibly or actually infected user machines (instead of
on any other network point). Apart from these advantages, the method has several
additional interesting properties. One of them is that, as shown later in this chapter
in the simulation evaluation section, it can contribute to limiting the illegitimate
traffic infected user machines send to the Internet during the outbreaks of email
worms. In addition, the method has two features that make its deployment appealing.
The first of them is that it can work on each local name server independently without
requiring any communication with other servers or services. This implies that it
can be deployed incrementally, which is critical to the success of every new Internet
security method, as it is not reasonable to expect that any such method will be fully
and instantaneously deployed. The second feature is that it has low deployment
cost since a local name server is already installed in almost all networks. One last
attractive property of the method is that, as demonstrated in Section 6.5, it cannot
be easily evaded by small changes in the code of email worms.

The proposed method is based on regulating the flow-level characteristics of the
DNS response streams that local name servers return to user machines by utilising a
traffic control mechanism. The mechanism controls for a certain time interval, called
containment period hereafter, the rate of the DNS response streams, the minimum
response time, or both. The response time is the time that elapses between when
a local name server receives a DNS query and when it issues the corresponding
response. Three traffic control mechanisms are studied in this work: rejecting DNS
queries, delaying DNS responses and rate limiting DNS response streams. Rejecting
queries by simply dropping them would result in an acute increase in the number of
DNS queries that the local name server receives, since resolvers resend all queries
not answered within a short period of time. Thereby, in the present study rejecting
queries refers to the act of prohibiting access to the name resolution service by
forging DNS responses in a way that prevents resolvers from repeating rejected
queries. For reasons that will become clear in Sections 6.2 and 6.4, a method that
involves rejecting queries is unlikely to be widely adopted and used. Hence, the main
focus is on delaying responses and rate limiting response streams, which are more
subtle traffic control mechanisms. Further, the method can be run in either of two
operational modes: reactively or proactively. When it works in the former mode,
the traffic control mechanism is applied only to the DNS response streams sent back
to possibly or actually infected user machines. By contrast, when operating in the
proactive mode, the method affects all the response streams.

Three approaches can be taken to demonstrate and evaluate the efficacy of a
novel containment method: theoretical analysis, empirical analysis and computer
simulation. Among them, computer simulation has been, by far, the most commonly
used because it offers several advantages over the other two approaches. First, it
does not require formulating an accurate and analytically-solvable mathematical
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model of the propagation of the targeted worms and the impact of the method
under test thereon, which is usually a difficult and often impossible task. Second,
it does not involve building costly experimental environments and eliminates the
need for analysing Internet worm traffic traces, which are difficult to collect and only
rarely, if at all, made publicly available. Third, it makes it possible to explore the
potential of a method at scales that cannot be replicated in laboratories, and thereby
to gain insight into global effects that cannot be studied by means of empirical
analysis (conventional experiments). Fourth, it facilitates examining a range of
designs, performing extensive parameter studies and experimenting with mutations
of known Internet worms that might appear in the future without any risk in a time
and cost efficient manner. For all these reasons, computer simulation was also used
for the purposes of the present study. It should be noted, however, that in developing
any simulation model, a number of assumptions and simplifications are necessarily
made. Therefore, the simulation results presented later in this chapter serve as an
illustration of potential and provide qualitative, rather than quantitative, indicators
of the effectiveness of the proposed method in the real world.

The principle of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. In the following
three sections, the depicted elements of the method, the simulation model that
was designed, implemented and used to examine its utility, and the results of the
simulation experiments performed are presented. These sections are followed by an
analysis regarding the capacity of the method to be effective in containing email
worms in the long run. In particular, in Section 6.2 a detailed description of the
three traffic control mechanisms and two operational modes that are considered
in the framework of the present study is provided. In Section 6.3, the rationale
for determining which type of computer simulation is the most appropriate for
the purposes of the present study is explained, and the design of the three basic
components of the simulation model is described. These components are the Internet-
scale email network on which email worms spread and the outgoing legitimate and
illegitimate email and DNS traffic of both non-infected and infected user machines
during the outbreak of an email worm. In Section 6.4, simulation results that show
the utility of the method in slowing down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms
and limiting the illegitimate traffic sent out by infected user machines are reported.
In Section 6.5, several approaches worm writers might take to evade containment
are anticipated and their potential effectiveness is evaluated.

6.2 Traffic Control Mechanisms

The query-response exchange between user machines and local name servers is based
primarily on the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and the latter provide best effort
service (delivery of DNS responses) to the former. This implies that a local name
server sends back DNS responses to each user machine with a variable rate and
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Figure 6.1: The proposed method operates on the DNS responses that a local name server
sends back to the user machines within the containment period (Step 1). Using a traffic
control mechanism, it regulates the average rate of the response streams, the minimum
response times, or both. The efficacy of the method with three such mechanisms is explored:
rejecting queries, delaying responses and rate limiting response streams. Moreover, two
operational modes for the method are studied: reactive and proactive. In the former mode,
the traffic control mechanism affects the DNS response streams sent to possibly or actually
infected user machines (Step 2a); whereas, in the latter, all the response streams (Step 2b).

response times that are determined by the traffic load and the time it takes it to
resolve each DNS query. By means of a traffic control mechanism, the proposed
method restricts the average response rate, the minimum response times, or both, and
as a consequence it essentially eliminates the best effort delivery of DNS responses.
As previously stated, the potential effectiveness of three traffic control mechanisms
was explored for the purposes of the present study: rejecting queries, delaying
responses and rate limiting response streams. These three mechanisms as well as the
effect they produce on the flow-level characteristics of a DNS response stream are
detailed in the following paragraphs. In addition, the containment efficacy that can
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Figure 6.2: The traffic control mechanisms considered in this work to contain email worms
by regulating the flow-level characteristics of the response streams that a local name server
sends back to user machines. Except for rejecting queries the potential containment efficacy
of using each of the mechanisms both reactively and proactively is studied. In the reactive
mode, the traffic control mechanism is applied to the response streams of possibly or
actually infected user machines, whereas in the reactive mode to all the response streams.

be achieved by running the method both reactively and proactively is examined. In
this context, reactive refers to regulating the DNS response streams that are returned
to possibly or actually infected user machines only, whereas proactive to regulating
all the response streams independent of whether the requesting user machines are
infected or not. The rationale for considering the proactive mode is that the method
can only take effect after an infected user machine has already generated some DNS
queries; hence, it is highly likely that infected user machines will succeed in infecting
a number of user machines in their network before reaction is possible. Thereby,
in the proactive mode, the local name server essentially switches to an alarm state
to maximise the containment effect when a suspiciously behaving user machine is
detected in its network. An overview of the traffic control mechanisms described in
what follows is given in Fig. 6.2, and for each of them the expected response stream
for a sample query stream is shown in Fig. 6.3.

Rejecting the queries that a local name server receives from a user machine
within the containment period refers to the act of simply replying to every DNS
query with a dummy response so as to prevent the stub resolver that runs on the
user machine from reissuing it. Despite its simplicity, rejecting queries is potentially
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Figure 6.3: The response streams that a local name server sends to a user machine, when
the traffic control mechanisms considered in this study are applied to a sample query stream.
The dotted and solid lines represent the query and response streams, respectively, and Tdel
denotes the minimum response time, which is relevant only to delaying responses. Rejecting
queries (upper left plot) sets the average rate of (valid) responses (Avg. rate) to zero.
Delaying responses (upper right plot) affects the minimum response time; whereas, policing
and shaping response streams (lower left and right plots) affect the average response rate.

the most effective of the three traffic control mechanisms investigated in this study
in reducing the propagation speed of email worms and the degree to which infected
user machines pollute the Internet. This is grounded in the fact that it can stop
infected user machines from sending illegitimate traffic to the Internet completely
because it essentially sets the average rate of (valid) responses to zero. However, an
Internet security method that is based on rejecting all queries is highly unlikely to
gain wide acceptance and use. The reason for this is that apart from reducing the
outgoing illegitimate traffic of infected user machines, it would also severely degrade
the quality of Internet applications end users experience. This is because most
Internet applications that run on user machines depend on the RRs contained in the
responses they receive from the local name servers to work. Thereby, it is mainly
for completeness’ sake that the efficacy of rejecting queries is examined later in this
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chapter in the simulation evaluation section. Nevertheless, for this traffic control
mechanism, executing the proposed method in proactive mode is not considered
since applying this containment strategy would lead to loss of Internet connectivity
to all user machines in the monitored network.

Delaying the responses that a local name server returns to a user machine within
the containment period, involves sending out every DNS response only after, at least,
a certain time period has elapsed since the reception of the corresponding query.
As previously mentioned, this time period is referred to as minimum response time
in this thesis, and it is denoted by Tdel hereafter. The rationale behind defining
Tdel based on the time when a local name server receives a DNS query instead of
when it is ready to send out the respective response is to avoid penalising DNS
queries that need more than the average resolution time to be processed, such as
recursive queries. In contrast to rejecting queries, delaying responses does not result
in restricting the access of user machines to the name resolution service altogether
but in eliminating the best effort delivery of DNS responses in a subtle manner. In
more detail, if a DNS query is resolved in time less than Tdel, the response is not
released immediately but temporarily stored and forwarded to the requesting user
machine after Tdel passes; otherwise, it is emitted directly. Thereby, DNS responses
are sent to user machines with an unspecified variable rate, whose average value over
the containment period is implicitly determined by the corresponding query rate and
Tdel. The duration of Tdel has to be carefully selected because delaying responses
can negatively impact on the performance of most Internet applications that run on
user machines. As a final remark, it is worth noting that applying this traffic control
mechanism was inspired by tarpitting [77], a method that combats spam by delaying
to forward emails on the outgoing email servers.

Rate limiting the response stream that a local name server returns to a user
machine within the containment period, can be thought of as being the orthogonal
traffic control mechanism to delaying responses. In more detail, it also results in
eliminating the best effort delivery of DNS responses to user machines and not in
restricting their access to the name resolution service, like rejecting queries does.
However, in contrast to delaying responses, it directly affects the average rate of
the DNS response streams instead of the minimum response times. Rate limiting is
based on the token bucket model to regulate the average rate of a DNS response
stream. According to this model, tokens are added into a bucket of limited size at a
certain rate; let Bs denote the size of the bucket, and Br and Bu be the number of
DNS responses and the unit of time that define the rate. If n responses are to be
sent back to a user machine in time Bu and at least n tokens exist in the bucket, n
tokens are removed from the bucket and all n responses are immediately emitted.
By contrast, if k < n tokens are available, only the k out of the n responses whose
respective queries were received first are sent out. The remaining n− k responses
can be treated in various ways. In the framework of the present study, two ways
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were taken into account: queries that corresponded to excess responses were rejected
or excess responses were temporarily stored and sent out in a following Bu, when
sufficient tokens had been accumulated in the bucket. In the routing literature and
the remainder of this chapter, these two variations of this traffic control mechanism
are referred to as policing and shaping, respectively [35].

6.3 Simulation Model Design

Every study based on computer simulation consists of three phases: designing a model
of the system to be investigated, implementing the model as a computer program
and executing the program to produce the output of interest (simulation results).
The focus in the remainder of this section is solely on the first phase; whereas, the
other two phases are covered later in this chapter in the simulation evaluation section.
There are a number of decisions that have to be made when designing a simulation
model. Among them, the first and perhaps the most important one is choosing which
type of simulation is the most suitable for modelling the system under investigation.
Once the best-suited simulation type has been determined, the next step involves
modelling the components of the system that are related to the problem in hand.
In the following two paragraphs, a brief review of the existing simulation types is
provided and the one that was chosen to explore the impact of the proposed method
on the Internet-scale propagation of email worms and the illegitimate traffic that user
machines generate is highlighted. Then, the three subsections that follow describe in
detail the three basic components of the simulation model that was implemented
and used for the purposes of the present study. These components are the set of user
machines that email worms target for infection, called Internet-scale email network
in this thesis, and the legitimate and illegitimate email and DNS traffic that these
user machines generate during the outbreak of an email worm.

A computer simulation is characterised as static or dynamic, depending on
whether the system under investigation persists unaltered or changes and evolves
through time. Since containment methods by definition target slowing down the
Internet-scale epidemics of email worms, dynamic simulation appears as the natural
choice for exploring the effectiveness of the proposed method. In a dynamic simulation,
time is the major independent variable of the simulation model and all other variables
are functions thereof; hence, they are referred to as dependent variables hereafter.
Based on how the values of the dependent variables change as time progresses, a
dynamic simulation is further characterised as continuous or discrete-event. In a
continuous simulation, the values of the dependent variables change continuously
over time. By contrast, in a discrete-event simulation, changes, referred to as events,
occur only at specific points in time. Continuous simulation involves formulating a
mathematical model (typically, a system of differential equations) of the system’s
behaviour that is difficult or impossible to solve analytically and resorting to a
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computer to obtain numerical solutions instead. For the needs of the present study,
discrete-event simulation was used because developing an accurate mathematical
model that describes the Internet-scale propagation of email worms as time evolves
presents some, so far, insurmountable challenges [221].

A discrete-event simulation is further characterised as time-stepped or event-
stepped, depending on how the simulated time advances. In a time-stepped simu-
lation, time is sequentially incremented by a fixed time step, which corresponds to
a physical time interval whose length is determined according to the problem in
hand during the design phase of the simulation model. At each time step, the points
in time at which each pending event is supposed to occur are examined and the
actions associated with the events scheduled for the time step under consideration
are performed. Actions of events that are scheduled to occur at the same time step
usually take place simultaneously and it is often assumed that they do not influence
each other. In an event-stepped simulation, time advances from one event to another
in irregular increments of time. When an event has been processed, the occurrence
time point of the next event in the simulation is computed and the time is updated
to that time point. In the vast majority of studies that are concerned with modelling
the propagation of Internet worms and exploring the effectiveness of containment
methods (see, for instance, [32, 96, 219, 221] and [61, 130, 186, 203], respectively),
time-stepped simulation serves as basis for experimental explorations. Although
some early simulation results of the proposed method that were produced by using
event-stepped simulation have been published in [PP7], the analysis presented in
this thesis is also based on a time-stepped simulation.

6.3.1 Email Network

The study of email networks has attracted much research interest in recent years,
and as a result several models have been proposed to describe their topology [134, 42,
221, 203] and temporal changes [188]. In these studies, email networks are modelled
as graphs G = (V,E), where each vertex u represents an email user and an edge
from vertex i to vertex j implies that the email user i has the email address of the
email user j in its address book. |V | denotes the number of email users in the email
network and the degree of vertex i, which is defined as the number of edges that are
connected to the vertex, represents the email social network of the email user i. The
email social network of an email user is the set of email addresses that are stored
in its address book. Similarly to the studies listed above, the Internet-scale email
network on which email worms spread was also modelled as a graph for the needs of
the present study and, without loss of generality, it was assumed to remain unaltered
in time. However, several refinements to the existing models had to be made that
were necessary to study the Internet-scale propagation of the typical email worm
described in Section 2.3.2. In what follows, the findings of the studies that focus on
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modelling the topology of email networks are summarised, and the model that was
used within the framework of the present study is analysed.

Newman et al. [134] and Ebel et al. [42] explore the topology of university-scale
email networks by mining email-related data. Specifically, Newman et al. looks at
the topology of a graph produced by examining the address book entries of the email
users on a university network at one point in time. That study proposes that it
is possible to accurately model the email network as a mixed graph (a graph with
directed and undirected edges), whose distribution of vertex degrees decays faster
than the power-law degree distribution of other real networks [23]. In addition, that
study evaluates the reciprocity of the email network, which is the proportion of
directed over the total number of edges. Ebel et al. analyses a graph constructed by
inspecting the log file fragment of the email server in a university network written
over a certain period of time. Similarly to Newman et al., that study suggests
that the email network can be represented as a directed graph. It is noteworthy,
however, that the authors of that study conclude that the email network has to
be modelled as an undirected scale-free graph when the focus is on studying the
Internet-scale epidemics of email worms. A scale-free graph is characterised by
power-law distribution of its vertex degrees and has some highly-connected vertices
that are central to the graph and keep the graph connected.

Zou et al. [221] and Xiong [203] propose containment methods for email worms
and examine the topology of the Internet-scale email network on which email worms
spread. In connection with this, their findings are particularly relevant to the present
study. Zou et al. suggests that the vertex degrees of the graph representing this email
network are heavy-tailed distributed. In that study, due to the absence of a software
for generating other graphs whose vertex degrees are heavy-tailed distributed, the
Internet-scale email network is modelled as an undirected power-law graph (the
vertex degrees of power-law graphs are heavy-tailed distributed). Xiong argues
that the average vertex degree in Zou et al. is underestimated because email worms
search for email addresses also in locations other than the address book on the user
machines they infect. In that study and what follows in this thesis, these additional
email addresses are referred to as external to distinguish them from the internal
email addresses, which are those stored in the address book. Moreover, in that study,
the external email addresses on the machine of an email user i are modelled by
adding to vertex i a set of random edges with cardinality obtained from a random
variable uniformly distributed over the integers in the interval [0, Di]; Di denotes the
degree of vertex i, which represents the number of internal email addresses. Thereby,
the email network model used in Xiong is an undirected power-law graph enhanced
with the edges that correspond to the external email addresses. In both Zou et al.
and Xiong, the effectiveness of the proposed containment methods is also assessed
modelling the Internet-scale email network as a random graph.

Despite the correction to the average vertex degree of the Internet-scale email
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network model of Zou et al. that is proposed in Xiong, two further refinements were
needed to take into account the ability of email worms to discover email addresses
by guessing and scanning Web pages. The guessing efficiency of an email worm
depends on its implementation, and thus differs from one email worm to another. A
guessing attempt results in either the email address of an email user or an unused
email address. The former result is called a correct guess and the latter a false guess
hereafter. For the needs of the present study, the number of correct and false guesses
of an email worm that infects the user machine of an email user i was taken from two
random variables uniformly distributed over the integers in the intervals [0,Wcg ×Di]
and [0,Wfg ×Di], respectively; Wcg and Wfg were introduced to control the correct
and false guesses and determine the virulence of the email worm. In particular, large
values of Wcg and small values of Wfg were used to model a highly-virulent email
worm that does not waste much time sending infectious emails to (many) unused
email addresses. Further, to take into account the email addresses that email worms
find by scanning Web pages, a weighting coefficient, denoted by Wex, was introduced
in the model of external email addresses of Xiong. In connection with this, the
number of external email addresses was obtained from a random variable uniformly
distributed over the integers in the interval [0,Wex ×Di].

In light of the discussion above, for the purposes of the present study the Internet-
scale email network on which email worms propagate was modelled as an undirected
graph that was assumed to remain unaltered throughout the simulation. This graph
was generated by adding to every vertex i of a basic graph three sets of edges
with cardinalities in {0, . . . ,Wex ×Di}, {0, . . . ,Wcg ×Di} and {0, . . . ,Wfg ×Di}.
A power-law graph was used as the basic graph to produce most of the simulation
results that are reported in Sections 6.4 and 6.5; however, similarly to Zou et al. and
Xiong, the containment efficacy of the proposed method was also evaluated using a
random graph as basic graph. The edges in the first and second sets were randomly
chosen, modelled the external email addresses and correct guesses, respectively, and
connected vertices representing email users. The edges in the third set modelled false
guesses and connected vertices representing email users to an empty vertex, which
was set to be the recipient of all the infectious emails sent to unused email addresses.
The edges attached to vertex i (edges of the basic graph and the union of the three
sets) composed the target list that an email worm compiled once it infected the user
machine of the email user i. Intuitively, for the vast majority of email users, more
than one edges in their target list corresponded to false guesses. The order at which
email worms selected edges from the target list was random.

6.3.2 Legitimate Traffic

The legitimate email and DNS traffic that a user machine sends to the Internet was
also modelled for the purposes of the present study. In the real world, this traffic is
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generated, implicitly or explicitly, by the actions that end users carry out on their
machines. Two points should be mentioned with respect to the actions that produce
the legitimate outgoing email traffic. The first of them is that, as will become clear
in what follows, these actions depend to a large extent on the incoming email traffic.
The incoming emails are either legitimate coming from either non-infected or infected
user machines or infectious coming from infected user machines. The second point is
that these actions determine not only the characteristics of the legitimate outgoing
email traffic but also if and when the user machine becomes infected. Sending out
legitimate emails is not preceded by querying the local name server. The reason for
this is that the legitimate emails are delivered to the outgoing email server, which
is responsible to perform all the necessary DNS resolutions to relay them toward
their destination. Thereby, the legitimate outgoing email and DNS traffic of a user
machine were modelled independent from one another. In particular, as detailed
hereafter, the former was modelled indirectly through modelling the actions of an
email user, whereas the latter in a straightforward manner.

At each time step of the simulation, an email user i might perform one of the
four following actions: check its inbox for new emails, read unread emails, reply
to read emails or send an email. Four dependent variables were used to model
these actions: the checking time, reading probability, reaction pattern and sending
time; these parameters are denoted by T ich, Pi, Ri and T is , respectively, in what
follows. The checking and sending times represent the time that passes between two
successive email checking and sending actions. If at an email checking time step
one or more new emails are stored in the inbox of an email user, they are processed
(read or ignored) one by one at consecutive time steps until no unprocessed emails
are left. The reading probability determines if the email user reads or ignores a new
email stored in its inbox. Reading emails, involves opening their attachment files
and clicking the links that they contain. The reaction pattern specifies how the
email user reacts after reading an unread email. The following three possibilities
were considered: the email user might reply to the sender of the email only, or to
the sender and additional email users, or not reply at all. These actions are carried
out without any delay once the email is read. At an email sending time step, the
email user might send an email to either one or many email users of its email social
network. In the case of a send-to-many email, the email sending action is completed
after an email has been sent to all the recipients. Reading and sending one email,
takes one time step; whereas, the email replying action was modelled as a batch
process (responses are sent to all recipients at one time step).

For the needs of the present study, checking and sending emails were modelled
as independent Poisson processes. This implies that the checking and sending times
of each email user are exponentially distributed. Furthermore, it was assumed that
the email checking and sending behaviour of each email user is independent of that
of the other email users. Thereby, similarly to Zou et al. [221] and Xiong [203], the
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mean checking and sending times of an email user i, denoted by E [T ich] and E [T is ]
hereafter, are obtained from two normally distributed random variables N(µch, σ

2
ch)

and N(µs, σ
2
s); E [T ich] and E [T is ] are set to µch and µs, respectively, if the obtained

values are negative. The number of recipients in the case of a send-to-many email
and the number of additional recipients in the case of a reply-to-many response,
denoted by Nsr and Nrr in what follows, are taken from a normally distributed
random variable N(µr, σr

2); Nsr and Nrr are set to one if the selected values are
negative. In both cases, the recipients were picked at random from the email social
network of the email user. The reading probability of each email user was considered
to be a constant, because in practice it is determined by the email user’s awareness
of Internet security risks. The value of this constant is drawn from a normally
distributed random variable N(µp, σp

2). The reaction pattern is obtained from a
uniformly distributed random variable U(arp, brp).

For many years, the Poisson process was regarded as the most appropriate model
to describe the characteristics of the traffic that a single or a set of Internet-connected
machines produce. As previously mentioned, according to this model, packets are
generated at random and the times between two successive packets, referred to as
interarrival times, are exponentially distributed. The pioneering work of Leland et
al. [106], however, shows that the traffic of local area networks is self-similar. As a
consequence, the interarrival times are heavy-tailed distributed, and thus cannot be
accurately modelled using an exponential distribution. Paxson et al. [141] shows that
this finding also applies for traffic captured on wide area networks. The results of
these two studies and those of others that build on them (see, for instance, [49, 105])
have led to a tendency within the research community to disregard the Poisson-based
models in favour of others that account for self-similarity, such as models based on
the Pareto process [59]. Nevertheless, a detailed review of these studies and several
recent ones (see, for instance, [89]) reveals that whether traffic is self-similar or not,
and thereby better modelled with processes other than the Poisson, depends heavily,
among others, on its type, the time period it was captured and the observation
scale. In the absence of a study that provides insight into the characteristics of the
legitimate DNS traffic that a user machine generates, this traffic was modelled using
a Poisson process with rate λlq and investigating whether it is self-similar or not was
left for future work. In connection with this, each non-infected user machine was
assumed to generate DNS queries at random and the times between two successive
queries to be exponentially distributed with mean 1

λlq
.

6.3.3 Illegitimate Traffic

The outgoing email and DNS traffic of an infected user machine is the superposition
of the legitimate traffic, discussed previously, and the illegitimate email and DNS
traffic that the email worm generates. For the purposes of the present study, the
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illegitimate traffic was modelled indirectly through modelling the operations that
email worms carry out when they are in the name lookup subphase (DNS traffic)
and propagation phase (email traffic). Moreover, the end user and the email worm
were considered to be independent traffic sources. There are two reasons that justify
taking this approach. The first of them is that once email worms compromise a user
machine, they perform their operations without interacting with the end user in
order to avoid raising suspicion. The second reason is that the actions of the end
user are not affected by the operations of the email worms because the end user is
normally not aware of the infection. In contrast to the legitimate outgoing email
and DNS traffic, the email and DNS traffic that email worms produce are correlated,
and thus it is not possible to model them separately. The reason for this is that, as
described in Section 2.3.2, in the name lookup subphase, the email worms query the
local name server for the IP addresses of the email servers that are associated with
the email addresses targeted for infection during the propagation phase.

After entering the name lookup subphase, an email worm traverses one by one
the email addresses (edges) of the target list it has compiled and issues for each of
them a set of DNS queries to the local name server. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2,
each of these sets consists of more DNS queries than those needed to resolve the
IP address of one email server associated with the email address in hand. In the
simulation model, the number of DNS queries in each set, denoted by Nq, is drawn
from a normally distributed random variable N(µq, σq

2). A randomly-chosen subset
of these queries with cardinality Nsq represents those actually needed; Nsq was
considered to be a constant. Once these queries are responded to, the email worm
sends out an infectious email. If the edge is not a false guess, this email is queued in
the inbox of the corresponding email user; otherwise, it is forwarded to the empty
vertex and no inbox is updated. Once the infectious email is sent, the email worm
picks another edge from the target list and repeats the same procedure. Repeating
this procedure for every edge in the target list, is referred to as transmission process
hereafter. Based on the same rationale as in the case of legitimate DNS traffic
discussed earlier, the illegitimate DNS traffic produced during the execution of the
transmission process was modelled using a Poisson process with rate λwq.

Three more points with respect to the email worm model used in this work are
stated below. The first point is that the model takes into account the time between
when an email worm leaves the penetration phase and when it enters the name lookup
subphase. During this time, the email worm harvests and populates the target list
with a few, or sometimes all, the email addresses that are targeted for infection in
the propagation phase. This time varies from one email worm (instance) to another
and typically ranges from a few seconds to a few minutes. However, without loss
of generality, for the needs of the present study it was considered as a constant,
denoted by Tinf . The second point is that the model is suitable for studying both
non-reinfecting and reinfecting email worms. A non-reinfecting email worm performs
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the transmission process only once and then becomes inactive; whereas, a reinfecting
one executes the transmission process periodically remaining inactive for a period of
time Tri between two successive executions; Tri was taken to be a constant. When
the email worm is inactive, the infected user machine does not generate illegitimate
traffic. The third point is that the model is intended to study the efficacy of the
proposed method against zero-day email worms; thereby, it was assumed that no
prevention or treatment method for immunising user machines exists. This implies
that once a user machine gets infected it remains infected thereafter.

6.4 Simulation Evaluation

This section presents the results of the simulation evaluation of the proposed method,
and it is organised into two parts. Each part is devoted to one of the two dimensions
that, as mentioned in Section 5.2, need to be considered when designing and assessing
the effectiveness of any containment method and are not fixed by the design of the
proposed method. In particular, the first part focuses on the containment strategy,
whereas the second on the reaction time, which is denoted by Trct in what follows.
The purpose of the first part is twofold. First, it shows that, regardless of the graph
used to model and thereby the topology of the Internet-scale email network on which
email worms spread, the method has the potential to slow down the Internet-scale
epidemics of email worms and restrict the degree to which infected user machines
pollute the Internet. In addition, it demonstrates that the method can achieve
this without significantly affecting the legitimate traffic of user machines and, as a
consequence, the quality of Internet applications end users experience. Second, it
reveals which traffic control mechanisms and in which operational mode make the
method perform best. This allows reducing the number of choices regarding the
combinations of traffic control mechanisms and operational modes under investigation,
and concentrate only on the most appropriate for the method. The most appropriate
combinations should produce the maximum effect in terms of limiting the spreading
speed of email worms, the illegitimate traffic infected user machines send to the
Internet, or both, while having a minimal negative impact on legitimate traffic.
Taking into account these combinations only, the goal of the second part is to analyse
the influence of the reaction time on the effectiveness of the method.

6.4.1 Simulation Setup

In a time-stepped simulation, the time step can represent any physical time interval,
whose length is important only because it determines the accuracy of the simulation
with respect to time. In more detail, based on the fact that in a simulation of this
type, changes in the values of the dependent variables (events) occur right at discrete
time steps, the accuracy increases as the length of the time interval that the time
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step represents decreases. For the purposes of the present study, the time step was
selected to correspond to roughly one second. This was a rather arbitrary decision
made with the aim of keeping the granularity small, given that email worms operate
at time scales ranging from a few seconds to a few hours. The underlying goal in
doing so was to ensure that the produced results will not deviate significantly from
those that would have been generated with a continuous simulation. In order to have
the required flexibility to develop the components of the simulation model described
in Section 6.3, the general purpose computer language C++ was employed instead of
a specialised simulation language. C++ is a fast, flexible, object-oriented language
that is freely available, well-documented and highly portable. In connection with
this, the values of the stochastic variables of the model were obtained by means of the
random number generators provided by the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [55]. Since
most of the dependent variables are stochastic, N = 100 iterations were performed
for each simulation experiment, and the outputs were averaged to get a set of reliable
results. In each iteration, the simulation was started with two randomly-chosen user
machines (vertices) becoming initially infected and run for 16 000 time steps.

Unless otherwise stated, the values of the parameter used to produce the
simulation results reported in this chapter are given in this paragraph, and listed
in Table 6.1 for the reader’s convenience. These values are referred to as default
values hereafter. The reaction and minimum response times, Trct and Tdel, were 248
and 5 (time steps), and the parameters of the token bucket model, Bs, Br and Bu,
were set to 2. The buffer associated with shaping response streams had space for
only one DNS response. The undirected random and power law graphs had 100 000
vertices, average vertex degree 8, and conformed to the Erdös-Rényi [45] and the
Generalized Linear Preference (GLP) [21] models, respectively. Similarly to Zou et
al. [221], the power-law exponent of the power-law graph was 1.7. The coefficient
Wex was merged with Wcg and the ratio of the coefficients Wcg to Wfg was 0.2. To
study the efficacy of the proposed method when applied proactively, the vertices
were randomly organised into equally-sized groups of 1 000 members and each group
represented a monitored network. The mean checking and sending times of an email
user i, E [T ich] and E [T is ], were drawn from the N(1 800, 9002) and N(1 200, 1 2002).
Its reading probability Pi was picked once from the N(0.5, 0.22), whereas its reaction
pattern Ri from the U(0, 1) for each unread email independently; a value in [0, 0.34),
[0.34, 0.67] and (0.67, 1] corresponded to replying to the sender only, replying to the
sender and additional email users, and not replying. Both the number of recipients
for a send-to-many email Nsr and that of additional recipients for a reply-to-many
response Nrr were obtained from the N(1, 22). The ratio of the rates of legitimate
to illegitimate queries, λlq to λwq, was 0.01, and the number of DNS queries an
email worm does before sending an email Nq was taken from the N(10, 32); Nsq = 4
of these queries were randomly chosen to represent those really needed. For the
simulations reported in this thesis, only reinfecting email worms were considered,
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Table 6.1: The parameters and their default values that were used to generate the simulation
results of the proposed containment method, which are presented in the rest of this chapter.

Parameter Value

Physical length of the time step 1 s

# of iterations per simulation experiment 100

Initially infected user machines 2

Simulation period per iteration (in time steps) 16 000

Reaction time (in time steps) (Trct) 248

Minimum response time (in time steps, delaying) (Tdel) 5

Size of the token bucket (Bs) 2

# of responses (average rate, rate limiting) (Br) 2

Unit of time (average rate, rate limiting) (Bu) 2

Size of buffer (shaping response streams) 1

# of vertices (basic graph) (|V |) 100 000

# of vertices per monit. network (method runs proact.) 1 000

Average vertex degree (basic graph) (D̄) 8

Power law exponent of the power-law graph (α) 1.7

Coefficients of add. email addresses (Wex,Wcg and Wfg) Wex = 0,Wcg

Wfg
= 0.2

Checking time of email user i (T ich) E [Tch] ∼ N(1 800, 9002)

Sending time of email user i (T is) E [Ts] ∼ N(1 200, 1 2002)

Reading probability of email user i (Pi) P ∼ N(0.5, 0.22)

Reaction pattern of email user i (Ri) R ∼ U(0, 1)

# of recipients for send-to-many email (Nsr) Nsr ∼ N(1, 22)

# of add. recipients for reply-to-many responses (Nrr) Nrr ∼ N(1, 22)

# of email worm queries per email address (Nq) Nq ∼ N(10, 32)

# of necessary email worm queries per email address (Nsq) 4

Legitimate and illegitimate query rates (λlq and λwq)
λlq
λwq

= 0.01

Time from penetration to transmission process (Tinf ) 0

Time between two executions of the transm. proc. (Tri) 0

and the length of the time intervals Tinf and Tri were assumed to be negligible.
The numbers of infected user machines, legitimate and illegitimate emails, DNS

queries and responses per time step are employed as metrics to demonstrate and
assess the containment effectiveness of the proposed method. Notably, the way the
values of these metrics change over time when the method was applied as compared
to when email worms spread without restriction, referred to as free propagation
hereafter, is more interesting than their absolute values. In particular, differences in
the time course of the number of infected user machines of these two cases indicate
if and to what extent the method can be effective in slowing down the Internet-scale
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epidemics of email worms; whereas, differences in the time evolution of the numbers
of legitimate and illegitimate emails, DNS queries and responses provide insight into
two other important aspects. The first aspect relates to the potential utility of the
method in limiting the amount of illegitimate traffic infected user machines send to
the Internet. The second aspect concerns the degree to which the method is expected
to affect the legitimate traffic that user machines generate and, as a consequence,
the quality of Internet applications end users experience. To reduce the effect of
outliers on the analysis carried out, the 5% trimmed mean over the values of each
metric that were obtained from the 100 iterations of each simulation experiment
was calculated for each time step and is considered in what follows. In addition, to
enhance the readability of the figures given later in this chapter, the 16 000 trimmed
means computed for each metric were downsampled by a factor of 160, and only the
remaining 100 values were used to generate the plots presented.

6.4.2 Containment Strategy

To show that the proposed method has the potential to slow down the Internet-scale
epidemics of email worms, the number of infected user machines was recorded at
every time step of each simulation experiment. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the trend in the
value of this metric over time for the free propagation of email worms and when
the method runs reactively with each of the traffic control mechanisms considered
in this work. The left and right plots correspond to the cases where the power-law
and the random graph, respectively, were used to construct the graph modelling
the Internet-scale email network on which email worms spread. The figure indicates
that the method with rejecting queries or rate limiting response streams can reduce
the propagation speed of email worms, whereas with delaying responses it cannot
be effective. In more detail, the figure confirms that with this respect rejecting
queries makes the method perform best, as with this traffic control mechanism the
method even prevents email worms from reaching a significant number of vulnerable
user machines. Given that delaying responses does not reject DNS queries and that
shaping response streams rejects less DNS queries than policing, since it involves
temporarily storing the excess DNS responses, the figure also uncovers that the
efficacy of the method depends strongly on the amount of DNS queries it rejects.
Thereby, delaying responses is excluded from the analysis presented hereafter.

To demonstrate that, apart from slowing down the Internet-scale propagation
of email worms, the proposed method can also restrict the degree to which infected
user machines pollute the Internet, the numbers of queries and emails generated at
each time step of the simulation experiments were monitored. Fig. 6.5 depicts the
time course of the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries and
illegitimate to legitimate emails for the free propagation of email worms and when
the method works reactively with rejecting queries and rate limiting response streams.
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Figure 6.4: Trend in the number of infected user machines over time for the free propagation
of email worms and the cases where the method is applied reactively with rejecting queries,
delaying responses, policing response streams and shaping response streams when the
power-law graph (left plot) and the random graph (right plot) are used as basic graph.
When run reactively with rejecting queries, policing or shaping response streams, the
method can be effective in slowing down the spread of email worms, whereas with delaying
responses it cannot. Its effectiveness increases as the number of queries it rejects increases.

Again, in this figure the left and right plots correspond to using the power-law and the
random graph, respectively, as basic graph. The figure reveals that the method with
rejecting queries, policing or shaping response streams can be effective in limiting the
proportion of illegitimate to legitimate traffic produced by user machines during the
outbreaks of email worms. As the numbers of legitimate queries and emails do not
vary significantly, neither over time nor from one simulation (experiment or iteration)
to another, this implies that the method can reduce the amount of illegitimate traffic
generated. With regard to the illegitimate queries, the reduction is linearly related
to that in the number of infected user machines; whereas, the reduction that the
method causes in the number of infectious emails is proportional to the amount of
DNS queries it rejects. Thereby, with this respect the method performs best with
rejecting queries and worst with shaping response streams.

To uncover that the proposed method can limit the propagation speed of email
worms and the illegitimate traffic infected user machines send to the Internet without
significantly influencing their legitimate traffic, the number of responses returned to
the user machines at each time step of the simulation experiments was also recorded.
Fig. 6.6 depicts the trend in the ratio of the numbers of legitimate responses to
queries over time for the free propagation of email worms and when the method with
rejecting queries and rate limiting response streams is applied reactively. The figure
reveals that the method with policing or shaping response streams has the potential
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Figure 6.5: Trend in the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper
plots) and illegitimate to legitimate emails (lower plots) over time for the free propagation
of email worms and the cases where the method is applied reactively with rejecting queries,
policing response streams and shaping response streams when the power-law graph (left
plots) and the random graph (right plots) are used as basic graph. When run reactively
with any of these traffic control mechanisms, the method can be effective in limiting the
amount of illegitimate traffic infected user machines generate during the outbreaks of email
worms. It performs best with rejecting queries and worst with shaping response streams.

to contain email worms even when it rejects only a small number of DNS queries, and
thereby produces a limited negative impact on the quality of Internet applications
end users experience. It also indicates that, as mentioned in Section 6.2, the method
with rejecting queries severely affects the legitimate traffic of user machines, and
as a consequence it is highly unlikely to meet with wide acceptance and use. In
light of these findings, rejecting queries is not considered in the analysis presented
in the remainder of this chapter. Furthermore, this figure as well as the other two
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Figure 6.6: Trend in the ratio of the numbers of legitimate responses to queries over
time for the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method is applied
reactively with rejecting queries, policing response streams and shaping response streams
when the power-law graph (left plot) and the random graph (right plot) are used as basic
graph. When run reactively with policing or shaping response streams, the method can
be effective in limiting the propagation speed of email worms and the illegitimate traffic
infected used machines generate without rejecting a significant amount of legitimate queries.
By contrast, with rejecting queries, it is very effective but affects legitimate traffic severely.

described above show that the traffic control mechanisms make the method exhibit
the same relative performance regardless of the graph used as basis to build the
graph modelling the Internet-scale email network on which email worms spread. In
connection with this, only simulation results that were produced using the power-law
graph as basic graph are discussed hereafter.

The simulation results reported so far indicate how the proposed method can be
expected to perform when employed reactively with each one of the traffic control
mechanisms considered in this work. These discussed in what follows concern only
the traffic control mechanisms that make the method perform best and show how
effective the method can be with each of them when applied reactively compared
to when applied proactively. Fig. 6.7 illustrates the time course of the number of
infected user machines and the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate
queries, illegitimate to legitimate emails and legitimate responses to queries for
the free propagation of email worms and when the method works reactively and
proactively with rate limiting response streams. The plot of the number of infected
user machines (upper left plot) suggests that using the method proactively, can yield
superior results than when using it reactively in terms of limiting the Internet-scale
propagation speed of email worms. This is because when run proactively, the method
takes effect against most of the infected user machines without delay (reaction time
near or equal to zero) after they become infected. The plots of the ratios of the
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numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries and emails (upper right and lower left
plots) indicate that when running proactively, the method can also cause a greater
reduction in the amount of illegitimate traffic infected user machines generate during
the early stages of the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms. Furthermore, the
plot of the ratio of the numbers of legitimate responses to queries (lower right plot)
uncovers that when the method operates proactively, it can be significantly more
effective than when operating reactively without rejecting more legitimate queries.
Notably, this plot also reveals that it is possible to configure the method (by setting
the token bucket parameters) in such a way that it does not at all affect the response
streams of non-infected user machines when applied proactively.

The final decision about which is the most appropriate traffic control mechanism
and operational mode combination for the proposed method can be made only on
a case-by-case basis. This is because it depends heavily on the priority a network
operator gives to three criteria. The first of them is the size of the effect that the
network operator intends to produce on the propagation speed of email worms. The
plot of the number of infected user machines of Fig. 6.7 (upper left plot) shows that
with respect to this criterion, using the method proactively with policing response
streams is clearly the optimal choice. The second criterion is the degree to which the
network operator is free or willing to impede the legitimate traffic of user machines
and, thereby, the quality of Internet applications end users experience. Fig. 6.6 in
conjunction with the plot of the ratio of the numbers of legitimate responses to
queries of Fig. 6.7 (lower right plot) indicate that the method with shaping response
streams running proactively rejects less legitimate queries than with policing response
streams either reactively or proactively. The third criterion is whether the network
operator is reluctant to apply the method proactively or not. The plots of the
number of infected user machines and the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to
legitimate queries and emails of Fig. 6.7 (upper left and right plots and lower left
plot) reveal that policing response streams is the traffic control mechanism that
makes the method perform best when used reactively. In light of this analysis, the
simulation results that are discussed in the remainder of this chapter demonstrate
the efficacy of the method only when it is applied with policing response streams
reactively or proactively or shaping response streams proactively.

6.4.3 Reaction Time

The simulation results presented above suggest that the proposed method has the
potential to slow down the Internet-scale spread of email worms and restrict the
illegitimate traffic infected user machines generate without significantly affecting
their legitimate traffic. However, they provide no insight into how the efficacy of the
method is influenced by the amount of time that elapses before it takes effect. To
fill this gap, the results of simulation experiments that were carried out with the
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Figure 6.7: Trend in the number of infected user machines (upper left plot) and the ratios of
the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper right plot), illegitimate to legitimate
emails (lower left plot) and legitimate responses to queries (lower right plot) over time for
the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method runs reactively and
proactively with policing and shaping response streams. When used proactively, the method
can be more effective than when used reactively, even when configured not to affect at all
the traffic of non-infected user machines. Based on the strategy of each network operator,
the most appropriate traffic control mechanism and operational mode combination is one of
policing response streams reactively or proactively or shaping response streams proactively.

reaction time Trct set to values different from its default one listed in Table 6.1 are
discussed in this subsection. In this discussion, the length of the reaction time is
expressed as a percentage of the amount of illegitimate traffic that an average user
machine produces in the course of one execution of the transmission process when it
is infected with an average email worm. The term average user machine is used here
to refer to the machine of an email user i that is represented by a vertex (of the basic
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Figure 6.8: Trend in the number of infected user machines over time for the free propagation
of email worms and the cases where the method is applied with policing response streams
reactively (left plot) and policing and shaping response streams proactively (right plot)
when allowing 10, 30 and 50% of the infectious emails produced during the first run of the
transmission process of an average email worm on an average user machine to pass before
it takes effect. When the method is applied reactively, its effectiveness in slowing down the
epidemics of email worms depends on the reaction time. Regardless of the traffic control
mechanism used, this dependency can be eliminated by applying the method proactively.

graph) with degree Di equal to the average vertex degree of the basic graph D̄. The
term average email worm is used to describe an email worm that performs exactly
Wcg×Di

2
and

Wfg×Di

2
correct and false guesses, respectively, during one execution of

the transmission process. It should be noted that the default value of Trct given in
Table 6.1 was chosen to represent the time it takes an average email worm to send
one infectious email to 20% of the email addresses in the target list it compiles once
it infects an average user machine. The simulation results reported below correspond
to setting Trct accordingly so as to allow 10, 30 and 50% of the infectious emails
produced during the first run of the transmission process of an average email worm
to pass before the method becomes operative.

Fig. 6.8, Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10 depict the time course of the number of infected
user machines and the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries,
illegitimate to legitimate emails and legitimate responses to queries for the free
propagation of email worms and when the method works with policing response
streams reactively and proactively and shaping response streams proactively. The
left and right plots of the figures correspond respectively to the cases where the
method operates reactively and proactively. The figures show that when the method
is employed reactively, its efficacy both in terms of slowing down the Internet-scale
epidemics of email worms (Fig. 6.8) and limiting the illegitimate traffic originating
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Figure 6.9: Trend in the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper
plots) and illegitimate to legitimate emails (lower plots) over time for the free propagation
of email worms and the cases where the method is applied with policing response streams
reactively (left plots) and policing and shaping response streams proactively (right plots)
when allowing 10, 30 and 50% of the infectious emails produced during the first run of the
transmission process of an average email worm on an average user machine to pass before
it takes effect. When the method is applied reactively, its effectiveness in limiting the
illegitimate traffic generated depends on the reaction time. Regardless of the traffic control
mechanism used, this dependency can be eliminated by applying the method proactively.

from infected user machines (Fig. 6.9) drops as the amount of infectious emails sent
before it takes effect increases. This uncovers that when the method is applied this
way, its performance depends heavily on the reaction time. The figures also indicate
that it is possible to eliminate this dependency by applying the method proactively.
In fact, when the method is applied proactively, either with policing or shaping
response streams, its efficacy does not change with the amount of infectious emails
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Figure 6.10: Trend in the ratio of the numbers of legitimate responses to queries over time
for the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method is applied with
policing response streams reactively (left plot) and policing and shaping response streams
proactively (right plot) when allowing 10, 30 and 50% of the infectious emails produced
during the first run of the transmission process of an average email worm on an average
user machine to pass before it takes effect. When the method runs reactively or proactively,
the degree to which it impedes legitimate traffic is largely independent of the reaction time.

that the user machines generate before it becomes operative. The reason for this is
that, as pointed out in the previous subsection, when the method runs proactively
it takes effect against all, except for the first user machine, that get infected in the
monitored network without delay (reaction time near or equal to zero). This finding
reveals another advantage, apart from that it produces superior results in terms of
containment efficacy, of using the method proactively instead of reactively.

6.5 Evasion of Proposed Method

Having shown that the proposed method has the potential to slow down the Internet-
scale epidemics of email worms and restrict the degree to which infected user machines
pollute the Internet, the next step was to investigate whether it can be useful in the
long run. To this end, several simulation experiments were performed to examine
the effectiveness of three approaches worm writers might take to program email
worms that will be capable of evading the method, and the results obtained are
presented and analysed in this section. The objective of this analysis is to provide
insight into the impact that pursuing each of these approaches can have on the
Internet-scale propagation of email worms and the efficacy of the method. Each
simulation experiment involved setting one of the parameters of the simulation
model that relate to the topology of the network on which email worms spread
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or the illegitimate outgoing DNS or email traffic of infected user machines to a
different value from the one used to produce the results reported in the previous
section. The other parameters were kept to their default values given in Table 6.1.
Hereafter, the three approaches are described and the time course of the number of
infected user machines and the ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate
queries, illegitimate to legitimate emails and legitimate responses to queries for the
free propagation and when the method is applied are shown for the corresponding
simulation experiments. In the analysis that follows, only the three traffic control
mechanism and operational mode combinations that make the method perform best
are taken into account. To facilitate comparisons, the trend in the values of the first
three metrics over time are plotted again for the free propagation of email worms
when all the parameters of the model are at their default values.

The first approach that worm writers might take is to program email worms to
generate DNS queries at lower rates. Their purpose in doing so will be to ensure
that the illegitimate response streams will not be significantly affected by the traffic
control mechanism within the containment period. To explore the implications of
implementing this approach for the propagation of email worms and the effectiveness
of the proposed method, the rate of illegitimate queries λwq was set to half the
value used to produce the simulation results discussed in the previous section. In
connection with this, the ratio of the rates of legitimate to illegitimate queries, λlq
to λwq, increased from 0.01 to 0.02. Fig. 6.11 indicates that lowering the DNS query
rate of email worms, will lead to a significant decrease in the number of infectious
emails infected user machines generate per time unit and, as a consequence, the
spreading speed of email worms. Although this might increase the chances of email
worms to evade detection by methods that look at the volume of DNS queries or
emails, it will also increase the time it takes them to reach all the vulnerable user
machines and, thereby, the time humans have to adapt and apply prevention and
treatment. Moreover, the problems caused by the amount of illegitimate traffic that
infected user machines generate will be partially alleviated. In addition, the figure
shows that taking this approach will not defeat the method with policing response
streams operating reactively or proactively; by contrast, the reduced DNS query
stream rate will make the method with shaping response streams perform like with
delaying responses. As a matter of fact, the method with policing response streams
will be useful for slowing down the Internet-scale epidemics of email worms and
limiting the illegitimate traffic infected user machines generate.

The second approach worm writers might take is orthogonal to the one discussed
above. Specifically, it involves making email worms generate DNS queries at higher
rates. The motivation to consider this approach will be to force infected user machines
to send out as many as possible infectious emails before the containment period
begins (during the reaction time). To examine the impact of taking this approach
on the spread of email worms and the effectiveness of the proposed method, the rate
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Figure 6.11: Trend in the number of infected user machines (upper left plot) and the
ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper right plot), illegitimate to
legitimate emails (lower left plot) and legitimate responses to queries (lower right plot) over
time for the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method works with
policing response streams reactively and policing and shaping response streams proactively
when the rate of illegitimate queries λwq is set to half its default value. When run with
policing response streams reactively or proactively, the method can contain email worms
that issue queries at low rates, whereas with shaping response streams proactively it cannot.

of illegitimate queries λwq was set to twice the value used to generate the simulation
results reported in the previous section. Thereby, the ratio of the rates of legitimate
to illegitimate queries, λlq to λwq, decreased from 0.01 to 0.005. Fig. 6.12 shows
that such an increase in the DNS query stream rate of email worms, will cause a
considerable raise in the number of illegitimate queries and emails infected user
machines produce per time unit. It is worth noting, however, that this raise will
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Figure 6.12: Trend in the number of infected user machines (upper left plot) and the
ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper right plot), illegitimate to
legitimate emails (lower left plot) and legitimate responses to queries (lower right plot) over
time for the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method works with
policing response streams reactively and policing and shaping response streams proactively
when the rate of illegitimate queries λwq is set to twice its default value. When run with
any of these traffic control mechanism and operational mode combinations, the method
has the potential to be effective against email worms that generate queries at high rates.

lead to only a small increase in the speed at which the Internet-scale epidemics of
email worms develop. The figure also indicates that pursuing this approach will not
detract from the efficacy the proposed method. In more detail, the method with
policing or shaping response streams operating proactively will be able to drastically
reduce the rate at which infected user machines send out infectious emails and, as a
consequence, to significantly limit the propagation speed of email worms. Applying
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Figure 6.13: Trend in the number of infected user machines (upper left plot) and the
ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper right plot), illegitimate to
legitimate emails (lower left plot) and legitimate responses to queries (lower right plot) over
time for the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method works with
policing response streams reactively and policing and shaping response streams proactively
when email worms perform per targeted email address exactly as many queries as needed.
When run with any of these traffic control mechanism and operational mode combinations,
the method can be effective against email worms programmed to operate in this manner.

the method with policing response streams reactively will achieve worse but still
satisfactory results. As a side effect, the method will more severely affect the quality
of Internet applications end users experience, as the increased DNS query stream
rate will result in more legitimate queries being rejected.

The third approach worm writers might follow is to maximise the efficiency of
email worms in terms of the number of infectious emails they produce for a given
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Figure 6.14: Trend in the number of infected user machines (upper left plot) and the
ratios of the numbers of illegitimate to legitimate queries (upper right plot), illegitimate to
legitimate emails (lower left plot) and legitimate responses to queries (lower right plot) over
time for the free propagation of email worms and the cases where the method works with
policing response streams reactively and policing and shaping response streams proactively
when the email address harvesting efficiency of email worms is improved. When run with
any of these traffic control mechanism and operational mode combinations, the method
can be effective in limiting the propagation speed of email worms programmed to operate
in this manner and the amount of illegitimate traffic that infected user machines generate.

number of DNS queries. To achieve this, they might consider two options. The first
of them is to limit the number of DNS queries email worms perform per targeted
email address. In light of the analysis in Section 2.3.2, the downside of doing so will
be that the infectious emails will have to go through the default email servers, and
thus the probability of being filtered out will be higher. The second option is to
improve the email address harvesting efficiency of email worms. In practice, there
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is a limit to the degree that this can be accomplished because email worms cannot
determine before sending out an email whether an email address belongs to an email
user (correct guess) or not (false guess). To investigate the implications of taking this
approach for the Internet-scale propagation of email worms and the performance of
the proposed method, two simulation experiments, one for each option, were carried
out. To study the first option, the number of DNS queries that the email worms
performed before sending out an email Nq was not drawn from the N(10, 32) but
assigned to 4, which was assumed to be the number of DNS queries actually needed.
To study the second option, the false guessing parameter Wfg was set to one fifth of
the value used to generate the results presented in Section 6.4; thereby, the ratio Wcg

to Wfg increased to 1. Fig. 6.13 (first option) and Fig. 6.14 (second option) show
that increasing the ratio of emails to queries that email worms produce per time
unit, will lead to an increase in their spreading speed. Nevertheless, the figures also
indicate that even if worm writers pursue this approach, the method with policing
response streams proactively or reactively or shaping response streams proactively
will continue to be effective in containing email worms.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, a new containment method for email worms that offers a number
of advantages over the available methods discussed in Chapter 5 and those widely
adopted and used to filter out unsolicited email traffic entering a network is presented.
The method operates on the local name servers and aims at automatically restricting
the rate at which infected user machines propagate email worms further. To achieve
this, it regulates by means of a traffic control mechanism the flow-level characteristics
of the DNS response streams that the local name servers return to user machines
within a certain period of time. To evaluate the effectiveness of the method, computer
simulations were performed, and the computational model that was designed and
developed to this end is described. In this work, three traffic control mechanisms used
in two operational modes, reactively and proactively, are considered to determine
which of them is the most appropriate for the method.

The simulation results of the method support three conclusions. The first of
them is that it has the potential to limit the propagation speed of email worms and
the degree to which infected user machines pollute the Internet without significantly
affecting legitimate traffic. The second conclusion is that using policing and shaping
response streams proactively, eliminates the influence of the reaction time on the
performance of the method and maximises its efficacy in terms of the impact it has
on the propagation speed of email worms and the legitimate traffic, respectively. On
the other hand, the method with policing response streams operating reactively does
not impede the traffic of non-infected user machines at all and presents not optimal
but still very good performance. The third conclusion is that the method can be
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useful for containing email worms, even zero-day, in the long run as it cannot be
defeated by minor changes in the code of email worms.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Key Contributions

This work makes the following contributions to the field of Internet security:

• It looks at Internet security from the DNS viewpoint and uncovers that many
Internet threats, such as Internet worms, spamming and DDoS attacks, produce
an observable effect on DNS traffic. Thereby, it suggests that analysing and
controlling DNS traffic is a very promising approach to effectively detect and
mitigate various Internet attacks. To demonstrate the value of this approach, it
focuses on combating email worms, which have been a major threat to network
operators and end users.

• It proposes a new behaviour-based method that automatically and accurately
detects user machines infected with email worms on the local name servers.
The method exploits the dissimilarities in the flow-level characteristics of the
DNS query streams that user machines generate. To this end, it uses clustering
and exact shape-based similarity search over time series produced by counting
the queries that the local name servers receive from each user machine within
a certain period of time.

• It points out that exact shape-based similarity search over time series, which
has received a great deal of attention within the database and data mining
community, is a useful tool for distinguishing between normal and anomalous
network activity; one that has not been yet adequately explored. In connection
with this, it explains and illustrates with a practical example how the findings
of the studies that deal with time series indexing can be applied to the context
of time series clustering.

• It introduces a new method that slows down the Internet-scale propagation
of email worms and reduces the illegitimate traffic email worm-infected user
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machines generate. The method operates on the local name servers and affects
the best effort delivery of DNS responses to user machines within a certain
period of time. To this end, it uses a traffic control mechanism to regulate the
flow-level characteristics of the response streams that the local name servers
return to user machines.

• It presents a computational model for studying the Internet-scale propagation
of email worms and assessing the potential efficacy of email worm containment
methods. The model consists of three components: the Internet-scale email
network on which email worms spread, the legitimate outgoing email and DNS
traffic of a user machine that is produced by the actions of a normal end user,
and the illegitimate outgoing email and DNS traffic of a user machine resulting
from email worm activity.

• It provides a comprehensive review and a detailed analysis of the strengths
and weaknesses of the available methods for detecting and mitigating Internet
worms. Particularly, for email worms it also anticipates a number of approaches
worm writers might take to increase the virulence and survival chances of their
programs. Thereby, it contributes to a better understanding of the dimensions
of this Internet threat and the existing solutions, and highlights areas that
need further investigation.

7.2 General Discussion

The DNS is a critical infrastructure of the Internet because most of the applications
that run on Internet-connected machines depend on the name resolution service it
provides to work. Due to its critical nature, the DNS has always been an attractive
attack target. In recent years, however, attackers have realised that misusing the DNS
comes with more advantages than damaging it or disrupting its service. To achieve
their ends, attackers take advantage of vulnerabilities in its design or implementations
or simply use the name resolution service. In the last few years, the threat from
exploiting vulnerabilities has declined, primarily because the deployment of the
DNSSEC is steadily gaining ground and the BIND, the de facto standard name
server, is extensively tried and tested. By contrast, many serious threats to network
operators and end users, such as Internet worms and botnets, rely on the name
resolution service for various destructive and supportive operations, and as a result
produce an observable effect on DNS traffic. In this work, email worms are taken as
an example to show that this observation opens a promising perspective to detect
and mitigate Internet attacks. Thereby, an email worm detection and a containment
method that operate on the local name servers are proposed. The methods analyse
and control, respectively, the flow-level characteristics of the traffic that local name
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servers and user machines exchange. The strengths and limitations of the proposed
methods, as pointed out in this thesis, are summarised below.

The proposed detection method overcomes most of the limitations of the available
detection methods. First, it is highly automated since it does not require training
before it can be used or maintenance during its operation. Thereby, it can identify
user machines infected with known as well as zero-day email worms. Second, it is
easy to implement and has low overhead because the traffic that local name servers
receive from user machines accounts for a small amount of data. Third, it is less
computationally demanding than the methods that perform deep packet inspection.
Fourth, it does not violate end user privacy. Fifth, it needs a single-point deployment
that does not depend on end user participation. Sixth, it runs on each local name
server without requiring any communication with other servers or services; hence,
it can be deployed incrementally. Seventh, it can detect with remarkable accuracy
and negligible false alarm rate user machines that become infected with any of a
large variety of recent email worms. Eighth, it has the potential to be useful in
the long run as it cannot be evaded by minor changes in the code of email worms.
Ninth, it can be effective against polymorphic email worms that might appear in
the future because it cannot be defeated by encryption. Tenth, it outperforms in
terms of detection efficacy simpler methods that base detection on the volume or
self-similarity of the DNS traffic that user machines generate.

With respect to the containment of email worms, the present study fills a void
in the literature. This is because the proposed containment method is the first
one devised based on a solid understanding of the operations of email worms and
the network behaviour of infected user machines. As a consequence, it is the only
available method that has the potential to be effective in automatically slowing down
the Internet-scale propagation of a large number of email worms. The method is
essentially the counterpart of the proposed detection method in the area of Internet
worm containment, and as such it has many of the attractive properties mentioned
in the previous paragraph. Specifically, it is easy to implement, has low overhead
and is less computationally demanding than methods that would operate on packet
payloads. In addition, it also needs a single-point deployment that does not depend
on end user participation, and it can be deployed in an incremental manner. Apart
from these properties, it has three additional interesting properties. First, it has low
deployment cost as a local name server is installed in almost every network of the
Internet. Second, it can contribute to reducing the illegitimate traffic that infected
user machines send to the Internet with minimally, if at all, affecting their legitimate
traffic. Third, like the proposed detection method, yet for different reasons, it cannot
be easily evaded by small changes in the code of email worms.

Along with the strengths listed above, the proposed methods have also several
limitations that emerge from their two basic design characteristics; namely, that
they are intended to analyse and control traffic at the flow level and run on the local
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name servers. Their first limitation is that they operate only on the traffic that flows
between user machines and local name servers. As a consequence, they are blind to
illegitimate traffic that infected user machines might exchange with other recursive
name servers on the Internet. Although the vast majority of recent email worms
depend on the local name servers to carry out some or all their operations and this
dependency is not likely to disappear in the future, this leaves a window open for
worm writers seeking to evade the methods. A second limitation is that the detection
method does not distinguish which DNS queries result from end user and which
from email worm activity. Instead, it classifies a user machine as non-infected or
infected based on the entire query stream it generates within a certain period of time.
In connection with this, the containment method does not affect the illegitimate
responses only but treats legitimate and illegitimate responses equally. Therefore,
when used, it will inevitably have a small negative impact on the legitimate responses
and, thereby, on the quality of Internet applications end users experience. Apart
from these limitations that are relevant to both methods, the detection method has
two more worth noting. First, it does not identify infected user machines in real
time but with a small delay, which is however significantly shorter than the time
that passes before the currently-used methods become operative. This is because it
processes data in batches, as it needs that an infected user machine has generated
some queries before it takes effect. Second, although against most of the email worms
considered in this study it was found to be remarkably accurate, it failed completely
to detect user machines infected with any from a small subset of them.

7.3 Further Research

This work uncovers that many serious Internet threats, such as Internet worms and
botnets, rely on the name resolution service, and as a result affect the DNS traffic
traversing the Internet. Based on this observation, email worms are used as an
example to demonstrate that analysing and controlling DNS traffic is a promising
approach to effectively detect various Internet attacks and mitigate the extent of the
damage they cause. In particular, it proposes a detection and a containment method
that are intended to run on the local name servers and process the traffic they
exchange with user machines. Future work calls for understanding and exploiting the
effect that other existing and emerging Internet threats produce on the DNS traffic
and developing methods for dealing with them. These methods could work either
standalone or complementary to other detection and mitigation methods providing
an additional level of protection against these Internet threats. In this direction,
studying spambots, which have evolved into the principal source of spam [146] that,
in turn, is considered to be the driving force in the economics of botnets [216], would
be a natural continuation of the work presented in this thesis. This is because
spambot software and email worms share many of the same modules that they use
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to find email addresses and send out emails [216]. Hence, it is reasonable to expect
that the proposed methods can be also useful for detecting user machines turned
into spambots and limiting the rate at which they pollute the Internet.

Although the proposed methods have been shown to be very powerful, they
are not a silver bullet for the problem of email worms. In fact, there exist several
issues with respect to them that deserve further investigation. These issues relate
either to optimising their performance in terms of effectiveness and timeliness or
to limiting the options left open to the email worm writers that will try to evade
them. The first of these issues concerns studying where on a network is the most
appropriate point to implement them and which enhancements are needed to make
them capable of dealing with email worms that will not depend on the local name
servers at all. In doing so, considering the case of email worms that will query
name servers deployed on the Internet for public use, open resolvers or name servers
under malicious control and will be able to hide the source of their DNS queries or
tunnel their DNS queries through non-DNS traffic, is necessary. The second issue
involves exploring possible ways to minimise the detection period without reducing
the accuracy of the detection method and examining if and how the method can be
refined to work in real time. The third issue regards advancing the detection method
so that it can identify user machines infected with any of the few email worms that it
currently fails to detect. The fourth issue that is worth looking at is how to increase
the effect of the containment method on the illegitimate traffic and restrict that on
legitimate traffic. The last issue relates to finding ways to automatically stop the
Internet-scale epidemics of email worms instead of just delaying them.
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